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Night swoops over the October sky like a velvet glove. 
The moon bleeds dark into leaves and a cool rustling 
wind shutters between an endless array of dead stars. I 
watch a sliver of light cut into the sea and imagine if it‟ll 
slice my body before it hits the water. Boots take another 
step forward until an inch of rough leather sticks out into 
the open air. I open my arms and close my eyes, let the 
sounds of passing traffic clash with the staggering white 
noise in my skull. Deep breaths are absent of grace, 
fluttering with the dying motions of cancerous butterflies.  
 “Forgive me, Jenna.” 
 The three words are lost somewhere in the evening 
wind, past the ambient purple lights of the bridge and 
into the motionless gray clouds. Goosebumps trail along 
my arms like tiny ants poking through the skin on their 
march to my heart. The beginnings of tears coalesce in 
the corners of my eyes and at any second I‟ll throw 
myself down into the water, forget that I‟ve spent the 
past four months looking for someone who can‟t be 
found.  
 Heart quivers with a mix of oxycodone and regret, final 
beats will be swallowed by chilled salt water and my last 
breaths. I open my eyes and pretend that she‟s standing 
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next to me, the sweet smell of lavender and chocolate 
chips gliding just under my nose. I bring a hand to my 
face, scrape the edges of a beard that once itched the 
pastel skin of the most beautiful woman in the world. 
Jenna‟s smile once set my chest ablaze but now the only 
thing under my ribcage is a bottomless black well.  
 Fifteen seconds pass and I‟m looking down at the 
hollow vacuum of air between my body and the ocean. 
Cars drift past behind me, the endless static of rubber 
plowing over concrete. A thousand midnight souls fly 
above me, unaware that they‟ll receive another brother in 
just a few minutes. Another deep breath spins in my 
lungs and I lift my left foot off the edge of the bridge. It‟s 
just when I push myself forward that a blinding pinch 
greets the back of my thigh. A crimson flower of blood 
sprays from the opposite side of my leg and I fall off the 
higher beam and onto the road. Headlights flash in front 
of my face and swivel out of sight. A cranking snarl of 
colliding traffic hits the sound waves circling my head, 
each bit of snapped metal screeching like a deranged 
symphony. Vision begins to fade to white and the pain 
shoots up my leg as fast as the moonlight hits my eyes.  
 A flash of shadows skitters past me, their figures dark 
and quick. I can hear people screaming names I‟ll forget 
in seconds. I let my head drop to the concrete and it‟s 
surprisingly warm and comforting. I want to drift off 
somewhere I won‟t wake up, somewhere that doesn‟t 
have an ocean and a sun that shines without hiding 
behind the horizon every night. 
 I take a deep breath and try to wake myself up, glance 
down at my leg and watch a spool of blood drip down 
the front of my thigh and onto my knee. Droplets collude 
around the bone and fall to the street like tears swimming 
with bright red food coloring.  
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 I slowly raise my hands to the air. Time becomes 
incidental, physical. I can feel the seconds pass with the 
thrush of a bloody kiss. Shadows dance above my body 
and I wonder if Jenna‟s soft skin is only moments from 
the touch. The universe glows for a single second 
stretched over minutes, each bouncing wave of light 
penetrating the original thoughts that floated through my 
head when I stepped to the side of the bridge. White hot 
rhythm of pain in my leg, blood is dripping with the force 
of a broken dam. The concrete is my pillow, abnormally 
warm and comforting. I can‟t remember the last time I‟ve 
felt this much at ease. 
 The voices wallow and hop from above me, people 
standing over a body that was moments away from 
making the violent ocean his watery tomb. A man leans 
down, cell phone glued to his ear. I wonder if the voice 
of God is on the other line. It‟s only a matter of moments 
that the cornflower blue radiance intercepts the moon‟s 
supple light. Sirens blaze, whiny pitch of their cries 
invading the few moments I have left before my world 
fades to black.  
 I can hear the words “shot” and “fell” as the figures 
point at my near-lifeless body. Breaths are beginning their 
erratic spin in my lungs, each inhale like the last eager 
strokes of a final cigarette. Red and blue lights twirl in 
slow motion as a stream of worried policeman lift my 
body from the ground. Fingertips scrape the once silent 
street below the momentary procession, a parade in 
which I‟m the dying star. I exhale a strand of icy regret, 
last bits of hope spilling out of my mouth in a mess of 
blood and saliva. My teeth clenched, I wait for the eyelids 
to drop and a jagged shade of black to cover my 
thoughts. 
 I‟ve never been so far away from Jenna, but I can‟t give 
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up now. Not even a single bullet in the fleshy part of the 
thigh will derail me.  
 Voices grow fainter, and with the quick slam of 
ambulance doors I‟m lost in a dream world where my 
own reflection is just another taunting ghost. 
 

*** 
 
“Clint, I need you to open your eyes.” 
 The words are as blurry as the euphoria in my heart.  
 “Clint, please open your eyes.” 
 Louder now, each syllable bouncing off the sides of my 
skull like little ping pong balls. Fingers curl upward and 
greet a jumble of wires and tubes. It‟s when I kick the 
pins and needles out of my legs that I realize that I‟m 
covered with bedsheets the color of a winter morning, 
the scent of floor cleaner and sweat seeping into my 
nostrils. Parched throat beckons for water and when I 
reach for an invisible glass of liquid a man in a thick 
white coat grabs my arm.  
 “Clint?” 
 The voice booms with an unbridled echo and I can‟t 
tell whether it‟s my brain or the quiet hospital room that‟s 
hollow and secluded. A bright light glows overhead, each 
pulse of its shimmering edges a faint signal of something 
much greater, perhaps the one place I‟d see her again. 
The voice crashes again and soon enough I‟m brought 
back to the stinging grasp of reality. 
 “Clint, I need you to wake up,” he says. “Please look at 
me.” 
 A man with thick black hair and comforting eyes places 
his hand on mine, the momentary warmth sending a 
shock of life into the droplets of blood colluding into 
each other after too many minutes of unwanted slumber. 
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My spine tickles at its base, the glitter of a fuzzy dream 
dissipating into lemony sweet air. I curl my fingers into a 
fist and brush the man‟s hand away. He shakes his head, 
as if I‟m a child who‟s displaying unwanted behavior. 
 “Please, wake up and listen to me, Clint,” he says. “My 
name is Doctor James Novlik. You‟re in Massachusetts 
General Hospital. You were shot in the leg on the Zakim 
Bridge less than two hours ago. You passed out on the 
concrete and were then brought here to us.” 
 I can remember the moon‟s soft beckoning, its blaze as 
welcoming as a grandparent‟s smile. The man continues 
to speak as my eyes focus on the two slight wrinkles in 
his tanned forehead. 
 “There was a collision a few moments after you fell 
from the edge of the bridge. Two women are in critical 
condition, and an elderly man was just taken out of 
surgery after being thrown fifteen feet from his car.” He 
clears his throat and adjusts the collar of his pristine 
white labcoat. “There‟s something to be said about a man 
who was saved by a bullet.” 
 Flashes of red stain the overhead light, the disparate 
static clinging to every syllable spoken since my eyes 
opened. The pain becomes apparent now, tinges of nerve 
endings seared open with the gentle graze of speeding 
metal. The comfort of hospital blankets and pillows 
disappears, replaced with the cold surface of a concrete 
road. I open my mouth and pretend that I know how to 
speak. Icy strands of saliva pull and stretch between 
parched lips. 
 “Jenna…” 
 Novlik hangs his head, nodding to the tune of my 
spaced breaths. “Clint, please listen to me. I‟ve been a 
doctor here for almost fifteen years and I‟d like to think 
that I‟ve seen it all, but this is pushing my limits.” He 
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pauses, waits for the right moment to ask me the one 
question I know is burning the insides of his mind. 
“What were you doing outside of your car on that bridge 
at three in the morning?” 
 The truth is that I‟d run out of options. The truth is 
that while I sit in this hospital bed, open flesh wound in 
my leg, she‟s somewhere out there. The one love of my 
life and she‟s nowhere to be found. 
 “It was the only way,” I say. 
 “The only way for what?” 
 I close my eyes, hope that he‟ll leave the room and 
pump me full of meds before he does. I take a moment 
to focus on my own breaths, the hugging of wind in my 
lungs. Fingers spread outward, I reach for the small beige 
plastic cup on the edge of the nightstand next to the bed. 
Novlik sighs and tips the cup towards my mouth, bright 
pink straw finding its way to the center of my tongue. It 
takes my last bits of energy to suck down the cool liquid. 
 “Clint, what were you doing on that bridge?” Novlik‟s 
voice grows with frustration. “And who do you know 
would have actively known you were on the bridge to 
shoot you?” 
 There was a point in my life that being shot in the leg 
would have been an event, a moment that I‟d remember 
forever. But at this point, with Jenna gone for so long, 
I‟m not surprised at anything. The earth could slip out of 
its orbit and fly away while a deep, violent winter dresses 
its every inch, and I‟d still sit at the edge of the bed in my 
apartment, wondering why each passing moment was 
another missing chance to turn it all around.  
 “It was the only way to see her again.” I finally speak 
clear and concise words, hoping that they‟re enough to 
drive away the one soul who wants to help me. 
 Novlik grinds his teeth. “We found nearly 360 
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milligrams of oxycodone in your bloodstream, Clint. The 
pieces are scattered right now. There are three policemen 
waiting to talk to you in the lobby. I‟m going to do a 
favor for a man I don‟t know and tell them you‟re in no 
shape to speak with them…but there‟s a lot going on 
here for someone whom I‟m imaging was on the verge of 
suicide.” 
 Suicide. It doesn‟t even seem like a word anymore. 
When a man decides to kill himself, the very term doesn‟t 
seem so final, so erratic. Suicide is a word you read in the 
newspaper, not a word that floats through the mind of 
someone a half inch away from free-falling into cold 
water that‟s as hard as a thick layer of concrete. When I 
stepped onto the bridge earlier in the night, I knew that 
all hope was gone. Six months and not a single ounce of 
contact from her, not a single sign that she‟d be back. 
Everything pointed to Jenna being dead and if there was 
one action that would bring me closer to her, it‟d be the 
finality of my skull striking water while the rest of my 
body snapped under the impact of liquid static and 
gravity. 
 I shake my head, let the thoughts dance to the rhythm 
of rain pelting the room‟s lone window.  I don‟t know a 
single person in the world that would point a gun at me 
and pull the trigger. I haven‟t spoken to a living, 
breathing human in weeks and when the one moment I 
know I don‟t want to live anymore arises, something pulls 
me back down into the dregs of reality. 
 “She‟s never coming back,” I say. “That‟s what I was 
doing on that bridge, doctor. It was the only way to end 
the pain.” I don‟t want to live another day without the 
subtle hints of blue-grey from her compassionate eyes, 
the soft thrill of passion in her tiny voice.  
 Novlik nods and retrieves a syringe from the counter a 
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few feet from the bed. He squirts a clear liquid into the 
air and sits next to me. “You need to rest,” he says. “The 
bullet went clean through your leg; it‟s going to be a little 
painful to walk for the next few days. I suggest you sort 
out your life when you leave this room, Clint. I can see 
the suffering in your eyes. You‟re not going to find solace 
in suicide.” 
 He drives the needle into my arm and for a moment 
the bed is a cloud, every inch of fabric contorting to the 
cricks in my body. A waft of elation floats through my 
blood and reaches my chest. Novlik pats me on the 
shoulder, leaves the room with a trail of comet dust 
radiating from his figure. Rain continues to attack the 
window, hints of sun peeking from the distance. A soft 
glow pinches at my brain, the signal of another dream. I 
take a deep breath and picture Jenna sitting at the edge of 
the bed. The last time I saw her there was a downpour of 
cold April rain, and every time the clouds grow grey since 
then I relive that fateful day in my mind.  

I turn my head and feel the first inkling of tired and 
weary eyelids. The sky is as dark as ale, black rose petals 
cutting through thick clouds like charred razorblades. I 
close my eyes and I swear I can hear her calm voice 
calling me, begging me to join her in whatever life she 
now calls home. The first crack of thunder hits and my 
heart beats a little slower, eyelashes scraping flesh and 
pupils flashing with the shadowy backdrop of an 
oncoming nightmare. 
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My eyes stare at the hypnotic progression of the second 
hand on the clock above the sink. A mass of voices slink 
by the room, each one blending into the same dull tone. 
When I was a child the very smell of a hospital was 
enough to instill fear in my blood. Without the quill of 
painkillers, my chest feels empty and hollow. None of the 
medical staff have plunked me with a needle in countless 
hours. I close my eyes and take a deep breath, hoping 
that the mess of blankets and sheets is another twisting 
turn of a dream. When I open my eyes, the smell is still 
there: the unquestionable array of sterile floor cleaner and 
antiseptic. The overhead light fades for a second then 
brightens, soon enough the boiling of vomit and phlegm 
escapes my mouth like a rogue bullet train.  
 My insides splatter onto the tiled floor with a sickening 
splashing sound. I wipe my mouth with the disgustingly 
purple gown I‟ve been wearing for at least a day. The 
wound in my leg doesn‟t feel as ripe; I can swing my legs 
out of bed with only minor discomfort. When I‟m on my 
feet I take slow steps to the edge of the doorway, peer 
out both ways for any signs of Novlik. He‟s nowhere in 
sight, only the quickening pace of nurses and other 
medical staff. 
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 The closet door is partially open, a slice of dull hospital 
light shining on a clump of clothes. They smell like the 
ocean and I recognize them as my own. I pull on my 
jeans, patches of dried blood adorning the right leg just 
above and below the bullet wound. I toss the gown on 
the bed and sling on the plain black t-shirt, ample odor of 
sweat and regret stinging my nostrils. Sitting on the edge 
of the bed, I raise my leg until the wound is in full view 
under the light. The small hole looks like a crater in a cut 
of sirloin steak. Every second now is a gift because of 
that bullet, every minute another opportunity to find 
Jenna. Although my mind tells me that she‟s long dead 
and rotting somewhere far away, my heart pumps more 
than just blood into my veins; it tells me that she‟s alive, 
breathing and holding onto the fact that the one person 
that loved her more than anyone else is searching for her. 
 I find a wedge of bandages and wrap the roll around 
my jeans and the wound. Buried in the closet are my 
boots, hidden in the corner under a pile of blankets and 
pillows. I‟m surprised to find my wallet in the back 
pocket of my jeans. Gripping my fingers against the 
doorframe, I take another peek and in seconds the rubber 
soles of my boots are squeaking against the hallway floor. 
A pretty young nurse with blonde locks swinging in front 
of her forehead holds a hand up when she sees me barrel 
around the corner. 
 “Excuse me,” she says. “Visiting hours are over.” 
 I force a smile and try not to stare at the deep blue of 
her eyes. “I‟m not visiting anyone.”  
 She says something else but I ignore it, hurrying my 
way to the elevator at the end of the hallway. I press the 
„Up‟ button and it‟s only now that I‟m sweating, beads of 
salty water spinning from my forehead and into my eyes. 
I can only imagine that this is withdrawal from the 
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oxycodone, the anxious heartbeats in my chest begging 
for another dose of something that‟ll clog my memory 
and relax my blood.  
 I catch a view of the outside world through the hallway 
window, watch the eager pellets of rain attack the helpless 
streets. Each drop is a loud as a thousand guitar riffs, a 
twang that mixes with thunder and lightning. Rain is the 
only constant I have left, my final reminder of Jenna. The 
elevator opens with a ding and I know in a matter of 
minutes I‟m going to pound the city pavement while the 
godless crashing of raindrops eases my tired muscles. 
 

*** 
 
The day Jenna disappeared was the day I learned to smell 
rain. Not just the subtle scent of wet concrete and dirt 
after a storm, but the true smell of rain and all it can do 
for the dying and the dead, the missing and the lost. Ever 
since that day the clouds are darker, each cloud black and 
unforgiving, waiting to pour its contents on a helpless 
world. I can remember her giving me a peck on the 
forehead as she left for work that day, a sly smile on her 
face that told me she would be thinking of me.  
 She didn‟t answer the phone that night after I got home 
and noticed she wasn‟t there yet. I trudged home from 
work in the early evening, sopping wet from a chilly 
spring storm. She didn‟t answer me when I called her 
name. Every room was quiet and undisturbed.. None of 
Jenna‟s clothes were missing, nor was a suitcase or 
backpack. There weren‟t any traces of a break-in or 
anything else afoul that would lead me to believe she was 
kidnapped before I got home. 
 I didn‟t sleep for days after that evening. The police 
officially filed a missing persons record less than two days 
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after she disappeared, all the while telling me that “she‟d 
turn up eventually.” They told me that “maybe she 
needed a break from life,” “needed to get away for a little 
without telling anyone.” They told me they saw stuff like 
this happen all the time. 
 Harold, Jenna‟s older brother, seemed as if his sister‟s 
disappearance was a nuisance. He and their father, Max, a 
well-respected man and professor at Boston University, 
seemed to give up hope less than a few weeks after she 
disappeared. All that time and neither one reached out to 
me for comfort. Neither one embraced me as part of 
their family, part of their mourning. All they could tell me 
was that she‟d be back someday. She‟d be back and we 
would all forget that she was ever gone. They cared more 
about their own lives than the gift that was their daughter 
and sister. They stopped talking to me a little after a 
month into Jenna‟s disappearance. In times of crisis, this 
was the type of family that shrugged it off, as if it were a 
loss in a baseball game, something that they could 
rebound from without ever showing signs of it affecting 
them. 
 After two months, I wasn‟t going to work anymore. I 
barely showered, barely fed myself. It wasn‟t until my 
landlord‟s son provided me with some level of solace, 
some level of coping. The same penny-pinching drug 
dealer that once sold Jenna and me an ounce of weed for 
our anniversary was the man that sold me two hundred 
tabs of oxycodone. Each one pushed off the pain for a 
little while, each one filled my lungs with the fluid of 
forget. I would sit at the edge of the couch and pop two 
or three into my mouth, swallow them with what little 
energy was left in my body. There‟d be nothing in my 
world except for the gentle ringing of birds crawling 
across the trees outside of my living room, the tender 
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swaying of wind and stars in a perfect summer evening.  
 It was only a few days ago that I gave in. It was only a 
few days ago that I left my apartment with the hopes that 
my final breaths would fill my chest with salt water. I 
walked out of my truck and onto the edge of that bridge 
knowing that there was a chance to end all of the pain, a 
chance to see Jenna again. It was that bullet that changed 
all of this.  
 One fucking bullet in my leg. One person who knows 
something about me. One man or woman that held my 
destiny between their fingertips.  
 

*** 
 
I stand outside of the hospital and silently pray that 
there‟s cash in my wallet. I find a few crumpled tens and 
a bunch of singles wedged between my license and a 
couple credit cards. Finding a taxi at this time of night in 
this area of the city wouldn‟t be hard, but the idea of 
dialogue between myself and a stranger slightly frightens 
me and sends my heart into a momentary tailspin, so I 
embrace the light drizzle of three a.m. rain and round the 
corner onto the main street. A cold wind wraps itself 
around me like a blanket of mountain ice. 
 The streets of Boston are a different creature in the 
early morning, shadowy figures dancing around every 
corner while discarnate souls wade their way through the 
endless twirl of dying streetlights. My steps are erratic and 
disjointed, the vacant wisps of painkillers sipping their 
last breaths in my chests. I keep my head down and 
locked, hoping that a much stronger street vagrant has no 
desire to pummel a man that‟s as weak as an orange tabby 
kitten. I catch the glowing eyes of a raccoon and the 
many sullen faces of the city‟s wounded, but none that 
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spew their stories or beg me for change. I cross an all-
night sushi joint only a few blocks away from the 
hospital, purple neon lights leaving the blank spots of 
bright life in every blink of my eyes. An inebriated couple 
sits at a booth near the window, exchanging long gazes 
and the words of passion. I can tell they‟re in love 
because he can‟t keep his hands off of hers. 
 I can remember my days with Jenna, letting fingernails 
the color of an October morning rub the light hairs on 
my skin. She would always peck my cheek when I wasn‟t 
suspecting it and now looking at these two birds in the 
window, I touch my own face and imagine a dewy rain-
soaked kiss from the warm lips of a woman. 
 My apartment is less than two miles from the hospital. 
I can‟t remember what happened to my Jeep, nor what 
the authorities did with it after I was shot on the bridge. 
With the pain subsiding from the wound in my leg, at this 
point I wouldn‟t mind walking the entire East Coast to 
find Jenna. The streetlights are my map back home. The 
curving main road gives way to a subset of residential 
streets, each holding the weight of working-class citizens. 
I find the lucid green of the street sign and round the 
corner to my apartment. It‟s when I picture Jenna‟s 
Mustang that I‟m blown back to memories past, light 
cleavage poking from her low-cut t-shirt as she steps out 
of the vehicle. I rub the night‟s residue into my eyes and 
darkness falls back over the street. Each memory of 
Jenna is like a marble in my brain, pretty soon I‟ll lean to 
one side and my skull will smash to the ground, each 
Christmas and Saturday night and breakfast and movie 
and pub-crawl and laugh and tear will fall from the open 
wound, spill out into the pavement and funnel down the 
sewer drain. 
 The key to my apartment is hidden under a fake plastic 
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rock near the front garden. I close my eyes and reach for 
the plastic hump, force it open and a silver key falls to the 
ground. I slide it into the front door and a whiff of my 
life before the storm quickly floats out. It‟s when I step 
foot into the front hall that I‟m greeted with the days 
before the night on the bridge; clothes, newspapers and 
empty bottles are strewn across the living room floor as if 
a miniature tornado hit the apartment while I was off 
trying to kill myself. My clothes smell like blood, sweat 
and depression, so I slide them off and throw them on 
the couch. I need a good shower, shave and exorcism but 
instead I opt for clean jeans and a white undershirt.  
 The bathroom holds the odor of hairspray and cheap 
cologne, remnants of the few times I wandered outside of 
the apartment in the days following Jenna‟s 
disappearance. I stare at myself in the mirror until I can 
count the number of times I blink in a single minute. My 
face is tired, the wrinkles of stress garnering my forehead 
like medals of hope. A scoop of cold water on my cheeks 
and nose and I‟m more awake, more aware of where I am 
and what‟s happened to me over the past twenty-four 
hours. I lean against the mirror, press my breath and a 
marking of steam on its thick glass. A quick flash of 
black, the coattails of a momentary supernova spin in the 
corner of the mirror, dissipating into a stream of smoke 
and dust. I rub my eyes and convince myself that I‟m not 
dreaming, I‟m not dead. I fish two blue pills out of the 
little plastic vial on the edge of the medicine cabinet and 
slip them under my tongue, let them dance against the 
edge of my gums before swallowing them in a quick gulp. 
I slowly pace out of the bathroom, slipping off the light 
as I exit.  

The kitchen floor is as cold as a winter morning. I hear 
the sudden splash of water in the sink, the steady stream 
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of water pumping from pipes that haven‟t been used in 
days. I run to the end of the kitchen, stare into the sink to 
catch a swirl of water spinning in a clockwise direction 
around the drain and soon slipping into the netherworld 
below the grate. I check the knobs but they haven‟t been 
turned on. I can‟t tell if I imagined the sink turning on by 
it self but I quickly recall the flash in the mirror and 
wonder what‟s wrong with my mind. My finger slugs 
across the tip of the drain and comes back wet. I wasn‟t 
imagining the faucet coming to life on its own. 
 I take a step back and close my eyes, hoping to wake up 
at any moment. My heart beats a little faster, each hop 
and skip like a newfound rush of life. I ease a chair from 
under the kitchen table and rest my weary body, my eyes 
still locked. A world of black is my comfort now and I‟m 
afraid to open my eyes again. Breaths are absent of grace, 
the dour reminders of dead time, lost and forgotten. I 
reach for an imaginary hand, hold it with all of my might. 
A single tear falls and slithers down my cheek, hits the 
edge of the table with the loudest noise I‟ve heard in 
months. It‟s all I have in me, one droplet of emotion 
from a skeleton bruised and battered.  
 I push myself from the table and stand up, opening my 
eyes and expecting something different. All I receive is 
the same golden kitchen, tiled floor and cabinets that 
hold food that‟s too old to eat. A single breath and I can 
smell her now, the faint hints of lavender and vanilla 
floating through dusty air like little dirty angels. I reach 
for the counter, leverage it to hold my body in a standing 
position. Slow steps out of the kitchen and I expect to 
see her standing there, jet black streaks swimming in a sea 
of blonde hair. Instead there‟s nothing but the hallway 
walls, leading to a bedroom that once glowed with life.  
 I curl my lips and bite my tongue, first fist colliding 
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with the wall. The second and third send shockwaves of 
red through the bones in my hand. I continue to punch 
until my knuckles are bleeding. Pulling my hand to my 
chest, I slide down the wall until my face is buried in my 
hands. I say her name once and silently wish for an 
aneurysm, maybe a blood clot. Anything that‟ll stop the 
blood from pumping. I look down the hallway to the 
open bedroom door, catch a small glimpse of the edge of 
our bed, our little blue world in a square room. I shake 
my head and take a deep breath, waves of glittery slumber 
beginning to pull on my eyelids. The hallway walls start to 
collapse under the weight of a million scattered 
memories, each one with the dull edges of cloudy knives. 
Each breath slows until I can‟t feel my body anymore.  
 The bedroom door slams shut and I swear my heart 
stops for a second. 
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We held hands on your last night on earth. You turned to me with 
carcinogen eyes, the dewy rays of a hot summer morning. Every word 
you said was repeated in a looped reel until our lips met, drops of 
sweat colluding between the marrow in our bones like we were 
boiling near the heart of the sun. I tried to speak but you pushed a 
finger to my mouth, held a single black fingernail to the edge of my 
teeth like you were afraid of my words.  
 “The stars,” you said. “They look like they’re going to explode.” 
 My heart skipped a dozen beats and we pretended we were 
angels. I held you close to my chest, so close that I could hear the 
scattered thoughts spinning between your beautiful skull. We sat at 
the edge of the beach and sighed. You rested your head on my 
shoulder and told me that this was all you ever wanted. The moon 
split into two perfect slivers, bits of glitter and space dust popping 
amidst the fireworks in the sky. All I could do was smile and hold 
you tighter, wait for the perfect moment to tell you everything I ever 
knew.  
 “This is ours,” you said. “This is eternal.” 
 We watched the night die, watched it burst into colors that have 
never been seen before. You squeezed my fingers like you were 
afraid, and I told you that everything was going to be alright as long 
as we stayed in this moment, a moment forever. It was only a few 
minutes before the rain fell onto our weary shoulders. Neither of us 
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moved nor spoke. We sat in the muddy sand with out breaths and 
our hearts and our souls, let the gentle summer breeze carry our 
thoughts to another place. 
 You said you’d stay with me forever.  

Only now you’re not sitting next to me anymore. There’s just a 
shallow ripple in the sand and I casually dip my finger into the dirty 
puddle, hoping that at any moment you’ll hop over the stone wall 
and smile at me like you would every morning. The moon isn’t in 
the sky, replaced by an endless blanket of darkness. 

The stars are blurry now, as if vibrating before a violent ocean 
storm. I lay back and close my eyes, the wind carrying only the 
slightest traces of your voice. 

 
*** 

 
A brutal knock shocks me into the morning world. I sit 
up and find myself amidst the dirty edges of the living 
room carpet. Small, quick breaths force their way into my 
lungs, heart beginning to beat like a corpse brought back 
to life after spending years in a winter graveyard. A rogue 
stream of icy air escapes my lips. Another knock and I‟m 
startled by the thought of living souls chatting outside my 
front door. The rumblings of voices drift closer and 
closer to me like radio signals from a distant era. I stand 
up, bits of pain in my leg less evident than before I 
passed out in the living room. The sun catches me in its 
array of autumn rays, bathes me in a torrid mix of light 
and warmth.  

I open the front door, greeted by stray rays of bloated 
sunshine and a wasp of ruffled black hair. The voice is 
louder now, echoes unfounded by the weight of sleep in 
my skull. After a few seconds the images and sounds 
coalesce into a figure not more than an inch or two taller 
than myself.  
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“Clint?” 
The voice belongs to Harold, the older sibling of the 

only woman I ever truly loved. I blink three or four 
times, try to coat my eyes with a fresh layer of wetness. 
“Harold, come in.” My sounds crackly, like I‟m 
broadcasting myself over a fifty-year old radio. 

He takes small steps into the living room, unaware that 
the last time he stepped foot in my apartment we were 
both wondering if his sister had died or was simply hiding 
from the world around her. Harold forcefully reaches a 
hand into the hollow air between us, his fingers long and 
uninviting. Deep breath and I extend my own, flesh 
gripping his in a limp-fish struggle. “Sit down,” I say. 

Harold falls into the aged leather recliner like an old 
man settling into a black cloud of marshmallow. He takes 
a few quick breaths and cracks his knuckles. “So, how 
have you been doing?” 

The truth is that I wish I wasn‟t alive. The truth is that 
the man sitting a few inches away from me has avoided 
me over the last few months, completely aware yet 
unaware that his brother-in-law has struggled everyday to 
wake up in the morning knowing that his wife is either 
dead, gone or missing.  

“Fine,” I say, stretching myself to sit at the corner of 
the loveseat next to the recliner. “How are you and your 
dad doing?” 

Harold nods for a few seconds, then turns to me with 
those eyes, the same tweaking blue bits of glitter that 
were ever apparent whenever Jenna was smiling. “You 
know how he is,” he says, “always buried in his work at 
the university.” 

I nod. “Fantastic.” I pause for a moment and realize 
that I‟d do anything for this encounter to end. “Harold, I 
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know you‟re not here to check up on me. Both you and 
your father could care less if I‟m alive, let alone how I‟m 
holding up.” 

He shakes his head and stands up, draws a cigarette 
from a crumpled pack in the front pocket of his jeans. A 
bit of fat hangs over the edge of his belt buckle and I can 
tell he‟s probably been spending more time at the pub 
than in the gym. “Clint, you never did get it, did you?” 

I force a laugh from the pit of my belly. 
“It‟s not about you, man. It‟s never been. How do you 

think it is for us? A father loses his only daughter.” He 
lights the tip of his cigarette, burning star exploding in a 
silent burst of light and smoke. “A brother loses his only 
sister.” 

I resist the urge to grab him by the throat and pinch his 
windpipe with the tips of my fingers. “No, you‟re 
right…it‟s not about me, Harold. It‟s about Jenna. Do 
you know where she is?” 

“No.” 
“Neither do I.” I claw at the back of my head, try to 

find a stray scab to release the tension in every inch of my 
bones. “And that‟s just where we are. A father and a 
brother just don‟t move on with their lives like that. You 
guys make me sick.” 

Harold finishes his cigarette in a jettison of a drag. He 
stamps it out in the open clay leaf that my guests used 
back when I was accepting visitors. “Clint, we‟re not the 
ones wallowing in what happened. We grieve as strongly 
and as empathetically as you do, my friend. You wear this 
on your sleeve day in and day out. I‟m not the one with 
the problem here.” 

I flip the coffee table from its standing position and 
pretend that it‟s made of styrofoam. Harold ducks as if 
he‟s about to be struck with a thousand bolts of lightning. 
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Old newspapers, ash and broken bits of plaster slam the 
carpeted floor with glee. My chest heaves in and out like 
I‟m about to enter the joyful world of cardiac arrest. 
Harold quickly walks away from me with a scowl on his 
face. He leans against the kitchen sink and shakes his 
head with slow motions. 

“This isn‟t what I came here for, Clint. I didn‟t expect 
you to be this hostile.” 

I laugh, teeth grinding against each other so hard that I 
can taste the enamel. I walk over to him and he 
immediately flinches. “I‟m not the one who‟s been acting 
like he never had a fucking sister.” 

I can tell the words hit his heart in its bloody center. 
He closes his eyes for a second and stares at me until he 
bites the edge of his tongue. “Enough, Clint. I need 
something for you and I promise it won‟t be too much of 
me to ask.” 

“What?” 
“Her pendant and necklace.” He looks away, peers at 

the sunny morning just beyond the reach of the kitchen 
window. “My father wants it.” 

The pendant, her pendant. The same one that drooped 
from her neck when we first met, its black tips swooping 
into a plunging neckline of pale cleavage and scattered 
speckles of blush.  

“Why does he want it?” 
Harold pulls out the chair closest to him from the 

kitchen table. He sits down with a sigh, acting like no 
words of hurt passed from our lips over the past five 
minutes. “He‟s been building a memorial of sorts…you 
know, a thick picture book and other things.” 

I close my eyes and hide the rage. “A memorial, 
Harold? She‟s not dead.” 

He looks up at me with the look of desperation. “It‟s 
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not easy for him, Clint. It breaks him apart on the inside 
everyday.” 

“I‟m sure it does.” Sarcasm floats from my mouth like 
fire. I reach into the refrigerator and pull out a carton of 
orange juice. Long, involved gulps and I‟m left with a 
moustache of pulp and sweat.  

“Where‟s the necklace, Clint?” 
I pull out the chair across from him and sit, the somber 

wail of another morning about to pass me by. To be 
honest, I don‟t know where the necklace is. This is the 
first time I‟ve ever even thought of it since before Jenna‟s 
disappearance. I imagine that she‟s alive and well 
somewhere, clutching the cold silver with painted 
fingernails and breaths of hope.  

“I don‟t know.” 
“Clint, we‟d like that necklace back. That belonged to 

her –” 
“Mother,” I say, “I know.” Jenna‟s mother died she 

was very young. The moment she saw her mother cold 
and dead on an unwelcoming hospital bed, swarm of 
nurses and doctors tipping their heads in solemn and 
momentary mourning, all she could do was unclip the 
necklace and hold onto it with every ounce of love, 
dedication and sorrow left in her young body. 

“Be honest,” Harold says. “That‟s all I‟m asking for.” 
“I haven‟t been untruthful once since she went missing. 

And I‟m not about to start now.” I stand up and shove 
the chair under the table, creaking of pine against 
linoleum startling Harold out of a single-second trance. I 
point at the door with a tired finger. “Tell your father I 
said hello.” 

I don‟t even have the gall to watch Harold leave the 
apartment. The sound of the front door slamming tells 
me that it won‟t be the last time I hear from him. It won‟t 
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be the last time that Jenna‟s brother and father attempt to 
pry whatever‟s left in the fistful of coal I once called my 
heart. 
 

*** 
 

A flush of red against the paper skyline. The city slows to 
a crawl, cars beeping in a symphony of homeless pigeons 
and the howls of a thousand ghosts. I stand against the 
brick wall of the Bison Road Diner, one of the last true 
24-hour coffee shops in all of New England. Back in the 
day you could find yourself sitting a few booths away 
from that one woman that you‟d always dream of, the 
one with perfect glasses and a smile that could kill an 
army of men. She‟d sip on a diet soda and you‟d wonder 
what a girl like this would be doing in such a trashy part 
of the city at two-thirty in the morning. Now things are 
much different. Junkies and slackers frequent the Bison 
with an appetite for greasy food and inconsiderate 
service. Jenna was always the one to suggest the Bison 
after a night out with friends, and every time I see the 
pinch of pink neon above the front entrance I can‟t help 
but think that I‟d give both of my lungs to know she was 
still alive. 

Small bits of social anxiety have invaded my mind. I‟m 
afraid to look up from the ground, afraid to face the 
world around me. It‟s only when Detective Edward 
Mitchell calls my name that I‟ve lost the tinges of fear in 
my tired blood. He‟s in plainclothes today, and too often 
when I meet him it feels like I‟m having a late dinner with 
someone who should have been my father. 

“A little cold outside, don‟t you think?” He has the 
smile of a hunter, the brooding dimples that prove that 
he‟s been alive a lot longer than most people would 
suspect. I nod and open the door for him.  
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Detective Mitchell was the first of many Boston police 
officers to contact me after Jenna went missing. Our 
initial meeting encompassed what I thought consisted of 
her final days, the little steps and paths that led to her no 
longer coming home and sleeping beside me. Since then, 
I‟ve met with him once a week, every week, hoping that a 
tiny nugget of hope, a morsel of information, would slip 
from his mouth with a proud grin. But it hasn‟t exactly 
developed into anything remotely close to a trail to my 
wife.  

Mitchell always asks for the corner booth and tonight 
we‟re lucky enough to see a waitress polish the glass table 
in his favorable spot only a few seconds after entering the 
diner. He leads the way and a bushy-haired waitress with 
a bright purple pencil between her fingers asks if we want 
coffee. 

“Sure, two cups.” Mitchell clears his throat and slides 
the menu to the side of the table. He snaps his fingers 
and I immediately look up at him. “Clint, how are you 
doing?” 

I stare at a girl across the street. She holds a rainbow 
umbrella under her left arm, pale legs colliding with jet 
black flats. She passes into the melting sky and is soon 
forgotten.  

“Fine,” I say with a forced smile. “Anything new?” 
It‟s usually here where the detective‟s eyes fill with 

regret. It‟s right here where I can tell that there‟s a part of 
him that regrets taking this case, this clusterfuck of a 
missing girl, her grief-stricken husband, and too many 
memories to share before the sun dies. “I think we both 
know the answer to that,” he says just before our waitress 
plops two short mugs of coffee in front of us. 

Mitchell scoops generous hunks of sugar into his coffee 
and stirs until I can see the veins in his hand stick out like 
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they‟ve just gone through a rigorous workout. I take a sip 
of the black caffeine and say what I‟ve said every week 
for the past six months. “Thanks.” 

The detective takes a long sip of coffee and stares at 
me for a second before I have to turn away. “Clint, it 
seems more and more everyday that your wife 
disappeared without –” 

“A trace?” I push the coffee away, slide it to the edge 
of the table. “I‟ve been fed that same bullshit line from 
everyone I know, Ed. Everyone. Even her own flesh and 
blood believe that she‟s dead. I‟m going to find her…or 
die trying.” 

Mitchell nods, finishes his coffee. He places his hand 
over mine, dry skin scraping my knuckles without mercy. 
“I never once said I‟d stop trying, either. How‟s the leg?” 

“Still sore.” I force myself to drink the rest of the 
coffee, rustic flavor sticking to my throat like melting 
amber. I avoid telling him the truth about the hospital, 
the way I checked myself out against the advice of my 
own guardian angels. This is probably the first meeting 
between the detective and I that I want to end early. Our 
typical encounters slide my mind off Jenna, the vocal 
interaction with another human easing the crushing 
weight of sorrow on my skull. Before long, Mitchell is 
talking about something completely different and I‟ve 
forgotten who I am. 

 
*** 

 
“Thanks for the coffee.” I extend a hand and Mitchell 
grabs it with full force. 

“No problem, Clint,” he says, wide smile plastered on 
his face. I can imagine that even in the most awful 
moments of his life, the detective kept a straight mind 
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and heart and looked at every bright angle before 
succumbing to the dark. “Unless you hear from me…I‟ll 
see you here next week.” 

I nod. “Great.” 
“Do you need a lift? My car is parked a few blocks 

from here.” 
I sniff the October air, let the autumn breeze slip into 

my bloodstream and flash images of orange and black. 
“No thanks, I think I‟m going to walk home.” 

“Well, enjoy your walk.” Mitchell signals goodbye and 
soon the moonlight follows him around the corner.  

My first step is one of ease, one of gentle proportion. 
Jenna and I used to take long walks during the cool 
nights of fall, the drape of dead leaves falling around us 
like Halloween snow. Car lights soon dissipate into 
nothingness and I‟m left with the late evening streets of a 
cold and haunting city. Each step hits the concrete with 
force, each impact of my boots and ground scraping 
another memory from the layers of lives past lived under 
the city streets.  

Minutes or hours pass, and I‟m alone with only my 
thoughts and the vagrant voices of another lost day. The 
moon dips behind a row of clouds, eager glow pacified 
for just a few seconds before I‟m bathed in its unsubtle 
radiance. I turn the corner, past the Chinatown district of 
the city, past the flood of darkness in the most unfriendly 
area of town. A quick plunge dives past my eyes like a 
black ghost, tailwinds of a little shadowy comet. I pause, 
lean against the comfort of a building to convince myself 
that I haven‟t passed out in the middle of the street. The 
night is real, the night is everlasting. White hot flash of 
pain grips my face and the unmistakable flavor of blood 
fills my mouth, the overpowering hints of rust and swine. 
I fall to the ground, feel the dancing of a figure above me. 
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I can‟t see its face, only suffer the minding numb of lost 
consciousness. 

Pretty soon all I can see is a curtain of gray, followed 
by the familiar awe of another endless nightmare. 
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I‟m lost in the breeze of white noise and drips of static. 
Voices cling to my ears like frost. I can‟t feel my arms or 
legs and I quietly imagine that this is what Hell is like. 
Two shadows swing overhead, eager coattails of their 
arms as black as a winter night. The voices continue to 
rise and fall to a perfect pitch of unknown words and 
phrases. The first could be a man‟s, the familiar drone of 
testosterone and anger. The other might belong to a 
younger woman but the static grows louder and louder 
with each syllable. 
 Lights flicker on and off, each dissipating inch of 
warmth melting within a few seconds. Nerve endings 
tingle with each command that my brain sends, hoping 
that a finger might twitch to prove that I‟m not dead and 
gone. It‟s only after a few minutes that I‟m able to raise 
an arm to the air, try to catch the dying fireflies shooting 
from the television screen in the corner of my eye. I 
swear that some sweet melody plays on an endless loop, 
violins leaking liquid love without mercy.  
 The voices carry on and before long I see a swab of 
blonde hair in my face, black tips like the edges of burnt 
firecrackers. The woman leans over me but I can‟t see if 
her eyes are blue or green, black or red. She smells like a 
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sea of sugar cookies. Eyelids fall shut to the tune of 
sparring thoughts, each passing second another jab in my 
heart. The man‟s voice is louder now, and after a few 
minutes he‟s yelling at the woman. I try to wiggle my toes 
but feel nothing but the overarching numbness in my 
chest. I‟m a hundred and ninety-five pounds of sirloin, 
silent and ready to be slaughtered at any moment. 
 Slamming of a door and my heart speeds up before 
crawling back to a somber pace. Second slam is as loud as 
a coffin closing, and I‟m not sure if I‟m ready to be 
lowered into the cold, wet ground of an autumn morning. 
 

*** 
 
You held my hands with the grip of an angel. Kisses were as soft as 
the summer wind, your whispers floating into my mind like small 
droplets of pink rain. Every passing second behind us, you pressed 
your chin against mine and parted your lips, wide enough that our 
souls could dance in the fading sunlight. You once told me that 
rainbows were ladders to the world beyond our own, that anyone 
could walk far enough to see things that most wouldn’t believe 
existed. 
 I kissed your forehead and pulled a small velvet box from my coat 
pocket. I let the metal and diamonds inside steam for a minute, my 
heart racing through my chest like a thousand wild horses. Looking 
to the sky, I quietly repeated your name until it was tattooed on the 
edge of my lips.  
 I asked you a question and you didn’t say a word, only smiled 
and wrapped your arms around me. I could feel the hot sting of your 
tears on the back of my neck, each droplet of salt and water pelting 
my skin like rain from heaven. 
 “The road only starts here,” you said. 
 We kissed for what felt like days, maybe weeks. Stars invaded 
the night sky and exploded in single pops of glitter and light. I 
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wrapped a blanket around us, breaths from our weary lungs rising 
to the air like murmurs from a ghost. 

You put your head on my shoulder and told me we’d live forever. 
We’d live forever. 

 
*** 

 
Fingernails scrape the wooly edges of a blanket much 
older than me. I manage to raise an arm to the air, force 
my knees to bend at the joint with a squeaky pop. The 
voices have been gone for far too long to believe I‟m 
alive but every few seconds the talking head on the 
television set spits out a clip or phrase that I recognize. 
Echoes ring in my head, leftover thoughts from a life 
before my own. I finally sit up and immediately feel the 
tinge of pain in my back. With a quick motion I flop over 
to my side, the television in full view. I‟m in a hotel room, 
tacky carpets and curtains that were dropped straight out 
of the seventies. Whoever knocked me out and dragged 
me took off my socks and shoes and the carpet feels like 
a million rogue needles on my soles.  

I try to stand up but fall off the bed in slow motion, 
unrelenting slam of my thigh to the ground. A quick flash 
of red and my leg throbs, section of flesh where the bullet 
penetrated now breathing with a shock of pain. Another 
college try and I‟m on my feet, hands scraping the edge 
of the wall for support. The two figures once floating 
above me are gone, the only trail left behind a dying light 
in the corner of the room and an infomercial touting a 
rotisserie oven. Glow from the television burns my eyes. 
I lean over and flip the OFF knob, immediate silence 
filling the room like someone popped my eardrums with 
a crowbar.  

My legs are two wobbly strings of jelly. Each step is 
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that of a child, slow and unwitting. A sliver of light from 
the bathroom slices my shadow in half and in a few 
seconds I swing open the door, catch a view of a man in 
the mirror that looks nothing like me. His beard is 
scraggly, like that of a dead lion. Eyes are two solemn 
drops of brown. I wave at the man and he waves back.  

A silver reflection radiates from the corner of the sink 
before I realize that my two captors left a long knife 
under the rogue droplets of hotel bathroom water. I 
ignore it for a second, instead turn the cold water knob 
and give my face a healthy icy splash. It wake me up, the 
bathroom‟s ugly walls now more apparent, the outlines of 
a dozen dead souls carved into the aging beige plaster. It‟s 
now I realize who I am, what‟s brought me to this one 
place where time stops. I remember Jenna and walking in 
the city sometime during night, coffee with the detective 
and a lurching shadow pouncing on me like I was a dying 
kitten. 

A long stream of headlights flash into the room 
through the thin layer of curtains. It startles me and 
without thinking I grab the handle of the knife and grip it 
so tightly that it bonds with my skin. My body is tired but 
I‟m not doing to die here, I‟m not going to let my life end 
without knowing where Jenna is, what she‟s been doing 
for the past six months. The bathroom doorknob is 
golden and cold. I pull it lightly towards me, let it close 
and leaving only an inch of rogue hotel light.  

The hotel room door opens with a creak, like I‟m in a 
haunted house at a Halloween amusement park. 
Footsteps graze the carpet with a solemn march before I 
can hear the person‟s breaths only a few feet away. Trails 
of smoke line the dying light between my body and the 
bathroom door, familiar scent of cigarettes and sweat. 
The figure pushes open the door with a quick motion and 
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before I know it I swing the knife with my right hand, 
plunging it deep into a mound of flesh and bone. Blood 
spills from the figure like a broken geyser, fizzy spouts of 
red exploding from the new wound in its chest.  

I realize now that the figure is a man, fire of pure rage 
hidden behind the deepest green of his eyes. Deep 
breaths and I‟ve fallen to the tiled floor, eyes closed and 
toes stretching so far that they might pop the tendons 
connecting them to my feet. The man takes dying breath 
after dying breath before time speeds up again. I‟ve just 
planted a knife into a complete stranger and somehow it 
feels right. His chest heaves in and out like an angry 
gorilla, blood now nothing more than a layer of crimson 
decorating his white t-shirt and blue jeans. 

His eyes say a silent prayer, sweet slivers of green 
darting from side to side as if examining me for scars. I 
rest my head against the bathroom wall, try to force 
myself to wake up. This is all too real, a living nightmare 
that clings to my skull like rotten honey. I reach over and 
feel the man‟s wrist. Surprisingly, he doesn‟t pull away 
and I can tell that he only has a few heartbeats left before 
he joins the army of the dead. 

“Who are you?” I ask, hoping that his eyes will answer 
for me. 

Silence and blood, agonal breaths heralding death from 
afar.  

“Tell me,” I whisper. “Tell me.” 
The dying man shakes his head, maybe at me and 

maybe at my shadow dancing across the bathroom wall.  
“Why am I here?”  
Nothing. 
“Why did you bring me here? Why?” My voice is 

nothing but an echo bouncing off the four lonely walls of 
the bathroom. “Why?” 
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The man looks at me with the look of desperation, the 
look that transposes time and space. He shakes his head, 
hand reaching up the sky as if hoping to catch a hanging 
rope to heaven. With a seeming last burst of life and 
energy, he pulls the knife out of his chest and tosses it to 
the floor. It jingles with a tiny boom. A smile finds its 
way across his face, two rows of stained teeth finding 
comfort in death. I edge closer to his body, hands 
gripping the bathroom sink before I find myself standing 
above him in his last moments on this earth. 

The man points at me, blood caked between his 
fingernails. He opens his mouth for final words before 
the life in his eye dissipates into a milky cloud. 

“You‟ll never find her.” 
 

*** 
 
A sticky green glow bathes my body, eyes slightly open 
and hoping that I‟m actually in my own bed at home. 
Fingers scrape the tiled floor and its cool touch tells me 
that I‟m still in this motel room. I‟m still sitting across 
from a dead body in the bathroom, the man‟s solemn 
juxtaposition of blood and death an eager reminder of the 
quick second where I plunged a knife into his chest. I 
stare at my hands, spots of blood on my hands as evident 
as the Irish freckles I was born with. A cool wind floats 
past our bodies, time caught somewhere between my 
heart and the empty shower stall. The autumn breeze is 
an unmistakable confirmation of October.  

I force myself up, right leg stiff from my week-old 
bullet wound. Rogue morning light slips in from the 
opaque bedroom window and shifts in the dead man‟s 
eyes like there‟s a microscopic solar system behind his 
retinas. For a moment I think he moves but it‟s my own 
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stupid heart cursing me for taking a man‟s life. Lungs feel 
hollow and warm, as if they‟re filled with tepid fluids. 
Cavalcade of blood finds its way to my mouth and in 
seconds I‟ve vomited on the bathroom floor, my own 
insides mixing with the murder just below me.  

It hits me now: everything that‟s happened over the 
past week. The bullet, the attack, now this. Jenna‟s gone 
and in enough time I‟ll know if she‟s really out there. 
There‟s too much here to let go, too much in the dead 
man‟s last sentence that tells me she‟s breathing. Her eyes 
are open somewhere in this world and I‟ll find them. 

I pick up the knife off the floor and drop it into the 
sink. Water cools my face, my heart. I begin to calm my 
nerves and take long sips of stale motel water. The blood 
washes off my hands in a matter of seconds, but it‟s 
tougher to scrape the crimson streaks off the knife. Pretty 
soon it‟s clean and I‟m left with a dead man in a motel 
room that may or may not be anywhere near Boston. I 
kneel next to the man, silently wonder who he is and why 
he brought me here. I wonder how he knows who Jenna 
is, how he knows that I‟ll never find her. Without 
touching him for longer than a second or two, I remove 
his wallet from the back pocket of his jeans and hold it to 
the air. I‟m greeted with nothing but a thin stack of single 
dollar bills and a New Hampshire state license. 

The man‟s name is John Wheeler and he‟s the same age 
as me. I wonder if he accomplished everything he wanted 
to in life before the tip of that knife found his arteries. I 
find his gun, a black nine millimeter, hidden under his 
belt just above his backside. I lean it on the edge of the 
sink. 

I reach into his inside jacket pocket with only two 
fingers, as if the cool leather will burn my flesh. A few 
loose quarters and some hard candy, the rough corner of 
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paper or cardboard quickly pinching the tip of my index 
finger. I toss away the change and candy, ringing of metal 
against tile quickly slapping my mind into full focus. I 
scan the paper, which is actually a business card the color 
of eggshells. The familiar red-and-white logo is raised off 
the card, black lettering adorning its front like carvings on 
a thin tombstone. The Boston University business card 
has only two lines. The title is Associate Director and 
Professor of Physics. The name startles me, causes my 
breaths to spin in my chest with the speed of a tornado. I 
fall to the ground, nearly smack my head against the 
bathroom wall. I repeat the name once, twice until it 
sounds foreign to me. Eyes closed, I scream it so loud 
that imagine every crow outside of the motel flies away in 
fright. 

The name is Max Penrose and when I speak it aloud 
again, the room spins with the delight of a lucid 
nightmare.  

Max Penrose sent this man to snuff me out. Max 
Penrose sent Wheeler to attack me, drug me and hope 
that my final breaths would escape my mouth in the filthy 
bed of a dirty motel room. 

“Max Penrose,” I say to the dead man sitting inches 
away. The name rolls off my lips with the hopeless 
abandon of betrayal and disgust, because Max Penrose is 
my father-in-law. 

 
*** 

 
Jenna idolized her father. She followed in his footsteps, 
hoping to one day surpass the blurry benchmark of Max‟s 
research. She spent six years in college before I met her. 
Six years of studying engineering and science and physics 
and things that I couldn‟t fathom in my simple mind. 
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Before she went missing, she spent three days teaching at 
Bunker Hill Community College, with the other two days 
reserved for the research facility her father oversaw at 
Boston University. For nearly three years she kept most 
of her work to herself, never once displaying an ounce of 
displeasure with my disinterest. When you‟re with 
someone that can make your heart spin as fast as a vinyl 
record, you don‟t worry about their career. You don‟t 
stop to think about their stress, the way their face blushes 
with purple when work becomes their life. You just stand 
by and eagerly await the moments sleeping next to her, 
the moments spent holding her tight and feeling every 
warm breath tickle the edge of the pale skin on your arm. 

I always knew that Jenna loved me more than her 
research. I always knew that she anticipated the five 
o‟clock bell and the short trip back to the apartment. 
What hurts almost as much as sleeping alone is knowing 
that the one person I truly loved would never fulfill her 
destiny. 

 
*** 

 

Pinch of maroon cotton between my fingertips, I peek 
out the motel window at the newborn morning. Traces of 
sun inch from the dark pink sky and soon enough 
someone is going to discover the scene just behind me. I 
grab my jacket from the floor, silently nodding at the 
thought that neither of my captors had the nerve to 
throw it away. I take a deep breath and look into the 
bathroom once last time. Wheeler‟s gun planted firmly 
between my jeans and skin below my back, I step out into 
the autumn dawn. The breeze smells like Halloween. Not 
a soul is in sight; not a living person is entering or leaving 
their room and this is the best possible scenario because 
I‟ve just left a dead man to rot in the bathroom. 
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I hustle away from the motel, find my way to a long 

strip of buildings just around the block. I catch the 
Boston skyline in the distance, my own personal North 
Star. The tips of skyscrapers slice the morning sky into a 
million colors. Only a few scattered homeless men scour 
the streets at this hour, hungry for breakfast and hope. I 
pass a row of Asian convenience stores and restaurants 
and quickly realize I‟m on the outskirts of Chinatown. 
Wheeler and his cohort attacked me and drugged me, but 
didn‟t take me too far out of the city.  

The morning quickly becomes warmer, a rogue bit of 
summer sneaking into the October wind. I unzip my 
jacket, all the while the same name racing through every 
thought. Max. Penrose. My father-in-law‟s business card 
was in Wheeler‟s jacket pocket and there‟s too many 
memories in my head to believe that it was just a mere 
coincidence. Max hasn‟t spoken to me in months and 
expected me to give Harold one of the few reminders I 
have left of Jenna‟s existence besides the quick flashes of 
her face buried deep within the tired gray matter between 
my skull and the outside world. I count to twenty, hope 
that I‟ll be able to continue walking without rage slipping 
into my blood like a violent viral infection. The name 
swims in my veins and picks at the lining, shockwaves of 
wonder and iniquity puzzling every new notion in my 
mind.  

Jenna disappears. I lose the will to live. Someone saves 
me with a single bullet before my body hits the cold 
ocean surface. And now I find that at least one person 
who attacked and drugged me is connected to Jenna‟s 
father. The ideas, the possibilities, are too much for one 
morning and I wish I could sleep forever, one day wake 
up next to Jenna in a bed of black velvet sheets. My heart 
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is heavy and frozen, sitting in my chest like a sharp 
snowball of ice and blood.  

I walk until my legs burn, soles of my feet tired and 
swollen. The Egg and Two diner‟s neon sign flashes from 
a quarter-mile away and the only reason I remember the 
place is because Jenna and I once ate breakfast after a 
night out with our friends. I take slow, exhaustive breaths 
as soon as I reach the front set of doors. Not many 
people are filing about in the diner; I forget that it‟s 
barely morning and that most normal people haven‟t 
been up all night against their will in a filthy motel room.  
 The door swings open with the grace of a tired tug. I 
stand at the front of the restaurant for a minute and 
casually glance at a waitress not much older than I. She 
has dirty blonde hair that falls over a Thanksgiving brown 
headband like beautiful spider legs. She pours an elderly 
gentleman a cup of coffee and smiles with the radiance of 
an angel. She catches me staring at her and I‟m snapped 
out of a momentary trance.  
 “You can sit anywhere,” she says to me, pointing at a 
mostly-empty restaurant behind her. “You look like you 
could use a cup or two of some coffee.” 
 I force a smile, the devils in my head poking through 
the skin. “You have no idea.” 
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Bright disks of blue light swim in my eyes like 
microscopic bugs. The last few steps of my morning 
culminate with the jangling of keys and a quick view into 
the front window of my apartment. Time has quickly 
become paranoid and erratic, and after the past twelve 
hours I‟m not sure if the clouds above are hiding 
dangerous secrets from me. I slide the key into the lock 
and swing open the front door, nothing but the lonely 
silence and a million memories greeting me with their 
long, open arms. Part of my mind has gotten used to 
entering the apartment without a beautiful woman 
waiting for me. It‟s only when I slap the keys onto the 
hallway table that I begin to miss her again. The eager 
head poking from the bedroom, two white rows of teeth 
gleaming in a devout smile.  
 I sigh and plop down on the living room sofa. Deep 
breaths, heart slowing to the tune of my own scattered 
thoughts. Max Penrose, the man who walked my wife 
down the aisle at our wedding could be the man that 
hired one or more goons to attack me and drug me. I can 
only imagine what would have happened to me if I had 
not woken up last night. I shudder at the though but 
count my blessings, wondering where I need to go from 
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here. Part of me wants to march into the university 
physics department, pry the old man from his chair with 
nothing but my fists. I want to watch him squirm in front 
of me. I want him to tell me what he knows about his 
only daughter. If she‟s dead and gone, I want to know. 
Twenty-nine years on this planet and the only times my 
heart was warm was when she was around. If she‟s alive 
and hidden, I need to know.  
 Something crashes in my bedroom and I scurry to my 
feet, haze of thought quickly dissipating into a defensive 
stance. I pull Wheeler‟s gun out of my jeans and hold it 
front of me. I‟ve held a gun exactly twice in my life and 
it‟s been at least fifteen years since the last time I‟ve felt 
the cold, angry metal in my hands like so. Slow steps into 
the hallway, and another crash, this time it‟s louder and 
more violent. Someone‟s in my apartment and I‟ll have 
no regrets about putting a bullet in his skull. I let the gun 
take the first look into the bedroom. There‟s no third 
noise. 
 Only a second into my bedroom and the scent hits me: 
the familiar, the heightened aroma of summer flowers 
and perfume. The air becomes crisp and full, 
goosebumps garnering every inch of my tired body. The 
smell reminds me of days before this, days with Jenna. I 
tread lightly to the bed, gun still poised in the air. Swear 
slithers down my forehead like spring dew falling from a 
leaf. Time slows to a sudden halt, erratic heartbeats the 
only noise in my head. The pounding quietly subsides 
with each step further into the bedroom. The left side of 
the bed crinkles, thick black comforter rustling as if 
someone where pulling it with invisible strings. I tilt my 
head, wondering if I‟m merely sleeping and dreaming on 
the sofa. Jenna‟s side of the bed is moving, an unseen 
force pulling the sheets away. A pillow falls to the ground 
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and I jump. My scream stays locked deep within my chest 
and in a few seconds my back is against the hallway wall, 
panic breaths of air cycling in and out of my lungs like an 
engine.  
 The whisper beckons me back into the bedroom. The 
sullen words repeat themselves, a sound that I can‟t 
understand. The bedsheets were moving on their own 
and in due time I‟ll wake up on the couch, cold sweat 
gripping my clothes and lungs forcing out frozen air. I 
pinch the skin around my wrist and convince myself that 
I‟m living this moment. I‟m here and I‟m alive and there‟s 
someone unseen in my bedroom. I hear the whisper 
again. 
 Clint. 
 My name spattered across the silence. I can‟t help but 
force my body back into the bedroom. There‟s no one in 
here, but the left side of my bed, our bed, is rustled and 
worn in, like someone just lay down for a morning nap. I 
run a finger across the bare mattress, hoping to feel the 
soul who moved the sheets. Nothing but static cling and 
bits of scattered black lint. I sit down at the edge of the 
bed, leave the gun to my side. My head in my hands and 
heart in my throat, I take a deep breath and imagine the 
whisper again. I can smell her. Jenna is here with me but I 
can‟t see her. I close my eyes, extend a hand outwards, 
and say her name. During the very last note of the very 
last syllable of her name, the bathroom door opens with a 
slimy creak. Eyelids force open and in seconds the water 
is running in the bathroom sink. I stand up and walk 
over, my own breaths mixing with newfound steam from 
the hot water gushing from the faucet.  
 “Jenna?” I ask for her even though I can‟t see her, can‟t 
touch her soft skin. The bathroom is warm and inviting. I 
reach for the knob and turn off the water, gentle liquid 
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gliding into a counter-clockwise motion and spinning into 
the drain. I stare at myself in the mirror so rigorously, so 
tight that maybe the color of my eyes will change with my 
emotion.  
 I flush my face with cold water, once again thinking I 
can wake up. The frosty drops shock me into an aware 
state. I look up to see the steam slowly dissipating from 
the mirror, but before the final section in the upper 
corner fades away, a solitary handprint too small to be my 
own stamps itself into the silver world. My jaw tingles 
with fright and my heart almost pops at the sound of the 
bathroom door slamming shut. A rustling followed by a 
long empty drone, and the bathroom door creaks open. 
My fingers barely grasping the wooden frame, I push it 
open. The bedroom is in the same shape, except for the 
lone window‟s curtains spread apart as if inviting the sun 
in for breakfast. 
 Bright rays dance across the bedroom floor. I struggle 
for air, nearly fall to the ground in a bout of panic. A lone 
piano note plays in the back of my head, and I fear this is 
the soundtrack for my apocalypse. As I step closer to the 
bed, rogue bits of light reflect off of a metallic object 
placed in the dead center of Jenna‟s side of the bed. I lean 
over, sideways sunshine penetrating my retinas with 
reckless morning abandon. 
 My fingers scoop it off the bed and hold it up to the 
air. Jenna‟s pendant necklace hangs in front of my face, 
tenderly spinning in the air as if a ghost dropped it from 
the heavens. 
 

*** 
 
Haze of morning light still trapped between my eyelids, I 
wipe away the sweat of slumber from my forehead with 
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the back of my hand. The cool, scratchy edge of a thin 
metal worm tickles my cheeks and I immediately sit up in 
the bed, as if a team of paramedics have injected my heart 
with a glowing needle of pure adrenalin. My tongue is dry 
and I need something to drink before my heart is forced 
to feed off its own blood. I squint and wonder what time 
it is. Jenna‟s cross is still locked into the small crevasse of 
my palm, its chain-link necklace dangling from my fingers 
like the dead tentacles of a baby octopus. I look over to 
my right, Jenna‟s side of the bed untucked and wrinkled. I 
wonder if everything that happened earlier was just the 
left side of my brain playing with the right like some cruel 
older brother. I shake my head, force the sleeping bugs 
out of my eyes. My leg aches and every time I question if 
my life has become an endless lucid dream that one bullet 
becomes a bright reminder that everything I once knew is 
now flipped over onto its side.  
 Jenna was here with me this morning. I remember her 
handprint, her slight whisper against the black noise in 
my skull. It was almost as if I could feel her in the 
bedroom, like her soul was trapped in here while the 
physical is stranded somewhere else far away. I tell myself 
she‟s breathing out there. She‟s sitting in a room 
somewhere on this globe waiting for me, and there is 
nothing that will get in my way until I‟m holding her. 
There‟ll be nothing that can stop me from placing my lips 
on her forehead, or pushing the long strands of blonde 
hair out of her eyes and receiving the smile that could set 
my heart ablaze. 
 I never undressed when I came back home this 
morning. I fish the business card out of my jeans pocket 
and stare at the raised lettering until it‟s bouncing off my 
eyelids every time I shut my eyes. Penrose, Max. He 
shook my hand two years ago and told me to take care of 
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his daughter. Now his daughter is missing and he‟s hiring 
people to kill me. He‟s hiding something, something 
that‟ll tell me what really happened to Jenna. I crunch the 
card in my hand with all of the rage in my blood, hope 
that when I open the fist the card will smolder into a 
steaming pile of black and blue ashes.  
 I throw on my boots and reach for my jacket. I stare at 
the gun at the edge of the bed for a full minute before 
shoving it into the back of my pants. Never in a thousand 
sullen years would I ever imagine I‟d have to point a gun 
in the face of the father of the one woman I told I‟d love 
forever. 

If there‟s somewhere I need to go today, it‟s to see my 
father-in-law. But before that, I need a drink. And a 
smoke. 
 

*** 
 
I blow a dusty ring of black fog into the morning air. 
Three quick puffs on a Lucky and its edge burns with a 
bright orange flash. I flick it to the ground and pull out 
another from the pack I just bought at the corner 
convenience store. I quit smoking when I first met Jenna 
and since she‟s been gone it might be one of the few ways 
to calm the erratic jangle of blood and fear in my veins.  
 A dull ringing cuts through the hazy air. I reach for my 
cell phone and immediately hear the comfort in the tired 
voice on the other line. 
 “Clint,” the detective says. “How are you?” 
 A casual smile creeps up my face and dissipates into a 
frown within seconds. “Oh, just fine.” 
 “What happened?” 
 By now, he knows me well enough to know when I‟m 
lying. Jenna could always tell when I was lying; my eyes 
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would twinkle and I‟d look to the sky, as if hiding 
something from the sun.  
 I begin to tell him about the evening at the motel room, 
but instead I ask him to meet me somewhere where 
there‟s grass and trees. “Woodlawn Cemetery,” I say with 
a jolt. “Fifteen minutes.” 
 “See you there,” and then a click. 
 I pull out another Lucky and enjoy the calming throes 
of nicotine and cheap tobacco.  
 

*** 
 

“Are you sure you don‟t need stitches?” The detective 
leans into my personal space and examines the small cut 
on my forehead. 
 I shrug. “Probably not.” 
 He shakes his head. “There‟s something else going on 
here, Clint. Those men weren‟t out to just kidnap a 
random stranger. Did they take your wallet? Your license? 
Anything?” 
 “Nothing.” 
 He kneels to the ground, pulls a slab of grass from the 
dirt and rolls it into a ball in his hands. Only in the bright 
sunlight of day do I notice that the gray in his hair is 
catching up to the brown. I don‟t dare tell him about the 
business card I found. I don‟t dare tell him that I planted 
a knife into John Wheeler‟s throat like a toothpick sliding 
into a stick of warm butter, not just yet. I only lean 
against an oak tree and silently wonder how this life came 
to be. 
 “Well, do me a favor and be careful. My phone is on 
twenty-four hours a day, Clint. Day or night, you need 
me, you call me. I wasn‟t joking about what I told you a 
few months ago: Jenna‟s case is something I‟m 
committed to. I‟ve never given up.” 
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 I‟ve only known him for a small fraction of my life and 
I know that Mitchell is telling the truth. He‟s always 
struck me as the type of detective that would sacrifice his 
family, friends and well-being for obsession and alcohol. 
“Thanks,” I say. 
 “Do you need a lift back home?” He turns to the 
entrance and flips his keys out of his cranberry blazer. “I 
can drop you off on my way back to the station.” 
 I shake my head. “No thanks. I might go for a walk. 
Need to clear the head a bit.”  
 “Well, enjoy the day. Pretty mild for the middle of fall.” 
He grips my hand, firm shake and rough skin scraping 
against my fingers. 
 “Thanks, detective.” Before long, he‟s gone and I‟m 
strolling through the cemetery. Rogue waves of sunlight 
dance across the aged stones, fantastic array of 
momentary rainbows sneaking through the graves. My 
boots dig into the ground with every step, traces of damp 
dirt from a recent rainstorm sticking with every motion. I 
spend at least fifteen minutes walking without a 
destination. It‟s when I come to the final row of graves 
that I pause and lift a Lucky from the pack in my pocket. 
I tilt my head back and let the smoke dance in my lungs.  
 Fall wind whipping at my back, I slide against a tree 
and let my bottom crash into the grass and dirt amidst a 
pile of cranberry-orange leaves. I sigh, finish the cigarette 
and stamp it out in the ground below. My eyes close for a 
second and in moments the beautiful tussle of breezy air 
and sunlight collude into a mid-morning dream of 
slumber and silence. 
 

*** 
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“Beautiful day, isn‟t it?” 
 The voice belongs to a woman. I struggle with the 
viscera in my eyes, the ratty trails of sand and sleep.  
 “Sorry, didn‟t mean to wake you.” She‟s older than me, 
maybe in her early fifties. Golden hair tied back into a 
ponytail, cheeks as red as Christmas morning.  
 I stand up, shocked into full awareness. I‟m still in the 
cemetery, arms shivering with an imagined frost. I look 
around and the sun is beginning its long descent into the 
horizon, past the city limits and suburbs beyond the 
skyscrapers. “Good afternoon,” I manage with a yawn. 
I‟ve become surprisingly comfortable with strangers and I 
attribute this to a broken heart. 
 “Visiting someone?” She has a handful of orange lilies 
in her arms. They look like they were plucked from a 
plastic jack o‟ lantern and shaved into flowers.  
 “No,” I say. “Just taking a stroll. You?” 
 She looks away. “Yes. My son.” 
 The craving for another dose of nicotine graces my 
lungs but I ignore it for a moment. I stand next to the 
woman, waft of sweet perfume and lavender floating 
from her skin like an invisible halo. She kneels in front of 
a stone, lays the flowers at its base. She backs away and 
closes her eyes. Whispers are lost in the wind and in a 
matter of seconds she smiles. 
 “He was probably about your age,” she says, kneeling 
in front the grave and circling the dirt with a white-
painted fingernail. 
 “I‟m sorry.” 
 Cherry-red lips curl into a grin. “Don‟t be. He‟s not 
even dead.” 
 

*** 
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The stars are about to burst from a blanket of fading 
clouds. The woman‟s name is Rachael and she tells me 
that her son went missing almost five years ago to the 
day. She visits his grave once a week, but is convinced 
he‟s not dead. He woke up one morning and went out for 
a jog, and the last person to see him was the local postal 
worker. He was never seen from or heard from again. 
 “There‟s still hope in my heart.” Rachael turns to me 
with eyes like that of a restless cat. “Tell me, what‟s your 
name?” 
 “Clint.” 
 “Clint, why are you hanging out in a cemetery?” 
 “Why are you so talkative to strangers?” 
 Rachael bursts with laughter and a rose of youth 
radiates from her dimples. “I‟ve been on this earth for 
over fifty years and I‟m not afraid of anything.” 
 I nod. “My wife disappeared three months ago and I 
don‟t know what to do next.” 
 She reaches for my hand and her touch is warm and 
hollow. “What happened?” 
 “She went to work one day and never came back. And 
now I swear that she‟s still with me in spirit, maybe her 
ghost, if she‟s dead, haunts our bedroom. She‟s looking at 
me, she‟s following me and there‟s something in me that 
says that she‟s not dead. She‟s living and breathing and I 
have to find her.” Strangers are often better 
conversationalists than friends or family. They listen. 
They sit with an open air because every word is a new 
one. They don‟t know what‟s to come next. 
 Rachael stands up. “Follow me.” 
 We walk in silence for a few minutes, the only sounds 
are our shoes sliding against the wet grass. She pauses at 
the cemetery gates and points to the sky. “Sometimes I 
think he‟s up there, somewhere. My Richard, my 
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son…my boy. Sometimes the door to his childhood 
bedroom will open when there‟s no one else in the house 
but me. It doesn‟t scare me, though. I believe that if 
someone isn‟t here, they‟re somewhere waiting for us. 
Even though their bodies, their smiles, their warmth, 
aren‟t with us in the physical sense…they are here with us 
in another way. Love is too strong to fade away forever, 
Clint.” 
 I look away, past the choppy blocks of moonlight and 
past the puzzle of city lights a few miles away. “Thanks.” 
 Rachael leans in and plants a kiss on my cheek. It‟s the 
first true touch of another human I‟ve felt in months. I 
watch her jingle keys from her purse and soon drive 
away, headlights cutting into the darkness of the cemetery 
roads.   
 

*** 
 
The crushing trail of a dozen fireflies lights my way back 
home. Time slows to the own tune in my head, steps 
advancing with the haze of a dying dream. Soon enough 
the blanket of stars bursts from the night sky with a 
staggering explosion of dust and debris. My heart flutters 
with a pang of electricity and it‟s probably just another 
panic attack. I‟m only a few steps from my front door 
and I swear that a shadow has just danced across the 
remaining bits of light in my living room. I press my face 
to the window, watch my breath collude into a cloudy 
mess of frost and fingerprints. I close my eyes, try to gain 
my balance. 
 I slip the key into the lock and turn the door open. 
Single flip of the light-switch and a flood of white hits the 
living room with a waking smack. I fling the keys on the 
kitchen table and grip the sides of the countertop with 
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both hands. Deep breaths, lungs squeezing in and out 
with comfort. I pluck a glass from the cabinet and fill it 
with lukewarm water. One sip and my cheek is greeted 
with the cold edge of metal. A single click and I can tell 
I‟m nearly kissing a gun. 
 “Don‟t move,” the voice says.  
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Ripple of water spins at the edge of the glass as I draw 
my hands to the countertop. The tip of the gun fades 
from my skin, replaced by the immediate comfort of cool 
apartment air.  

“Put the glass down and slowly turn around,” he says. 
At first syllable I don‟t recognize the voice and for a 
moment I wonder if this character has actually pulled the 
trigger. It‟s when I hear him sigh that I know I‟m still 
breathing. 
 “Who are you?” I gently place the glass on the very 
edge of the sink, careful not to let the fear seep out of my 
voice. Within seconds I‟m facing the man, a six-foot 
display of tanned skin and salt-and-pepper hair. 
 “Let‟s not worry about that for now.” He points the 
gun at the kitchen table. “Sit down.” 
 I nod in compliance, pull the chair out from the table, 
and take a full twenty seconds to sit down. My hands are 
extended in front of me, fingertips shaking in the soft 
moonlight. I try to catch his eyes in mine, try to pinpoint 
the sincerity in the vast azure of this strange man‟s eyes. 
He finally takes a seat directly across from me, gun 
outstretched as he plops into the wooden chair. 
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 “Clint,” he says with a smile, “so nice to finally meet 
you.” 
 “Who are you?” 
 “Like I said, never mind for now. There are other 
things to talk about.” He clears his throat and in a 
surprising act, shifts the gun from his hands to the edge 
of the table. He rubs his hands together as if shuffling 
imaginary cards. The fridge is only a foot away from the 
table and it‟s no struggle for him to grip the edge of the 
door and swing it open while staring directly at me. He 
finds a beer bottle in the door shelf and his eyebrows tilt 
upwards. “Do you mind?” 
 I want to scream but my brain won‟t listen. “Go 
ahead.” 
 “Thanks.” He twists off the cap and fires it into the 
kitchen sink. “Now, where were we? Oh, right. 
Introductions.” He takes a long sip of beer and shakes his 
head. “That‟s good stuff. So, you are probably wondering 
who I am and why I‟m here.” 
 I nod, angry shivers of inquisition funneling into the 
core of my mind with every one of this man‟s words. 
 “Tell me, Clint. You‟ve been having a rough few 
months, haven‟t you?” 
 Before he can speak another sentence my teeth grind in 
rage and I don‟t notice that I‟m standing up. The man 
grabs the gun and sighs. “Just sit down and calm down, 
my friend.” 
 I take a deep breath and pull the chair underneath me, 
hands stuck together as if praying to an unknown god. 
 “My name is Jared Sawyer. I spent ten years working 
with a man that you would know as the father of your 
missing wife.” 
 Everyone has told me that Jenna is most likely dead. 
Everyone has told me that I should give up and move on. 
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But, in one fleeting word amongst others, Sawyer 
mentions the phrase missing and suddenly I know there‟s 
knowledge to be derived from this conversation. 
“Penrose…” is all I can manage to say. 
 “Yes,” he says with a grin. “Penrose and I worked 
together for ten years, side-by-side, partners, whatever 
you‟d want to call it. Any physics or engineering student 
would cite any number of our works in the field as an 
influence on their studies.” He takes another sip of beer, 
swirls it in his month before swallowing. “Up until a few 
years ago, our work on dark energy and dark matter was 
the finest in the country. Your father-in-law was the face 
of our research; he was the one who gave presentations 
and speeches. He was the star.” 
 “And what does this have to do with me?” 
 Sawyer smiles and finishes his beer. “I‟ll get there, my 
friend. Like I was saying, your father-in-law and I worked 
together for over a decade, and I couldn‟t distinguish him 
from any one of my brothers. He was family, to say the 
least. You don‟t spend that much time with a single 
person and not grow fond of them like you would a 
sibling.” He stands up and places the empty beer bottle in 
the sink, then fills a glass from the strainer with water 
from the tap. He brings the drink to the table and sits 
back down. “So it came as a bit of a surprise to learn that 
he had his own agenda. Besides our own work at the 
university, your father-in-law had a team of people 
directly underneath him, working for a project in which I 
had no involvement. Clint, two of those people were 
Harold and Jenna.” 
 I knew that the pair was working with their father. 
Jenna and I never discussed her work too much. She was 
happy enough leaving her career at the university at five 
o‟clock everyday without having to take it home with her.  
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 “That‟s nothing new to me, buddy. I knew the two 
were working with their father.” 
 Sawyer chuckles. “I figured as much. But I bet you 
didn‟t know what they were working on, did you?” 
 I shake my head. “No, Jenna and I rarely discussed her 
research.” 
 “Exactly. Well, like I was saying before: Penrose and I 
had a fantastic working relationship until I found out that 
he was working on something without me. Researchers 
aren‟t like that, Clint. We‟re not money-hungry, we‟re not 
greedy. We don‟t crave the spotlight. We‟re not 
celebrities. When you‟re deep in the throes of research, 
especially in the physics field, you‟re not looking to shove 
away your working partner like that. 
 “When I confronted Max, it was almost as if he was 
willing to sacrifice our relationship for whatever he was 
working on. Ten years of friendship, gone just like that. I 
spent the next couple years at a small college in Vermont, 
hoping to forget my history. I figured that maybe this was 
what I needed. Moved my wife and kids up north with 
me. I‟ve given my life to science, and if anything, science 
is going to give something back to me. It was only a 
matter of time before I was content again.” 
 “I‟m sorry about what my father-in-law did to you, but 
I don‟t –” 
 “You don‟t understand what this has to do with you, I 
know. Soon enough it‟ll all become clear to you. My 
grandmother used to have a saying. „In time, everything is 
unveiled.‟ Those words could never be truer for you, 
Clint.” 
 “Tell me, please.” At this point I‟m standing again, my 
chest heaving over the center of the table. “I need to 
know how to find Jenna.” 
 “If you knew what I knew, you wouldn‟t want to live, 
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son,” Sawyer says, flipping the gun into his hands and 
standing up.  
 I grab him by his coat collar and shove him into the 
fridge. “Now, Sawyer. Now. I want to know everything 
you know. Why did you come here? Was it just to tease 
me with these little bits of insight? My goddamn wife is 
missing, and I would do anything to get her back.” Deep 
breaths and I let go of him. He adjusts his coat and nods. 
 He places the gun on the kitchen counter and looks at 
the ceiling, steel-blue eyes following the spider web 
cracks of water stains. Sawyer sighs and licks his lips. “I 
came here to tell you that you can‟t trust anyone. Penrose 
isn‟t your father-in-law anymore, Clint…he‟s a monster. 
Eight months ago, I received an anonymous email from 
someone stating that they knew of Penrose‟s new pet 
project and what exactly this endeavor entailed. 
 “At first I didn‟t believe it, but then a note followed on 
the windshield of my car. A letter left in my mailbox at 
work. I took the time to drive back to Boston and 
confront Max; it‟s common knowledge where he works. 
He‟s still the figurehead of one of the deepest and well-
regarded physics groups in the world.” He pauses, then 
looks away. “It was almost as if we never spent that 
decade working together. He chuckled and shook his 
head, told me to have a great life.” 
 I follow the story in my head, bookmark the trademark 
Penrose laugh that often signaled the elite nature of his 
work and his life. “What was he working on? Did it 
involve Jenna?” 
 He waves his hands away, as if shooing my question, 
and continues his story. “His name is all over the world, 
and even with a thousand people outside of his building, 
screaming and protesting, nothing will affect what he‟s 
doing. The man is obsessed, Clint. And he would spare 
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not even his own daughter to reach the pinnacle of his 
work.” 
 I grind my teeth, find the rage simmering on the tip of 
my tongue. 
 “Penrose isn‟t just a man of science. He‟s a man of evil. 
My son was the first one.” 
 “The first what, Sawyer?” 
 He closes his eyes, slouches in the chair. “The first to 
die.” 
 It‟s right here that the wind is sucked from my lungs 
like a vacuum. The walls begin to melt and for a moment 
this is all but a dream. “Sawyer…” 
 “My wife was just coming home from work when she 
was killed.” Tears begin to unite at the corners of his 
eyes. “Then my brother...” He stops, wipes away the salty 
residue from his face. “Penrose is a goddamn monster, 
Clint.” 
 “I was attacked a few nights ago outside the city. 
Found my father-in-law‟s business card inside the would-
be killer‟s jacket pocket.” The simple sentences pale in 
comparison to Sawyer‟s mishaps, but I want him to know 
that Penrose is making more than just him suffer. 
 Sawyer nods. “I‟m not surprised. You‟re not dealing 
with a simple research fellow. You‟re dealing with 
someone that‟s capable of the worst you could possibly 
imagine.” He pauses, looks to the side. “Someone that‟s 
capable of eradicating an entire family and leaving a man 
to deal with this world alone.”  

“I‟m sorry about your family.” I bet the words seem 
insincere. 

Sawyer sits back at the kitchen table across from me, 
tracks his eyes from my chest to my face and smiles. 
“Thanks, but my time is over now.” He sits up, pushes 
the chair under the table, and grabs the gun from the 
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kitchen counter. My knee-jerk reaction is to back away 
and nearly fall backwards out of my chair. I find the edge 
of the hallway connected to the kitchen and let a chilly 
shock grasp the very tip of my spine. Words fail to 
coalesce and in moments Sawyer is standing three feet in 
front me, gun greeting the bottom of his chin. 

“No, no, no…” The word is repeated in my head well 
past the last vocal syllable. 

Another smile, another flash of his intentions. “I‟ve 
lost everything. My work, my family, and now my life. 
You still have someone to live for. She‟s out there, Clint. 
Don‟t stop looking.” 

The next sound is the solitary supernova of a single 
gunshot blast, the ripcord of skull and blood against 
yellowed linoleum. I can only fall to my knees in silence 
and wrap myself in the odd hum of Sawyer‟s death. 

 
*** 

 
Detective Mitchell holds my arm with a soft embrace and 
I imagine this is what it feels like to have a father figure 
care for my well-being. The police squad‟s mouths move 
in frequent fashion but the only voice I hear is Sawyer‟s 
malevolent whispers, the final trail of a man at the end of 
his rope. Mitchell pulls me to the bedroom and softly 
shuts the door behind us. 

“You need to be careful,” he says, hurricane eyes 
bursting with emotion. 

I look around the room, try to picture my life before all 
of this. “I know.” 

Mitchell shakes his head and ruffles the brown wasp of 
thinning hair on his head. He leans back and reaches into 
his pocket for a cigarette. He offers the pack to me but I 
decline. Quick light of his tip and it seems like he‟s 
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regained his composure. “I didn‟t want to report the 
attack last week, Clint, I really didn‟t. But now, with 
this…I don‟t know what to do. I have a special bond 
with this case; I mean, nothing has ever had me at my 
whim like this. I‟ve never met Jenna, but it‟s almost as if 
the both of you have become part of my extended 
family.” 

The truth is that I appreciate everything this man has 
done for me. The truth is that besides Jenna, I‟ve never 
experienced a valid sincerity in another human. But the 
truth is that my wife is still missing and I‟ve spent the last 
week kissing death in various fashions. It still hasn‟t even 
registered than a man I didn‟t know spent his final 
breathing moments in my kitchen before a single bullet 
sent his mind into total darkness.  

Mitchell stands up and takes a long drag of his 
cigarette, plume of grey smoke spinning and dissipating 
with my rampant thoughts. It‟s right now where I feel the 
most vulnerable, where I need to express the lingering 
moments floating in the shallow red liquid in the deep of 
my heart. “My father-in-law, Mitchell. My father-in-law is 
to blame.” 

He tilts his head as he snuffs out the smoke in the 
ashtray on the nightstand. “What?” 

I tell him about what really happened in the hotel 
room, how I ended Wheeler‟s life and soon found that 
Penrose‟s business cards was sitting in the dead man‟s 
pocket. I put together the pieces for him, tell him 
everything Sawyer told me before the bullet caressed his 
jaw. Mitchell stands in awe for at least a full few minutes 
before sitting back down on the edge of the bed. 
“Huh…” is all he can muster before dropping his keys, 
phone and gun on the carpeted floor. 

“Exactly.” I flip the shades open, watch the warm 
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excess of sunlight and clouds dance in the autumn sky. I 
remember a moment standing here with my wife, hands 
entrenched in each other and the sticky sweet dew of 
summer sticking to our skin like tattoo ink. She planted a 
single kiss on my cheek, followed the touch of her lips 
with a brush of blonde-and-black hair against my cheek. 

It‟s moments like those that keep me going. Moments 
that define the black-and-white film reel of memories 
behind my eyes, the cavernous celluloid that spins with 
delight when my consciousness dips into slumber. If 
there‟s a reason to find Jenna, it‟s to relive these moments 
with the hundred-and-ten pounds of gorgeous flesh that 
suddenly disappeared from me. I want to hear her subtle 
whispers again, the gracious touch of her skin against 
mine. 

Mitchell stands next to me and sighs. He leans against 
the bedroom wall, circling his neck in a probable attempt 
to alleviate stress. He reaches into the crumpled plastic 
pack in his pocket, another cigarette and another puff. A 
plume of smoke tickles my lungs, momentary relief from 
the white hot sting in my chest. Mitchell picks up his gun, 
phone and keys, shoves them all into his khaki pockets. 
He turns the knob to the bedroom door, opens it just a 
few inches, and turns to me.  

“There is so much more to this than just finding your 
wife.” 
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A chilly shock of autumn air pinches the tips of my 
fingers. Empty faces pass by in the Boston Police 
Department lobby, each unforgiving and seemingly 
devoid of life. I fiddle with the edge of the cigarette 
carton in my inside jacket pocket, hope that at any 
moment Detective Mitchell will erupt from the steel door 
behind me and free my body of this soulless place. It 
took less than twenty minutes to give a statement but in 
reality I could have only said that a strange man killed 
himself in front of me and left me with just foreign blood 
on my face and the bitter hope that my wife is alive and 
breathing. 
 She’s out there. 
 The words echo against every pink crevasse of my 
mind, imprinting the fugue of salvation and dust into 
eternal thoughts. 
 Don’t stop looking. 
 I could have given up. I could have taken a night bath 
and watched the fiery waves of the Atlantic Ocean cover 
my breaths and bones with reckless abandon. It was the 
bullet, the piercing of flesh through metal, which brought 
me into this strange new world. The thoughts fuse 
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together like dying snakes. Penrose, Jenna, the motel, the 
bridge, and Sawyer. A year ago I would have been 
drinking a pint with my wife and enjoying an October 
that saw September leaves glisten with autumn glory. A 
year ago is a different life, a different soul and a different 
world. 
 Mitchell‟s voice cuts through the thoughts. “Clint, 
thanks for coming back here with me.” He pulls me 
aside, looks around the room as his peers pass by and 
slither into the rest of the station. “Follow me.” 
 We walk through a set of double doors and the bare 
resonance of our boots dancing against the tile floor is a 
comforting tune for the million jagged notions piercing 
the foundation of my skull. I wait for Mitchell to speak 
and hope that whatever he says drowns out the residue of 
destruction dripping from the insides of my brain. He 
turns a key into an office door and invites me inside. He 
gently traps the door behind us and sighs. 
 “That poor man, Clint. That poor man.” 
 I imagine he‟s speaking about Sawyer, whom I‟ve 
forgotten about as a person but have held onto his words 
as if they‟ve been tattooed on the flipside of my eyelids. 
“I know. His family…” My voice trails off into the walls 
and presumably funnels through the plaster until it 
dissolves. 
 Mitchell shakes his head, removes his blazer and tosses 
it on the small folding table on the side of the room. 
“There‟s nothing concrete here, though. I mean…this 
man blames your father-in-law for what happened to 
Jenna? For the death of his family?” 
 I nod, quickly remember the dying sparkle in Sawyer‟s 
eyes. 
 “It…it just all doesn‟t make sense anymore.” Mitchell 
closes his eyes and finally sits down. He fumbles inside 
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his blazer until he finds a cigarette. Quick light with a red-
tipped match and he leans back into the chair, blows a 
ring of curly smoke into the ceiling. 
 I light one of my own, let the nicotine comfort my 
lungs for a solitary second. “You were right, you know. 
There‟s so much more to this than just Jenna‟s 
disappearance.”  
 Mitchell nods and takes another long drag. We stare at 
each other for what feels like an hour before he reveals 
the reason for pulling me into this lifeless room. “I need 
to follow Penrose, find out what‟s going on over there. 
There has to be some trace of all of this on him or the 
university. We need to find something, anything.” 
 I expect him to tell me to be careful, maybe tell me to 
keep an eye out or even call him tomorrow to check in. 
I‟m spooked when instead he opens the door and smiles. 
“Remember how to get back?” 
 “Absolutely,” I say after stamping out my cigarette. I 
find my way back into the lobby and out through the 
front doors into the open world. It‟s now when the scene 
plays out again for me, the quick vision of Sawyer‟s lips 
moving and departing final words before the bullet tore 
through his jaw. A delayed wince cuts through my flesh 
and the roaring engine of a transit bus stuns the 
momentary reverie. I stand at the edge of the curb, 
afternoon sun now a dull disk in the foreground. Quick 
and silent debate of whether to hail a cab or walk the 
three miles back to the apartment. The last cigarette 
beckons me from its cardboard chamber and as its ashy 
tip smolders in the temperate breeze I‟m already trudging 
back home along the winding sidewalk. 
 

*** 
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Your lips were as soft as newborn clouds. You reached into my 
heart and pulled the pin, watched as my eyes penetrated yours with a 
translucent emerald glow. The last kiss reverberated in my bones 
until our bodies collapsed into dust. Your words were slung from the 
heavens, every decibel of anticipation tinkering with our thoughts. 
The sun was black and silent and when the air below us began to 
whistle you were already gone. Your arms held high to the air as if 
reaching for the stars. The tendons in my fingers cracked and bled, 
the wiry strings of flesh sparking like broken wires.  
 You pointed to my chest, black fingernail barely a shimmering 
shadow against the tentacles of ice spinning from the ground. Black-
and-blonde strands of hair in our faces, red snowflakes popping and 
bursting like blood vessels.  
 “Forever,” you said, and the word repeated until it was just 
another memory lost somewhere between my heart and my mind. 
 

*** 
 
Night falls from the world behind me and I reach the 
apartment with only a single droplet of sweat sticking to 
my forehead. The drummer in my head stopped 
somewhere along the way and I imagine that he‟s strung 
out in the corner of my skull with a needle in his vein and 
a slew of empty bottles around his lifeless body. I take a 
moment to observe the house, the way the roof arches 
against the sky in just a way that it looks like a castle on 
brief viewing.  
 I find my keys in my jacket pocket and remember that 
I‟m out of cigarettes. If anything I don‟t have the energy 
to travel back out into the city and upon scanning my 
memory warehouse I find out that there‟s at least a single 
pack resting comfortable on the nightstand next to the 
bed. I slip past the yellow police tape, remember for a 
moment that a life was lost just hours ago, and force my 
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body to push it out of its system so that I can easily drift 
into a dreamless slumber and forget that I even exist. 
Door pushes open with a slight nudge and everything 
seems to be reverted back to its original form. Not a drop 
of blood, bone or brain matter in my kitchen and the 
living room looks like a hoarder‟s beginning descent into 
madness.  
 It‟s when I drop my keys onto the kitchen table do I 
notice the large manila envelope casually resting evenly 
against the fine wooden edge. My name is scrawled in 
near-perfect block letters and it takes every ounce of 
willpower not to rip it in half in front of the many copies 
of my soul floating amidst the apartment. I shove the 
envelope onto the floor with the very edge of my jacket 
as if it‟s a living and diseased creature of dangerous 
proportion. The second and third and fourth and many 
more trails of sweat forms at the base of my neck and for 
all I know I could be having a panic attack. Heart flutters 
with the grace of a lost angel, sternum expanding and 
retracting like it was made of marshmallow.  
 I kneel to the edge of the kitchen, flip the envelope 
back onto its front side. I nearly expect it to grow legs 
and scamper into the bedroom but instead it beckons me 
with its soundless allure. It‟s fairly light and when I sit 
down I force myself to close my eyes and picture the 
past, picture Jenna sitting across from me with a cup of 
coffee and the Sunday newspaper and a rosy glow in her 
cheeks. When I open my eyes she‟s not there. 
 Finger traces the edge of my name, hoping for it to 
speak aloud and tell me its purpose. I grab the envelope 
and take it outside of the apartment and onto the front 
patio. I slowly rip open the top flap and out falls a single 
sheet of paper and a postcard. I can‟t help but stare at the 
paper first because a long range of winding ink catches 
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the fibers behind my eye. I read the words carefully and 
aloud to myself because the evening wind has now 
generated an autumn sonata amongst the city skyline in 
the distance. 
 You’re not alone, Clint. She’s closer than you think. 
 The words are written in glittery blue ink, and when I 
look above me the clouds and sun and the moon and the 
stars collide into a scorching supernova and for a single 
moment I can taste the sky. 
 

*** 
 
It takes a full hour to catch my breath, every draw of 
every breath tougher than the last. The words of the note 
have now crept up my arm and have dug their way under 
my skin, ink now running through my veins alongside 
anxious blood. For six months I ached and tired and 
dreamt of any word from Jenna, and in a matter of days 
the entire world has spit out its sympathy at me. A bullet, 
Penrose, Sawyer and now a note. For a moment I want to 
crawl under the kitchen table and silently pray for a 
comet strike, even an earthquake or tidal wave. It‟s when 
a luminous sparkle catches my eye from across the room 
do I ignore my mind‟s wishes and crawl over to the 
doorway. 
 Open skeletal fingers peek from the edge of the 
envelope and I realize there was more than just a note in 
its contents. I reach into the envelope and a thick 
postcard greets my fingertips, it stocky edge glistening 
with the remnants of crimson glitter. I let the card fall to 
the floor and witness its solitary power. A diagram of 
nearly half a human skeletal system, only a single arm, 
hand and torso are detailed, a wave of veins slithering 
within the frame, each long strand painted with red 
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glitter. The veins connect through the light black sketch 
of the torso into a meticulous outline of a heart, its center 
glowing with dull green ink that seems to blush in the 
ample darkness of the apartment‟s living room. I find my 
composure and flip the postcard over to its nearly blank 
backing, two sentences of dark marker amidst a perfect 
background of eggshell white: Sometimes the missing are just 
out of reach with our hands, but not our minds. We’d like to see 
you, Clint. Fourteen and Columbus. Midnight, Friday. 
 At first I want to call Mitchell, tell him about the 
postcard and note. Fourteen and Columbus is nine blocks 
away and if I didn‟t know any better, Friday could be 
today or three days from now. I stand up, head into the 
kitchen, and open the fridge. I crack open the last bottle 
of beer and drain it in a single gulp while my brain 
processes the postcard‟s invitation. For all I know, this 
could be something my father-in-law instituted to draw 
me in, snuff me out. This morning‟s newspaper is still 
curled in front of the mailbox, so I unroll it and realize 
that yes, today is Friday and now I only have a handful of 
hours before answering to someone that slipped a 
precarious postcard and note through my door while the 
apartment was littered with policemen. I stare at the 
nighttime sky, close my eyes and think of Jenna‟s sweet 
whisper carrying over my panicked thoughts. If this 
invitation is a means of bringing me closer to wherever 
she may be, then fourteen and Columbus is more an apex 
of hope than a midnight destination. 
 

*** 
 
I hail a cab without much trouble on the corner of 
Tremont Street. The ride occurs in near slow motion, an 
array of neon lights and empty faces beckoning the 
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darkness of Boston‟s lonely nighttime streets. The 
driver‟s words are often repeated because the initial sets 
are lost somewhere in my disparate breaths. We reach the 
edge of Columbus and I still have nearly an hour to kill 
before midnight. I toss the driver a sawbuck and jingle 
open the door of a 24-hour coffee shop called Sam‟s. I 
order a coffee black and the cute Japanese girl behind the 
counter smiles and compliments my hair. She fetches my 
coffee and before she brings it to me I notice a man 
staring at me from the front-most booth near the coffee 
shop‟s front door. He nods and quickly turns away. The 
girl hands me the coffee and I take a nervous sip before 
sitting three booths down from the man. His eyes meet 
mine when I sit down on the hard plastic bench. Another 
tiny sip of hot liquid, another quick turn-away from the 
man. 
 The palms of my hands adamantly dribble with the 
beginnings of sweat. I take a sip of coffee for every 
minute that passes on the bright green neon clock above 
the front counter. The man, his mysterious face and eyes 
of emerald intrigue, switches between two different 
styrofoam cups. When he leans back into his booth, I 
catch a brief glimpse of a solid red tattoo in the shape of 
a star on his upper chest. The man stands up, crumbles 
the two cups in one fist and throws them away. He opens 
the door and nods once at me before placing a fedora on 
his head and walking into the night. 
 I finish my coffee as the clock spins to five minutes 
before midnight. The last drop hits the tip of my tongue 
with a warmness I haven‟t felt in months. I toss the cup 
into the wastebasket near my booth and smile at the girl 
behind the counter before zipping up my jacket and 
leaving the shop, the aroma of caffeine and sugar behind 
me. I walk the three blocks to fourteen and Columbus 
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and face a pedestrian apartment building and an old 
office with sheets of wood for windows. I can only 
imagine it‟s been boarded up for years. The front door to 
the office building is rusted and tarnished and I resist the 
urge to knock. I instead put my ear to the black-painted 
window, tingling strands of music radiating from 
somewhere within. The dull bits of human voices dance 
somewhere between the erratic beats and in seconds it 
frightens me away from the door. I mull the idea of 
running back to the coffee shop but the blank stare of 
Jenna‟s eyes in my mind force me to relax my muscles 
and regulate my breathing. 
 I peer around the edge of the building, look for a 
separate entrance. A swift flash of red light beckons me 
from the dumpster parallel to the alley between the two 
buildings. I walk slowly, carefully until I hear a metal door 
slam shut from behind the dumpster. I roll up my sleeves 
to cover my hands and peek at the side of the building 
from the dumpster, stench of rotten food and burnt 
wood fighting my every breath. A small red star adorns 
the very top of the door and for a moment I remember 
the man across from me in the coffee shop. The door 
opens slightly, hint of light and fog drifting from the 
unfastened inch.  
 Three steps to the door and the music and voices I 
once heard are now silent. Deep breath and I pull the 
handle open, acknowledged by only a waft of smoke and 
stillness. A miscible green glow sharpens my vision and in 
only a few seconds am I pulled into the rabbit hole, 
jagged cling of the door slamming shut behind me like a 
steel coffin. 
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A blur of emerald light feeds into my skull like a fiery sine 
wave. Illusionary fingertips poke at the air as if I were in a 
glass chamber in the middle of a busy highway, the 
softest traces of clatter skittering around my peripheral 
vision with the blind force of a stingray. Within what 
feels like a rash of endless minutes the first voice speaks a 
single word that‟s frozen over the invisible film of blue 
ice wrapped around my lungs. 
 Clint. 
 My mind tells me to be calm, to stick this one out like 
every other day that‟s passed by every since her graceful 
whispers were erased from the present like pages of a 
history book. I can‟t discern my structure, whether I‟m 
standing or sitting, alive or dead, myself or someone else. 
The voice hits again in a monotone shotgun blast, each 
particle of sound striking my brain with a pinching spark.  
 Clint. Again. 
 I count to ten and pretend that I‟m underwater, hope 
that the snow around my body will melt and I‟ll somehow 
wake up in the comfort of my own bed. At the mouthing 
of seven and just when my lips are live and wet I can feel 
the dull sting of flesh on my own. The woman‟s voice is 
as sweet as amber and when I‟m finally above the hollow 
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water in my mind a quick flash of black and red scoots 
into full view. 
 “Clint, are you with us now?” 
 Shake of my head and a breath that could pull the stars 
from the sky. Machine gun gasps and the light is real, the 
light is as bright as a dying supernova. She‟s in front of 
me, flanked by two men in suits the color of a summer 
funeral. And in the back, just at the edge of the scene and 
as far as my vision can go, is the man from the coffee 
shop. Legs crossed, paper cup in one hand and a burning 
cigarette in the other. I realize now that I‟m sitting in a 
metal chair in what looks to be a dark basement with 
disparate light bulbs dancing from the ceiling like frail 
fireflies.  
 “Where…” Only a single word and too many lost bits 
of hope in my voice. 
 The woman smiles and her eyes flicker with a trail of 
gold and silver sparks. She has the pastel features of a 
doll come to life. “You‟re not far from home,” she says. 
“In fact, you‟re not far from the coffee shop you were in 
just a little while ago.”  
 I nod as if I know what she‟s saying. 
 She points to the man at her right, a figure with olive 
skin and the cheeks of an old soul. “This is Adrian; he‟s 
going to be asking you a few questions.” 
 Another nod. 
 The man now known as Adrian pulls up a chair and 
nearly touches my knees with his. I can faintly detect 
bourbon and regret radiating from his suit. He cracks his 
knuckles and pulls an envelope from his inside jacket 
pocket. When he holds it under the light I can see that it‟s 
the same note I received earlier this morning only a few 
hours after the police disposal team removed the last 
particles of skull and brain from my kitchen floor. He 
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waves the note to the air and I follow it with my eyes as if 
I‟m a bored feline. 
 “We are extremely glad you came to see us, Clint,” he 
says, and then a chuckle. “Even though we weren‟t very 
courteous by luring and dragging you in here like a dog. 
Soon enough you‟ll understand why we have to act in a 
manner such as that.” 
 I find my voice. It was hidden somewhere in my heart. 
“What do you want from me?” 
 Adrian grins and I swear his facial skin is made of 
buttery plastic. “I think the question should be: what do 
you want from us?” 
 Tilt of my head and a nauseous rapture at the base of 
my abdomen. Somewhere the caffeine and blood and 
despair are battling it out for control of my body and my 
stomach is the unwilling recipient of the destruction.  
 “Okay, fine, then,” he says. “Adara, please provide Mr. 
Korbis with a glass of water and some aspirin, please.” 
 “I‟m not taking anything.” 
 He raises a hand to the air and nods. “In time, you‟ll 
have no reason to not trust us.” 
 I spit on the concrete floor and a rocket snake of dark 
saliva taps the ground with a gentle plop. “And why‟s 
that, Adrian?” 
 Adrian slinks back into his chair and crosses his arms, 
looks to the ceiling before leaning into the very few 
inches of personal space I have in this lonely little room 
with a round of strangers. “Because, Clint; we‟re going to 
help you find Jenna.” 
 

*** 
 

The water is as stale as thousand-year-old rust and lava 
chips. I drown it like a man who has never consumed 
liquid before. I know enough know that if these people 
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wanted to kill me it wouldn‟t come in the form of two 
snow white tabs of aspirin, so I throw them on the back 
of my tongue and let them dissolve while silently eyeing 
the other man that I haven‟t had the pleasure of formally 
speaking to quite yet.  
 Adara walks over to the metal table and sits down at 
the chair next to me.  She leans in and places her hand 
over my wrist, her touch anesthetizing the blood below 
the surface until it slows to a rough crawl. I haven‟t felt 
the supple embrace of a woman since Jenna disappeared 
and I‟m unsure of whether to be comforted or 
frightened. Within seconds I pull my arm away and Adara 
recoils, spiderlike blur of black-painted fingernails 
swaying in the dank basement air. 
 “I‟m sorry,” she says, dimples colluding into poppy red. 
 I stand up and look for a window that doesn‟t exist. 
“It‟s…it‟s fine.” I point to the empty paper cup. “Thanks 
for the water.” 
 She smiles and looks away, dark swoop of hair falling in 
front of her face like a broken shadow.  “Yeah, no 
problem.” She twirls her fingers for a moment. “Listen, 
you were brought here for a reason, Clint.” 
 I want to tell her that I don‟t have a heart anymore, that 
my every thought is usually crossed with the lingering 
memory of Jenna‟s smile. Instead, I crumple my fingers 
into a fist and stare at the jet black ink stains adorning the 
basement wall. “I‟m haunted,” I tell her. “My wife is 
missing and I‟ve experienced too much in the last two 
weeks to think that she‟s dead.” 
 “Well, that‟s what we‟re here to help you with, Clint. 
We don‟t think she‟s dead.” 
 I slam my hands into the center of the table, so hard 
that Adara jumps from the fleeting shock of sound and 
rage. “And how do you know that? What the hell do you 
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guys know? I was shot in the leg only a few seconds 
before I was about to kiss the fucking ocean. Someone 
took me to a hotel on the outskirts of town and tried to 
kill me before I planted a knife in his throat and read my 
lovely father-in-law‟s name on a business card hidden 
inside the dead man‟s jacket pocket. And then a cute note 
is left at my apartment a little while after a man eats a 
bullet and leaves his remains strewn across my kitchen 
floor. What‟s left to this story? Tell me, because I‟ve had 
enough.” The last word leaves my lips with the weight of 
a million dead suns, every inch of breath and exhaustion 
collapsed into twenty seconds of sharing whatever is left 
of my soul. 
 Adara stands up and begins to walk away. “We‟re 
experienced in matters like this, Clint. Follow me.”  
 I follow her shadow across the concrete floor until we 
reach the rest of the group. She points to the chair I 
woke up in a little while ago and I sit down. Adrian nods 
to the strange man in the back of the room, my coffee 
shop friend without a name or voice. His teeth beam with 
absolute perfect white and he extends a wrinkled hand a 
few inches away from mine. I grab it and return the 
handshake, catch his deep brown eyes twinkle with a 
kindly glow. 
 “Clint, it‟s nice to be able to finally speak to you,” he 
says with a British twang. “I‟m Gregory.” 
 “Great.” 
 “I want you to know that Adara, Adrian and myself 
aren‟t here to hurt you or to mess with your mind. We 
know what you‟ve been though and we think we can 
help.” Gregory removes a packet of smokes from his 
jacket pocket and tilts them towards me. I shake my head 
and he quickly lights one with a single match. Its hypnotic 
sway puts me at ease for only a few seconds. 
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 “Where‟s Jenna?” It‟s the question I‟ve been asking 
myself for six months. It‟s the question that repeats it my 
mind as it were tattooed to every crevasse of every bit of 
brain matter in my skull. It‟s a question I‟d die to know 
the answer. 
 “On to that in a second,” Gregory says, puff of 
charcoal smoke drifting into the imaginary stars in the 
imaginary basement sky. “First, I‟d like to tell you what 
we‟re really all about, my friend. All of us have been 
touched in some way by some person that escaped our 
lives. We believe that there‟s more to this existence than 
just the physical; the human condition is that of space, 
time and the unknown.” 
 It‟s right here that the goosebumps travel through my 
toes, legs and muscle fibers, find a warm soft spot to dig 
until they‟re poking out of my skin like crabgrass. 
 “My wife disappeared seventeen years ago. Vanished, 
as if erased from this world with a push of a button or a 
sharp twist of the New England wind. But I refuse to 
believe that she‟s dead. I dream about her every night, 
Clint, as I imagine you do about your Jenna.” 
 He‟s almost right. If he could only see how I reach my 
arm across the bed to her side, hoping that my fingers 
find the pallid edges of her hips, the subtle traces of 
warm flesh glistening in the moonlight.  
 “I can swear that she‟s right there next to me at night 
while I‟m in another state, holding my hand in hers and 
whispering into my ear everything that I‟d ever want to 
know. I believe it in my heart, every pumping inch of it. 
Sometimes the missing are out of reach with our hands, 
Clint, but not our minds.” 
 It‟s at his very last syllable that I remember the text on 
the sparking note the group left me at my apartment. I 
push away his gentle discourse, hope to find the 
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stubbornness that has prodded me to look for my wife 
after all of these months. 
 “We‟ve tracked every missing persons case in and 
around Boston over the last three years. Every child that 
ran away, every little girl that was abducted, the husbands 
that went out for milk and never came back to their 
families…all of them.” 
 “Why?” 
 “Because if my wife can find me even though she could 
be millions of miles away, it means that there are others 
like us, Clint. Others that still feel their significant others, 
their wives, husbands, lovers. That‟s why we stumbled 
upon you.” 
 I think of the ways she‟s reached out to me. The 
handprints, the whispers, the necklace, the water running 
in the sink. I think of these things and I remember that 
I‟ve never given up hope. “Where am I going to find 
her?” 
 Gregory looks around to the others and smiles. “We 
can‟t exactly answer that for you. It‟s something you‟ll 
have to discover on your own.” 
 The shockwave of discontent stews in my lungs like 
bile. “If you can‟t answer the one question that plagues 
every second of my existence, then why am I here?” 
 Gregory raises a single finger to the air and before his 
baritone words escape from his mouth, Adara has already 
stepped forward, her lips quivering like earthquake 
aftershocks. “Because we know exactly how your father-
in-law fits into all of this.” 
 

*** 
 

Adara runs her fingertips along the side of the antique 
table towards the edge of the sullen basement, black-
painted nails as chipped and worn as the twisting air in 
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every dreamy breath floating through our lungs. She 
seems to have the nervous tic of brushing away the 
spiderlike web of dangling bangs at the end of every 
other sentence that escapes from her mouth. Her cheeks 
blush with the color of windswept roses every time our 
eyes catch. 
 “From what we know, he‟s never been a man of 
honor,” she says of my father-in-law. “No matter the 
personas you identified him with prior to the events of 
the last few weeks, there‟s nothing brewing inside of that 
soul except darkness.” She scowls at her last word as if a 
rogue case of cottonmouth gripped her throat. 
 I nod, briefly remember the quick swoop of shadows 
that brought me to the motel on the outskirts of town, 
briefly remember Wheeler‟s final breaths and words as 
the sopping black blood spewed from his throat like a 
fleshy geyser. This new idea of Penrose isn‟t the same 
reflection of human character who passed his daughter to 
me three years ago, nor is it the same man who once told 
me that Jenna meant everything to him. 
 Adara takes quick breaths, peels a long strand of dry 
paint from the edge of the table and tosses it to the floor. 
“Anyone on the surface realizes Penrose as a man of 
great intelligence, someone with great prowess in the 
physics field,” she says. “But no one knows of the things 
he‟s done. I‟m sorry if all of this is upsetting to you, but I 
imagine you want to know everything, don‟t you?” 
 She doesn‟t even have to ask, as I believe she can read 
it in the sparkly fibers of my now tired eyes. 
“Everything.” 
 Adara nods and in moments the rest of the group 
shuffles from their respective spots. Harold and Gregory 
both reach for their blazers, sliding arms into the sleeves 
nearly in tune. A cloud of puffy cigarette smoke lifts the 
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air like a momentary tidal wave. Harold is the first to 
extend his hand and I grab it with a gentle embrace. He 
tips his fedora in his palm and heads for the only door on 
the opposite side of the room.  

Gregory sighs and pats me on the left shoulder. “Just 
remember, Clint: you‟re not alone. I‟m sure Jenna can 
hear your every word, see your every movement.” He 
hands me a sharp business card the color of broken 
eggshells and smiles. “Day or night, if you need me, you 
call me. Understood?” 

“Yes. Thanks.” I shove the card into my front jeans 
pocket and silently hope that I‟ll never have to contact 
him. 

“Adara, tell him all he wants to know…all he needs to 
know.” 

Adara nods in agreement and exchanges a peck on 
Gregory‟s cheek before the two men exit through a 
rumble of shuffling boots and a single metallic clang of 
the basement door hinging shut. The noise startles the 
reverberating twang of blood and static in my bones and 
before I realize it, Adara‟s hands are over mine. The 
warmness gently stifles the muscle fibers, pinches the 
nerves beneath the skin until I‟m forced into full 
awareness. Her eyes glitter like dead stars and if my heart 
hadn‟t been removed six months ago I‟d appreciate the 
touch of a female soul. 

“What is my father-in-law doing, Adara?” 
She removes her hands from mine and looks to the 

ceiling, fragile light glistening over every one of her pastel 
facial pores. “He‟s searching for another plane of 
existence, something much more ethereal in scope than 
the physical world. There are believers out there, Clint, 
who will not accept this life as it is, as it seems to be.” 
She pauses, swallows. “There‟s another side to the 
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universe, one that many professionals in Penrose‟s field 
refer to as “dark matter.” 

“There‟s a dark side to the universe that scientists have 
been trying to understand, and unravel, for the last 
hundred or so years. This idea of dark matter, the 
invisible material only detected through its gravitational 
influence on its physical surroundings, has profound 
implications if fully understood.” 

“Like what?” 
She stares at me, the angling refractions of exhaustion 

and filtered light pinching at the core of my brain. “The 
unknown, Clint. Everything that religion and science 
have been battling to grasp over eons of time could be on 
the other side of that coin. There‟s so much to be 
understood, so much to be dissected. The simple truth is 
that understanding the unknown presents all types of 
possibilities.” 

I push myself away from the table with both hands. 
“How does this concern my father-in-law? What exactly 
is he doing?” 

“Penrose‟s research crossed over into another realm…a 
frightening realm. He believes that the true link to dark 
matter can‟t be found through space-time logistics or 
astronomical studies. Historically, dark matter has 
revolved around the notion that it is the gravitational 
attraction and fabric that holds together every object and 
plane within the known universe.” 

“And what‟s so frightening about that?” 
“The truly terrible aspect of your father-in-law‟s work 

is that he believes that dark matter is present in the 
human mind. He‟s been conducting experiments to prove 
that dark energy particles can be found in the soul. And 
through that link, according to my files, is the explanation 
that there‟s more to life than our physical vessels.” 
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“Files?” 
“Yes. We were in contact with a man who worked 

closely with Penrose over the last decade. He provided us 
with all of the details of these experiments that he culled 
through various sources within the university. It‟s 
through him that we have access to all of this 
information.” 

“And who exactly is this man?” 
Adara clears her throat and leans forward. “I believe it 

was the same man who shot himself in your kitchen just a 
couple of days ago.” 

 
*** 

 
I stare at the bitter beams of newborn sunlight, catch the 
eager glimpse of a new day pushing its way through a 
steel blanket of clouds and darkness. Adara sips from a 
styrofoam cup of coffee and taps her autumn brown flats 
against the basement floor in a repetitive rhythm that 
cycles through my mind like a renegade drum loop. Every 
thought is cross-wired with fatigue but my muscles and 
bones and skin react as if I had just woken from a day-
long nap. 

“So what can I do now? Find my father-in-law and 
force him to spill everything he knows about Jenna‟s 
disappearance?” I lean against the chipped wooden 
windowsill and follow the bouncing bursts of light in the 
alleyway outside the building.  

Adara stands up, face me. “I never said that he was 
behind it all. It was just an assumption. But yes, he will be 
the key to your troubles, that I am sure of.” 

I reach for my jacket, slide my arms in and immediately 
the thrush of comfort and home dances around my skin. 
“Thanks for everything, I-” 
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“You are not going after Penrose right now, Clint. 
That‟s not a safe move.” 

“Then what do you expect me to do? Just sit here and 
wait for the next event to occur? Wait for a member of 
his crew, his goddamn group, finish me off for good?” 

“No. Penrose is the end game…and jumping to him 
right now is only going to lead to more issues. However, 
there is one person that I believe you can penetrate very 
easily with some force.” 

“Yeah? And who‟s that?” 
Adara smiles and crushes her coffee cup. “Your 

brother-in-law.” 
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Bitter icicles twinkle like a skittering symphony of pale moondrops. 
Jenna’s breath escapes her lips with a glistening cherry glee. I’m 
careful not to twist my fingers in hers for fear that my bones will 
split and crack like crystal tears. Thirty seconds of ambient silence 
followed by the thrush of whipping autumn wind. Vision fades in 
and out through a mad rush of disappearing leaves. Jenna’s hair 
drifts and floats like mess of golden copperheads.  
 “Soon enough,” she says. Her fey voice flickers in the blue 
candlelight and when she leans in I can’t help but indulge in a single 
cinnamon kiss before the sky explodes and a million shards of dead 
black glass puncture the sweet dewy fields of patchwork grass 
around us.  
 I point to a single shooting star amongst the momentary chaos 
and Jenna smiles, quick flash of pure white. She holds my head 
against her chest and her blouse smells like a mix of brown sugar 
and strawberry cream. Eyelids drift back-and-forth from slumber to 
euphoria and each of our breaths are pushed and pulled together as 
if we’re a single soul. Time burns to a primeval concoction of dust 
and snow. We are everything that we could ever be and it’s only 
when the first droplets of October rain fall to the ground that 
Jenna’s voice reverberates and dissipates as our bodies melt into the 
earth. 
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*** 

 
I feel my way around the door handle to the apartment. 
The past five hours have felt like a dream, nightmare and 
flashback wrapped up into a single layer of time. Only the 
last few waves of moonlight guide my steps from the 
living room to the kitchen. I sip water from the tap like a 
man who could drench an ocean from thirst. The eerie 
signals of birds in the midst of a dawning morning are the 
only soundtrack to my collapse into the bedroom. 
 Jenna‟s pendant necklace glitters every few seconds as 
if it‟s trapped a bouncing ray of dying sunlight. I pick it 
up, hold it to the ceiling as if it‟s the very sky that 
separates myself from the heavens. I sit on the edge of 
the bed, let the pendant sway to each side with a hypnotic 
twang as the absolute last bits of neurotic energy in my 
muscle fibers twitch in agonal delight. Back falls against 
the mess of crumpled blankets and sheets and I could die 
here without even another exhaustive breath. 
 I think about Penrose and Sawyer and every second of 
every day I‟ve spent without my wife. Adara‟s words cling 
to my skull like mitotic ooze, their ample and jangled 
nerves sparking like live wires in my mind. Penrose is the 
end game, the final twisting destruction of a cloudless 
sky. But for now I need to focus on my brother-in-law, 
hope that Harold will point me in the proper direction 
without a whiplash of blood and broken bones.  
 The pendant relaxes to a halt and I lay down on my 
side with the necklace wrapped around my tired fingers. 
The bathroom door creaks open just a millimeter every 
time a frosty inch of breath glides against my lips. I focus 
on my breathing, try to slow the inhales of cool air and 
align them with my beating heart. For a moment and only 
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a moment do I hear Jenna‟s voice crumbling softly 
somewhere in the back of my skull between the residue 
of oncoming dreams and the tingly sparks of dying 
nightmares. 
 

*** 
 
The splitting echoes of moonlight and a broken black 
sky, a field of light static and a purge of steel-colored 
clouds and radiance. Eyelids tiptoe from their slumber 
and when I‟m fully awake a glistening refraction of metal 
pinches the center of my pupils. Jenna‟s pendant necklace 
beams from the nightstand but I distinctly remember 
falling asleep with it in my hand. I wonder if she‟s 
somewhere in the room, Christmas red cheeks colluding 
with a rash of blonde hair and charcoal gray eyes, pink 
fingertips tracing an imaginary circle around her lips like 
an inverted halo. 
 I pause, remember the way she‟d nestle her nose 
against my cheeks and whisper my name until the letters 
sparked and popped like Roman candles. A quick sigh 
and when I catch a glimpse of the new scar on my leg I 
realize the day‟s intention: find my brother-in-law and cull 
every drop of knowledge about Jenna from his skeleton. 
The first drawer of my nightstand contains loose change, 
a mix of pennies and dimes and nickels from the average 
day‟s trips to the three coffee shops near my old office. 
The coins sleep nightly with Jenna‟s old tubes of 
coconut-flavored lip balm. 
 The middle drawer elicits a ghastly groan when I pull 
its aged wooden handle, whatever demons hidden within 
now free soldiers of the New England sky. I clear away 
the remnants of dust and dirt and run a finger alongside 
the crimson leather-bound photo album Jenna gave me 
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for Christmas last year. The first picture screams with a 
hundred rancid memories and I can almost smell the 
dank odor of Burton‟s Pub on the corner of Madison and 
Milk Street, the very night I proposed to Jenna. Carmine 
strips danced amongst the sea of blonde in her hair and a 
faint toothy smile poked from behind lips the color of 
boiled raspberries. It took a lifetime to find this woman 
but only seven seconds for her to say she‟d marry me. 
 Pictures flip and flop with each turn of each page until 
the memories weigh down the foundation of my skull. 
The voices and the recollections and the soundtrack to 
every night and day of every photograph burst all at the 
same moment and for a second I swear that the retinal 
fluid behind my eyes is simmering and leaking from their 
sockets. I throw down the album and it hits the bed in 
slow motion. 
 The bottom and final drawer contains a single item, the 
one object that I need to make it through this day. The 
drawer opens without a creak, without any semblance of 
noise except the sound of blood gushing to my fingers. 
The lone cigar box‟s print is faded and blurry from nearly 
six years of living in darkness. I place the box on the 
pillow next to my leg, hoping that it doesn‟t grow a tail 
and legs and slither away into the rest of the apartment. 
Reaching in, I‟m greeted by the harsh combination of 
chilly metal and grime. The gun handle is dark and cold 
and a deep breath finds it way from the pool of black 
daylight at the bottom of my lungs. The rime of another 
lifetime‟s soul swims at the very tip of my tongue and 
dances until I can close my mouth in awe. I‟ve fired a gun 
exactly twice in my life and there‟s a section of my heart 
that wants to keep it at that count. I hold the gun to the 
air and its touch feels foreign, almost as if it‟s another 
person‟s fingers entwined with the weapon‟s metal grip. 
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 A shower and a hot shave and my body is ready for the 
late evening‟s impending encounter. The blaring red 
numbers on the bedroom alarm clock read a bit after 
midnight but my heart is set to the clockwork of the 
moon. I tuck the gun in the back of my jeans, barely 
cover its bottom tip with the scattered edge of a plain 
grey t-shirt. Arms slip into a jacket and I close the 
apartment door behind me as the crushing silence of an 
obsidian sky blankets the road. It takes a few minutes to 
walk downtown and when I successfully hail the first taxi 
I see, a sullen trail of quivering goosebumps waltzes 
below the thin layers of muscle and skin on my arms.  
 The fresh dew of cheap cologne and unwashed leather. 
The driver asks me where I‟m going and I tell him to take 
me to Boston University. 
 “A little late for class, don‟t you think?” Two pure blue 
eyes in the rearview mirror. 
 I nod and smile. “Yeah.” 
 The window rolls down manually and I can‟t help but 
close my eyes and sniff the vaunt remnants of the ocean‟s 
October breeze. The Atlantic‟s soft rumble is at its most 
potent during the fall months and the very scent reminds 
me of my wedding day. Jenna wore a dress as white as 
angel tears, her incandescent dimples crunched between 
the shadows of a perfect November afternoon. I‟m 
momentarily lost in the memory until the driver‟s crackly 
voice erupts from the caverns of my midnight dream. 
 “What was that?” 
 “What are you doing out here so late at night?”  
 Teeth rattle from the inquisition. “Catching up with 
some family.” 
 

*** 
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Boston University‟s solemn Victorian architecture greets 
me in the dead of night. I toss a sawbuck in the front seat 
of the taxi and the driver tells me to have fun at my 
“family reunion.” A barreling chuckle wants to spit itself 
from my lips but the gun‟s robust alignment with my 
spine keeps the comedic relief in check. I peer around the 
gazebo that connects the front lawn to the entrance of 
the Greene Building to ensure that there are no stragglers 
or homeless persons camping out for the evening. A 
thousand recollections of meeting Jenna here float 
through my brain like shooting stars.  
 A single light from a single office stands out from the 
glum exterior of the building. If I know Harold well 
enough, he‟s still working, even this late at night. If he 
and Jenna had never been obsessed with their research, 
then I would have never ventured out of my apartment 
and into this part of town this late at night. The front 
door is unlocked and a pair of rugged work boots is the 
first sight within the lobby. The boots are connected to a 
snoring black man seated behind the reception desk, his 
light grey moustache trembling amidst a series of mild 
snores. 
 I‟ve been to the sixth floor so many times that I can 
count the exact number of seconds the elevator requires 
to reach it. The doors open and a slight ding buzzes with 
delight, leaving the night behind me and Harold only 
down the hall. Small steps along the hallway, each squeak 
of my shoes against tile a solemn reminder of the happier 
times in this building, each visit to my wife playing in the 
back of my mind like a film reel without an operator.  
 The faint collisions of flesh against plastic, the solitary 
drone of typing and the pulsating hum of a computer. 
Harold can‟t hear my steps leading to his office doorway, 
he only stares ahead and continues to type. His first 
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reaction is to shift his chair back but by the moment he 
sees the gun in my hand he ceases all movement. 
 “Clint…” My name trails off somewhere into the night. 
 I point the gun just another inch forward. “Good 
evening, Harold.” 
 “What the hell are you doing here?” He reaches for the 
phone, presumably to call security, but scans the weapon 
once more and shoves his hands back onto his lap.  
 “You know why I‟m here.” 
 He shakes his head. “You just don‟t get it, do you? You 
need to move on, Clint. Jenna is not coming back. It‟s 
not as if -” 
 “I know everything, Harold. “Closer to the desk now. 
“Sawyer, Wheeler, everything that your father is doing. 
It‟d be a shame to find out that you‟re involved in all of 
this.” 
 His eyes dim as if the electricity was pulled from the 
base of his spine. He slinks back into his chair and takes a 
deep breath. “You think you know everything, but you 
don‟t.” A wry smile crinkles across his face and for the 
first moment of our relationship I cannot see the 
resemblance between this man and my wife. 
 Harold tries to slide out of his chair and run past me 
but the brave move is met with a swift glide of the gun 
smacking the side of his face. He falls to the ground with 
a commanding thud. I lean over him, give him a few 
seconds to wipe the blood from his cheek with the sleeve 
of his now-ruffled dress shirt. I pick him up and slip his 
body into one of the brown leather guest chairs. Placing 
the gun to the side of his skull does nothing for the speed 
of his erratic breaths. 
 Vision blurs in a flash of cherry and lavender. I‟ve 
never held a weapon to another human and I easily forget 
that the man below me was in my wedding party. Now is 
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the time for answers, and answers don‟t have relatives, 
friends or hearts of gold. I force the gun deeper into his 
temple, so close that I can feel his pulse slither 
throughout the metal. 

“Where is she, Harold? Dead? Alive? Goddamn it, tell 
me.” 

He takes deep breaths, drops of sweat colluding around 
the tip of the gun. His eyes are awash with blue and 
black, the colors of a bruised heart. 

“Tell me! Where?” 
He opens his mouth, as if to let a guilty soul float to the 

afterlife. "Where isn't the question, Clint...” 
I jam the gun back into the air and strike the side of his 

face. The past six months have trapped my heart and 
mind in the same place and the babble of too many 
people has left the inside of my chest coated with slick 
rage as black as tar. “Don't fuck with me, Harold. Where 
is she?” 

He wipes the blood from his lips and spits a single 
tooth onto the tiled office floor. “It's not where she is, 
Clint,” he says, wincing at every bit of air that glides over 
the open wounds strewn upon his freckled face. “It's 
when.” 
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Taupe strings of dangling moonlight ripple from the 
corners of the office window and for at least a full few 
minutes I can‟t tell whether Harold is telling the truth or 
merely dazed from a round of kisses with the cold edge 
of my gun. I briefly picture his bloodied face clean and 
crisp as it was on my wedding day, his hazy blue eyes 
twinkling with radiance unmatched from the rest of the 
groomsmen. All it took were six months for his persona 
to topple underneath the surface of normalcy and stretch 
itself into enemy territory.  
 And with this man, my brother-in-law, telling me that 
my wife isn‟t in a physical setting but rather a specific 
time, I wonder for a second if my brain has spent too 
much of the evening on overdrive. I shake my head and 
place the gun to my side. “I don‟t quite understand it all, 
Harold.” 
 He wipes the edge of his bruised lips with a 
handkerchief. “How much did she tell you of her work?” 
 I think for a second, try to recall the casual moments of 
chatter over dinner or drinks but perhaps my mind has 
spent too many moments in pure static shock to 
remember the normal moments clearly. “Not too much. 
Just the bare details, the everyday things. I didn‟t spend 
my life prodding her professional life. She was exhausted 
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nearly everyday, Harold…especially in the days leading up 
to her disappearance.” I pause, take a deep breath. “Level 
with me. What is this idea of when?” I resist the urge to 
tell him of Adara and the rest of the group, the pinching 
memory of Sawyer swallowing a single bullet. 
 Harold nods and spits more blood into a beige coffee 
mug at the tip of his desk. A quick sigh and he begins to 
stare out into the night. “We were working on figuring 
out a pathway into the realm of dark matter,” he says 
with the comfort of a professor speaking to haughty 
student. “It‟s the shadowy components of what may have 
pulled the universe into existence. For the last hundred or 
so years, physicists have been trying to not only figure 
out how to effectively capture it…but also proving that it 
actually exists. 
 “Many researchers in our field believe that it‟s real. It 
could be the answer to why we, the sun, stars, planets and 
every goddamn galaxy, were even created. It‟s only a 
matter of trapping it and studying it that has the most 
brilliant minds absolutely puzzled. Some men have spent 
their entire lives tracking down just the idea of dark 
matter and have never even come close to wrapping their 
minds around it. We live in an age where anything‟s 
possible, Clint, including locking down perhaps the most 
significant scientific discovery in the history of mankind.” 
 I‟ve learned enough over the last few weeks to realize 
that even the most convoluted notions could be the 
simplest answers for every mystery that‟s plagued me 
these fiery six months. But with Harold confirming that 
Jenna is indeed alive and well, the rhetoric and semantics 
only cause me to salivate at the idea of finding my wife. 
When he sees that I‟m following along with a chilly stare, 
he continues. 
 “It was my father that thought of the one true link to 
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dark matter: the human soul. He believes that the body 
isn‟t just bone, flesh and blood; there‟s more to be 
discovered if we just dig a bit deeper. The human 
intellect, the human mind…it‟s too complex to just 
expire when the heart stops beating. Dark matter was 
once thought to be the constituent of what‟s on the other 
side of the cold, cold universe. My father‟s research over 
the last few years has been angling to pick apart that 
theory and link it to the very energy that‟s inherent in 
every person this planet. 
 “Jenna, I, and the rest of my father‟s team stumbled 
upon the true level of dark energy boiling inside of the 
average human body. The research was too powerful, too 
intricate to be unleashed on an unsuspecting world. My 
father was greedy and never wanted these thoughts to be 
shared with the public. He forced Jenna to swear that 
she‟d never even tell someone as close to her as you.” 
 I remember the evenings where I could tell something 
was raging inside of her mind, just by the way she‟d shake 
and turn while sleeping. All those nights thinking that it 
was only exhaustion. All those nights thinking that she 
was just on the brink of total burnout, and the fact was 
that there was something deeper tugging at every corner 
of every edge of her fragile mind. 
 “Soon enough, my father became obsessed with every 
bit of this research. Days, nights, it didn‟t matter. It 
encompassed his life. And Jenna…” 
 “Tell me everything, Harold.” It might be well into the 
wee hours of the early morning but my body is burning 
the fumes of pure adrenaline. “Tell me what happened to 
Jenna.” 
 He looks away, his eyes tracing the outline of dark 
clouds dancing with the moon. “I‟m sorry it had to be 
this way, Clint. I can‟t imagine the pain -” 
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 “Just tell me.” 
 He closes his eyes and slinks back into his plushy chair. 
“We found a way to crack open the dark energy in the 
human mind. It was just a matter of harnessing it. We 
just…we just didn‟t know there‟d be an incident like the 
one that happened with Jenna.” Harold pauses, pinches 
the crinkle in the center of his nose. “A few years ago, 
scientists in Switzerland built a large hadron collider that‟s 
purpose was to recreate the Big Bang, all in the hopes to 
identify the existence of dark matter. Our discovery was 
akin to the LHC experiment; only we were playing with 
flesh instead of atoms. We didn‟t realize the power of it all, 
Clint.” 
 I edge forward, closer to the desk, until I can smell the 
heartbreak emanating from his skin. “What happened to 
her?” The words are as soft and gentle as morning 
clouds. 
 Harold‟s eyes begin to tear up and I wonder if the salty 
discharge will burn the wounds on his face. He regains 
himself, rubs his hands together in a nervous motion. 
“Jenna never should have been part of the experiment. 
My father insisted that it would be safe for her to 
undergo the procedure, told us both that she‟d be on the 
verge of something that no human had ever experienced. 
I don‟t know if what happened was truly a mistake, but it 
resulted in something that we didn‟t expect. The broken 
bubble of dark energy in Jenna‟s mind ripped a brief 
composite in the immediate fabric of space-time.” Harold 
shakes his head, crumples his fingers into rosy red fists. 
“She‟s lost somewhere in time.” 
 “Lost?” 
 “Yes. Time is akin to a stack of layers, something we 
call a Minkowski cube. A single person‟s life-path is an 
unpredictable line through the layers of this cube. What 
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happened to Jenna was a “jumble” of sorts; her timeline 
was shifted and shuffled like a deck of cards.” 
 I scratch the bottom of my chin, feel the anger that 
once subsided now drilling through my skin again. “What 
does it mean, Harold? Her body is missing somewhere in 
time?” 
 “No, no, no…that‟s what‟s fascinating about my sister, 
Clint. Her body is where it‟s been for the last six months. 
It‟s her soul that‟s been lost.” 
 Thirty seconds of dead air, followed by the ragged 
rhythm of disparate heartbeats. I ease back into the wall, 
slouch until my bottom hits the tiled office floor. “She‟s 
gone…” 
 Harold stands up and opens the window closest to his 
desk, inviting the crisp October air to float into our 
conversation. “We can‟t prove that she‟s gone forever, 
Clint. You may not believe this, but my father and I were 
trying to find a way to get her back to us.” 
 I find my anger and it expends itself through the act of 
picking up Harold‟s coffee mug and tossing it at the wall 
with all of my energy. It shatters into a rainbow of shards 
and dust. “Your fucking father sent men to kill me, 
Harold. They drugged me and took me out to a hotel on 
the outskirts of town. Don‟t you dare tell me that your 
father cares about his daughter. You‟re lucky enough that 
I didn‟t put a bullet in your skull tonight. Your father is 
not going to be so fortunate.” 
 Harold takes a step back and holds his hands to the air. 
“Clint, I had no idea that -” 
 “Shut up. I‟ve had enough. How can I get her back, 
Harold? Please.” 
 He bows his head, runs his right hand against the 
doorframe to the office. “I don‟t know.” 
 “Enough of all of this. Do you know what‟s it like to 
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spend every minute of every day not knowing if your wife 
is dead or alive?” 
 Silence. 
 “A million years could pass and never would I think 
that something like this could happen to her. It‟s yours 
and your father‟s fault, and you both are going to find a 
way to bring her back to me.” 
 Harold slouches against the doorframe and sighs. 
“Clint, we were trying everything we could to figure it all 
out.” 
 “Keep trying.” 
 Harold forces his fingers into a fist, gently taps the side 
of his head. “That‟s the thing, Clint. I don‟t want to make 
things worse for you, but…but my father has pretty 
much stopped me from working alongside him on this, 
on…everything.” 
 “What?” 
 “Yeah, it‟s…it‟s almost as if he‟s done with me. And I 
can‟t begin to believe that he would send his men to kill 
you, Clint. My father‟s not a vindictive man. You have to 
realize that losing his daughter was hard enough after our 
mother died.” 
 My eyes closed, I can picture Sawyer kissing a lone 
bullet. I can see the final twitches of Wheeler‟s pulse in 
the motel bathroom. Harold can‟t fathom the darkness in 
his father‟s mind and until he can find a way to bring 
Jenna back, he‟s useless to me. “I‟m willing to accept the 
fact that there may be two sides to your father, but I will 
not sit here and let things spiral even further out of 
control. I will get Jenna back, even if it means ending 
your father‟s life.” At this very moment, I tip the barrel of 
the gun to the ceiling. 
 Harold nods and removes his blazer, places it over one 
of the guest chairs in front of the desk. “I can‟t help but 
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say that‟s fair. I miss her too, Clint, every minute of every 
day. She made our research worthwhile.” 
 I can feel Harold shifting his views, avoiding discussion 
about his father. “Why is your father done with you?” 
 “I…I don‟t know. From the very beginning, he told 
Jenna and me that we were on the verge of altering the 
landscape of physics forever. That our research would 
shape the way science viewed and studied the universe 
beyond our solar system.  You see, Clint, what we‟ve 
discovered actually will change the world. The very idea 
that dark matter, a concept that has been linked to the 
dark side of the universe, is linked to the human soul…it, 
it just changes everything.” 
 I grind my teeth, taste the remnants of sweat, blood 
and anger. “It doesn‟t change the fact that your sister, my 
goddamn wife, is missing. Tell me how she was altered. 
Tell me how everything happened, Harold.” 
 Harold‟s pupils follow my lips and he snakes his neck 
to each side before pulling up a chair near my squatted 
position on the office floor. “My father designed 
hardware that would generate a jolt of cold energy in the 
human nervous system. It was within this reaction that 
we‟d be able to pinpoint the source of dark matter in the 
human brain. There was never any physical cutting of 
flesh or bone…we weren‟t barbarians. The power 
produced from this procedure was too much for a small 
lab at a mid-sized university. We‟d need a team of two or 
three dozen and five times the amount of space and 
technology to fully understand, and replicate, anything 
that we discovered.” 
 “You said Jenna was lost somewhere in time. How can 
you prove that?” 
 Harold shakes his head, rogue swab of brown hair 
flipped and flopped against his forehead and held 
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together with small droplets of sweat. “We were in shock 
for hours after her body shut down. We didn‟t know 
what to do, how exactly to react. It was only when things 
began…moving, that we figured out what was happened to 
her. My father had once heard a theory regarding ghosts, 
how they weren‟t the supernatural spirits of the deceased, 
but rather the souls of past and future persons that 
crossed over into the timeline of the present. 
 “I began to understand this more and more as I grew 
older. Whenever a cabinet would open on its own, 
whenever a door would slam shut without a human 
touch…it didn‟t frighten me. It wasn‟t the spirit of a 
long-dead woman that lived in our house hundreds of 
years ago; it was someone in the past or future opening 
that cabinet or closing that door. The timelines criss-cross 
for only a few seconds at a time.” 
 It‟s right here that the blood traveling in my highway of 
veins and arteries hushes in its path, forces the skin on 
my arms to ripple with quivering goosebumps. The water 
flowing on its own, the way Jenna‟s necklace found its 
way near my body in bed, the handprints in the 
bathroom…they all come together in a vivid display of 
black-and-white celluloid, quick flashes of time and 
whispers as decadent as Christmas snow. Thirty seconds 
pass with the grace of a single raindrop. When my breaths 
stop I realize where I am, find myself sitting in Harold‟s 
office again with a gun in my hand and memories in my 
skull. I say her name once and it‟s enough for Harold to 
kneel in front of me with his hands on my knees. His 
touch is cold and sudden. 
 “What is it, Clint?” 
 I stare straight ahead, try to look through the wall of 
the office at the stars in the night sky. “She‟s tried 
reaching me for the past few weeks. Every time it 
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happened, it justified my efforts, justified the burning 
circle of fire in my chest. She‟s alive and out there, and 
I‟ve always known that. I just needed you to confirm that. 
We have to find a way to bring her back, Harold.” 
 Only a millimeter of a slight smile forms on Harold‟s 
face when the phone rings. Its jutting pierce startles the 
flow of thoughts in my mind and causes me to drop the 
gun to my side. I expect Harold to pick it up and turn it 
on me but he doesn‟t. Two more rings and we both peer 
at the phone. It‟s on the fifth ring that I decide to pick up 
the receiver and slowly bring it to my ear. 
 “Hello?” 
 The staggered breaths of a man but no words. I say 
hello again but the breathing continues without dialogue. 
 “Who is it?” Harold asks. 
 I raise a hand to the air and once more announce my 
presence to the stranger on the line. More breaths 
without another sound. “Who is this?” The voice on the 
other line hangs up and I‟m left with a rapid heartbeat 
and silence.  
 I turn to Harold. “Who knows that you were working 
late?” 
 He shrugs and throws his arms up. “I don‟t think 
anyone does. I haven‟t talked to my father in at least three 
or four days. Nowadays he‟s so buried in the research -” 
 “We‟re not safe here.” I look around the office, peek 
into the hallway for other lost souls. “We have to leave, 
Harold…now.” 
 “I can‟t just leave my office. I have a meeting in the 
morning with the master‟s program and missing it will -” 
 He can‟t speak another word with the gun pressed into 
his cheek and skin stretching to his teeth as if were made 
of thin rubber. “We have to get out of here.” 
 “That could have been anybody on the phone.” 
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 “If your father went through the trouble of having me 
drug out into the outskirts of town and killed, then I‟m 
sure he had me followed here.” I look around the corner 
and decide that the elevator is probably not the best way 
to get back to the first floor. “Let‟s take the stairs, get 
into your car, and leave the city.” 
 My last sentence echoes unheard because when I turn 
around a swift swab of black and red cuts into my vision 
like a sharp hammer through concrete. The feeling is 
familiar, a mix of painful and comfortable as if I‟ve 
swallowed razors and whiskey. Black boots circle the 
office floor and the pool of blood around Harold‟s head 
transforms into a crimson cloud. I quickly lose feeling in 
my fingertips and the voice of a devil cuts into my 
thoughts like a booming clap of thunder. 
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Trickles of light fade into view like an oncoming lightning 
storm. Lips are dry and cracked and I‟m afraid that if I try 
to speak my face will split down its center. The chair 
rocks back-and-forth as if it were a living being with its 
own set of muscles and bones. Crisp air dangles in front 
of my nose, popping and cracking with every jagged 
thought spinning through my mind. 
 Harold‟s vague outline can‟t be more than five feet in 
front of me, his head cocked forward. He could be dead, 
sleeping or in a coma. The ringing echoes of pain pierce 
my temples and gently remind me that whoever 
infiltrated Harold‟s office inadvertently left me with a 
concussion.  
 “You don‟t understand the implications of your 
struggles, Clint.” 
 The lone sentence isn‟t enough to wake my body into 
full awareness. The pale extract of either the sun or the 
moon distracts me from the man pacing in front of me. 
He shakes his head as if he‟s a tired professor at the end 
of a marathon of classes.  
 “Your father-in-law has discovered something that 
could change the world. And all you can think about is 
your missing wife.” He‟s much older than I, a swab of 
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gray hair that looks as if it could float away from his head 
at any point. He spits a long strand of clear liquid that 
smacks the ground with incessant force. When the 
vibrations in my bones begin to slow, I realize that we‟re 
not in Harold‟s office anymore. I can now see the man in 
front of me in full view, his tight charcoal sweater and 
violent gaze only a few feet away. 
 “Harold…” I say my brother-in-law‟s name only once, 
because at the very last syllable the man fires an open 
palm across my face. 
 “I‟m especially surprised at you,” he says with his back 
turned to me. I can only imagine that he‟s speaking to 
Harold. “Betraying your own father like that. This man 
behind me means nothing to us; do you understand that, 
Harold? Nothing. He was lucky that a beautiful being like 
your sister would even consider associating herself with 
him.” 
 The words about Jenna send a staggering blaze of rage 
throughout my body. The cool steel embracing my wrists 
isn‟t loose enough for me to break out of with just the 
force in my forearms. I edge forward in the chair and the 
metal underlings scrape across the concrete floor with a 
resounding screech. The man turns back to me and 
laughs, a fierce chuckle that booms with confidence.  
 “We‟ve stumbled across something, my friend, 
something that proves that this existence doesn‟t end 
with death. We can‟t let you stand in the way of that, 
Clint.” He knows my name and I envision that Penrose 
presented him with a thick folder of information about 
my brief twenty-nine years on this planet. He kneels in 
front of me and continues, two rows of yellowed teeth 
beaming with madness. “Your wife has broken through, 
can‟t you see? She has experienced first-hand the things 
that the human mind can only imagine. Your quest in 
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finding her is irrelevant now; Mr. Penrose can no longer 
afford to have you as a consistent thorn in his side.” 
 “Fuck you.” Two words that represent all that is 
swimming in my mouth. 
 The man shakes his head and leans into me, so close 
that I can taste the Luckys he smoked this morning. 
“There is no place for you here.” At this moment he 
draws a gun from the back of his sweater and slithers it 
down my face from my forehead to my chin. “I had 
asked Mr. Penrose why he didn‟t want to finish this 
himself, in-person. Do you know what he said, Clint?” 
 I shake my head only slightly. 
 “That you mean absolutely nothing to him…and that 
you never did,” he says with a grin. “You were never 
good enough for his daughter, and he regrets that he 
never got the chance to say that in your direct presence.” 
 “Stop!” Harold‟s voice cuts into the tension like a 
runaway train. The man in front of me clicks the safety 
on the gun and places it back behind his sweater and into 
the top of his jeans.  
 “You‟re no longer in any position to give orders, 
Harold,” the man says. “You lost that privilege when you 
spilled everything to your brother-in-law here. It could 
have been different. It could have all rolled together like a 
calm Sunday afternoon: clean and beautiful.”  
 “He didn‟t do anything, Chance. He deserved to know 
where his wife was. He deserved to know what happened 
to her.” I can almost see the single vein in his head about 
to burst. “Just let us go, Chance. My father is 
unpredictable. How do you know he won‟t erase you?” 
 Chance sighs. “Oh, Harold, my Harold. Your father 
always told me that you had every bit of talent that was in 
his blood. You just didn‟t have the guts to make the calls 
that needed to be made. That‟s why your father has 
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discovered all that he has; he never let anyone get in his 
way. And the ones that did…well, you know how those 
relationships panned out.”  
 “Please, Chance. I know that you really don‟t want to 
do this.” 
 Chance removes the gun from his back and plugs it 
into my right eye. The metal is cool to the touch and my 
eyelids react to the force of the gun against the white of 
my eye. “He needs to be removed, Harold, and you know 
it.” 
 I expect my vision to burst into a rocket of sparkly 
golds and blues, the immediate impact of a bullet against 
flesh and bone. I don‟t expect a door to slam open and a 
vivacious scream to puncture the overwrought air 
between myself and Chance. When a splatter of cherry 
spots dances in front of my face I only envision my final 
moment as a living, breathing entity. The room is dark 
and bitter and this is what the lobby in hell must feel like.  
 Chance‟s body slumps to the ground and his gun 
tumbles to the other side of the room, where a rigid 
Detective Mitchell stands with his gun erected outward, 
the swirling remnants of gun smoke twirling ever so 
softly into the sky. 
 

*** 
 
Three a.m. in the latter half of October, orange clouds 
hovering overhead like floating jack o‟ lanterns. Mitchell 
pats me on the back as if he‟s comforting his son. I can 
only nod and force a smile, hesitant to thank him for 
saving my life and that of my brother-in-law. He reaches 
inside his blazer pocket and pulls out a pack of smokes 
and a plastic bag.  
 “Everything that was on this guy,” he says, handing me 
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the bag. There‟s a single cocktail napkin within, red block 
lettering that reads “The December Club.” A woman‟s 
name, Paige, is written with lavender lipstick in the lower 
left-hand corner with a phone number underneath.  
 Mitchell snatches the bag back from me and places it 
back into his pocket. “This guy had a cell phone on him, 
too.” He pulls out another bag, black disposable cell 
phone gently hidden between the clear plastic. “Guy only 
made and received calls from a single number; must have 
wanted to get rid of this thing in a few days.”  He lets me 
hold the bag and when he‟s distracted by a fellow officer, 
I finagle the flip-lid open and memorize the number 
before he looks back at me. 
 Harold sits on a stone wall outside of the empty 
Chinese restaurant that Chance dragged us to after 
knocking us out at the university. We can clearly see that 
it‟s been closed for months, maybe years. It‟s not far 
from my apartment. Mitchell pulls me aside, away from 
the small swarm of blue men and curious onlookers. He 
points to Harold and shakes his head. 
 “I can‟t pin anything on Penrose, Clint. The guy‟s been 
out of the office for four straight days and his 
administrative assistant tells me she has no clue when 
he‟ll be back. No chance of getting a warrant or anything 
else if there‟s no proof. After that man killed himself in 
your kitchen, Clint, I had to do some digging.” He clears 
his throat, inhales a long puffy strand of cigarette smoke 
before looking directly into my soul. “Penrose just comes 
up clean, my friend.” 
 “You don‟t know what I know.” A lone sentence that 
destroys the look on Mitchell‟s face. I can‟t imagine he‟ll 
understand the long-winded explanation about how my 
wife is alive but on a different timeline. This man has 
seen me at my worst over the past six months and if 
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anything he‟ll think that I‟ve finally snapped, that my 
father-in-law‟s missed opportunities to snuff me have 
taken their toll and broken my mind into a thousand 
beautiful pieces.  
 Mitchell leans against his battered Grand Marquis, 
finishes his cigarette and stamps it out on the front 
driver‟s side tire. “Everything that‟s happened to you, 
Clint ,and it still doesn‟t affect you, does it?” He shakes 
his head. “You‟re not going to give up on her, are you?” 
 I think of her pastel features, the way her nose would 
crinkle whenever I would kiss the tip of her ear. “No,” I 
say. 
 

*** 
 
I scrawl down the number in Chance‟s cell phone into my 
coffee table as soon as I‟m back at the apartment. 
Mitchell insisted that Harold leave town for a few days, 
maybe take a drive up to New Hampshire for a bit. He 
asked the same of me and I told him the only way I‟d be 
leaving Massachusetts is an urn or a body bag. Mitchell 
has seen too much happen. It‟s too much on his scruffy 
mind, too many late nights in the bottom of a bottle and 
too many scars on the skin of his soul. I can‟t involve him 
in this anymore, and I‟m sure that Penrose has covered 
his involvement in everything over the last six months. 
He‟s not sloppy and he‟s certainly not stupid. I let Harold 
walk away because I believe him, I believe that he doesn‟t 
know how to find Jenna. I remember the stories she used 
to tell me about their childhood; their connection was too 
strong for him to completely abandon hope. If there was 
a way to find her, he would have told me. 
 I ease back into the couch cushions, gentle waft of 
silence spinning around my head like a momentary halo. 
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It‟s just when I close my eyes that I can hear the swift 
wasp of steps alongside the carpeted hallway. I jump to 
my feet, quickly decide to forego the gun on my kitchen 
counter and instead slide towards the noise. The 
bedroom door slowly groans and in a matter of 
microseconds it thumps closed, sending heart into a spiral 
of staccato beats and whirring delight.  
 Harold‟s thoughts and explanations vehemently 
pounding on the back of my mind, I inch closer towards 
the door and spin the handle, nearly expecting my wife to 
greet me with open arms and that same smile that could 
turn a man‟s heart into cherry steam. The door opens 
without a creak, without noise. I let my left hand float 
into the doorway, fingertips extended as if the bones 
were shocked with electricity. The whisper trace of her 
breath caresses the rough edges of my skin like a silk 
breeze and for only a few seconds am I back in her 
comfort. The moment passes as fast as a bullet train and 
I‟m left with nothing but insipid drippings of dying 
moonlight and my heart‟s erratic rhythm.  
 Three or four steps along the carpeted bedroom floor, 
my path as soft as baby tiger fur. The lone window snaps 
open and shut in a slew of time that could be clocked by 
only a single breath. Crickets and black noise, the 
symphony of an autumn dawn. I place my forehead 
against the wall below the window, avoid the oncoming 
rush of fury that‟s been sitting in my ribcage for hours. 
She was here again, her invisible touch gracing our 
bedroom as if her soul were lingering and tired of the 
other world. I can feel the sun‟s beating radiance 
beginning its eager ascent from below the horizon and 
when I look up through the window a perfect rainbow of 
falling leaves and swirling clouds dances against the 
purple sky. 
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*** 

 
My reflection is haggard and unwelcoming. I don‟t 
recognize the figure in front of me, his blue-and-grey eyes 
only two simple drops that dance in the pale bathroom 
light. He moves his lips but the words are cold and ugly. 
He raises his left hand and when his palm hits the mirror 
I‟m shocked back into his body, the catatonic swing of 
my soul hitting the black hole between my heart and my 
lungs. My mind has been asleep for nearly twelve hours 
and in that time both heaven and hell collapsed into a 
single obsidian blanket that masked every inch of every 
dream. 
 I slick back my hair and pull a dark brown t-shirt over 
my fatigued torso. Scruffy beard and rough cheeks nearly 
spark against the collar. The December Club is on the 
either side of town, at least a twenty-minute cab ride 
whether it‟s day or night. At this time in October, the sun 
begins its slithering fade away from light in the late 
afternoon. It‟s almost six p.m. and with any bit of luck 
left in my chest, I‟ll catch the fellow who had been in 
contact with the corpse that was once Chance. If it‟s 
another link to Penrose, if it takes me even an inch closer 
to finding out how to get Jenna back from the other 
side…then it‟ll take me in a heartbeat to sit in the back of 
a cab for a bit and cruise to opposite end of Boston. 
 The December Club seems so far and foreign, as if I‟m 
about to embark on a cruise to the middle of the Pacific 
Ocean. I‟ll simply make my way through whatever line is 
wrapped around a would-be velvet rope and casually 
order a whiskey sour at the bar. I‟ll drown out whatever 
post-modern pop rock is playing on the jukebox, dial the 
number that was in Chance‟s cell on my own phone, and 
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hopefully watch my next connection to Penrose pick up 
on the other line. It‟s not guaranteed that I‟ll find 
anything, but at this point I‟m willing to swallow shot 
glasses of fire until my heart burns to a beautiful black 
crisp. 
 The apartment door locked behind me, I walk to the 
edge of Tremont Street and wait for a cabbie near the line 
of iron-blue mailboxes across the street from the 
Richman Theatre. It takes nearly five minutes to hail a 
taxi and when I hop in the previous evening‟s events 
briefly replay in the back of my skull as if someone 
slipped the thoughts into my mind while I was asleep. 
The memories are black-and-white and devoid of sound. 
 I tell the driver to take me to The December Club and 
ease my head back into the plush leader behind me. Soon 
enough, the evening stars segue into sparkly comer trails 
and vanishing whispers from the sky. 
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You looked at me with eyes of winter gray and the crisp hue of a 
Sunday morning, the faint whispers of a rampant dawn lost 
somewhere between our tender kisses. Time slipped and contorted 
into a silver spiderweb and for every moment that we stared ahead a 
cloud flared into a million shards of purple sky. You snaked a 
white-painted fingernail along my cheek and left a comet red trail of 
fiery goosebumps. 
 I shifted my legs, twisting the cream-colored blankets between my 
calves. Your toes prickled the bottom of my feet and I couldn’t help 
but smile and remember every single morning we had ever spent 
together up until that point. The memories floated and dissipated in 
a rogue splatter of cornflower blue celluloid and a rash array of 
sparkling blotches. The subtle violet tinge in your smile, your words 
popped and exploded like shooting stars caught in an emerald 
mason jar.  
 A vast array of broken sunlight punctured the haze around our 
bed. You leaned in for a peck, found my tongue. You tasted like 
scorched blueberry cream and vanilla frost. The halo around your 
head blurred as if it were running on alkaline batteries. I closed my 
eyes for a moment, the cool spring breeze funneling our thoughts and 
spinning them in a pale hurricane of dying whispers. The faint 
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chirps of morning creatures danced outside of the window and when 
I opened my eyes you were gone.  
 I could hear your footsteps slink across the carpet and when you 
returned to the bed the golden bangs in front of your pastel face 
bounced ever so slightly as if they were made of blonde rubber. You 
took my mouth in yours again and when we stopped the moon had 
taken its place in the sky, the sun kidnapped and missing. My 
hand followed yours from your chest, the freckles a silent 
constellation as my fingers circled your belly. You only had to nod 
for me to know what was living beneath the doll-like skin of your 
abdomen and when the first of your baby blue tears flowed from 
your eyes like melting glaciers did I realize how much our lives had 
changed. 
 

*** 
 
“Hey, buddy, we‟re here.” 
 He says it once more and the echoes are strong enough 
to collapse my skull and suck in every loose fiber of the 
aged leather sticking to the taxi seats.  
 “Buddy?” 
 I open my eyes and nod and in seconds Jenna‟s solemn 
memory scatters into a dozen tiny fragments of dust. The 
sawbuck finds its way into the driver‟s hands and he 
stares at me as I exit the cab as if I‟ve said something to 
offend him. The December Club is bright and boisterous, 
a horde of men and women much younger than I 
standing outside in line. I blow a quick waft of warm 
breath into a dual fist and silently hope that the wait 
won‟t derail me from finding the person whose number 
was beaten into Chance‟s cell phone.  
 I pass the time by staring at the moon and when the 
bouncer scours my body for a weapon I easily smile and 
ignore the faint odor of cheap aftershave. The blue velvet 
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doors push open with a dramatic thud and I‟m 
immediately greeted by an old Joy Division tune and the 
devastating stench of vodka and high-end beer. I sit at 
the bar, bottom firmly planted on the plush red pleather, 
and grin at the bartender. She has the face of someone 
who has seen too many broken souls. 
 “What can I get you, handsome?” A dim trace of gray 
can easily be detected below the oil black mass of her 
hair. Her facial features are stretched and wiry, as if she 
were made of malleable plastic. 
 “Gin and tonic,” I say. She smiles and heads off to the 
other side of the bar. I scan the crowd quickly, my mind 
succinctly switching gears between a Joy Division tune 
and The Clash‟s “Clampdown.” A fleet of disillusioned 
Goths and burnt-out hipsters dances in rhythmic sway 
and for every blasting drumbeat my heart skips a few 
beats. The gin and tonic is sweet and refreshing, each 
cool drop relaxing my tongue with a swash of citric 
penetration. I finger the plastic edge of the cell phone in 
my pocket, jiggle a mix of lost dimes and quarters and lint 
from another time and place. At any moment I could call 
the number of Chance‟s friend or cohort and swing this 
evening into full motion, but the droplets of sweat at the 
corners of my forehead tell me to wait until I‟ve downed 
at least another drink or two. A woman no older than 
twenty-two or twenty-three eyes me from across the 
second bar near the dance floor and it‟s been so long 
since this has happened that I ignore the haze of female 
attraction and instead crunch two baby ice cubes. 
 I return to the bar, ask for two more gin and tonics, 
and slap a twenty on the edge of the counter and align 
the bill‟s top half with the row of orange, lemon and lime 
slices next to the cash register. Glasses in hand, I sit at an 
empty booth that faces the dance floor. Motley Crue 
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morphs into X slides into Black Flag and the buzz hits 
me like a chainsaw cutting into colored glass. It‟s right 
here and now that I pull the phone from my pocket and 
dial the number that graced Chance‟s device before he 
met his fortunate death. It rings once, twice and a few 
more times before the echo of the crowd‟s bombastic 
cheer and the gruff voice of a man says “hello.” 
 “Who is this?” 
 “Who is this?” 
 The man laughs and it‟s surprising that I can hear his 
chuckle through the thick sheen of drizzling post-rock 
noise and angsty voices. “Well, you called me, muchacho. 
And only one man had this number, at least that I know 
of.” 
 I feel the confidence from the mix of alcohol and 
exhaustion creeping into my voice. “That man‟s dead.” 
 Silence and all of a sudden I don‟t hear the music, the 
crowd anymore. All that‟s left in my ear is the hurried 
swirls of disparate breaths and the creaking sounds of the 
city night. I see a man at least fifty feet away from my 
booth with slicked-back hair and a cell phone to the side 
of his head. He‟s walking through the side entrance of the 
club and the quick flash of his tattooed fingers tells me 
this is the man I‟ve been looking for since I first stepped 
foot into the bar. I swallow the last of my third drink and 
calmly ignore the dark voices calling me from the bottom 
of the glass.  
 It‟s easier to leave via the front entrance and it takes me 
at least a few full minutes to push my way through the 
mix of the oncoming crowd and the drunkards that have 
been here for hours. I‟m past the velvet rope and the 
bouncers and the only vision I have is of a swarm of taxis 
zipping by on the main road. I remember the side 
entrance and slip past the waiting crowd in front of the 
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club and reach the alley between the building and the 
Thai restaurant next door. There‟s a lone beat-up van well 
at the end of the alley but its lights are off and it‟s 
immobile. What immediately concerns me is that the man 
in pinstripes and overwhelming French aftershave has a 
gun pointed at my chest. My vision flatlined on the way 
over and I expect that so much has happened over the 
last month that my own eyes can‟t detect even the 
slightest trace of evil. 
 “What did you do to Chance?” The voice belongs to a 
man that‟s at least six inches taller than me, black grease-
backed hair and tattoos crawling from the base of his 
neck to his throat and chin like a cloud of rabid leeches. 
A click of the gun‟s safety and again, “What did you do to 
Chance?” 
 I shake my head, focus on the moon‟s tip against the 
roof of the club. “I didn‟t do anything to him. He was a 
shot by a detective from the Boston Police Department.” 
There‟s no point in lying, I believe. He pokes my cheek 
with the tip of his gun and the flash of pain dissipates 
within a few seconds. If my eyes have failed me, at least 
my threshold for damage has not yet given up on me.  
 “You know, Clint, this entire situation has just gotten a 
bit too messy for us. You just can‟t let her go, can you? 
My God, the way your father-in-law has broken all rules 
of life, everything he‟s done…and still you can‟t accept 
her loss as a miniscule sacrifice to what we now know.” 
His voice is astonishingly soothing, as if he were a tenor 
in a local philharmonic when he wasn‟t working for 
Penrose.  
 “She‟s not dead.” It‟s all I can when I hear any mention 
of Jenna and I expect the man to again bash me against 
the skull with his weapon, but he doesn‟t. 
 He sighs and spits to the side of my right boot, then 
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smiles a wicked grin that would make a serial killer blush. 
“She might as well be, shouldn‟t she? Even her own 
brother doesn‟t know how to get her back. No one does, 
Clint. I should kill you right here, right now. Just end 
everything just like the rest of your father-in-law‟s men 
couldn‟t.” He backs the gun away from my face and I 
wince out of normal reaction. He places it back where it 
was and continues his speech. 
 “What does it prove? What does killing me do to 
Penrose‟s grand plan? Tell me.”  
 The man laughs again and before he speaks he looks 
over my shoulder to make sure that we‟re still alone in the 
alley. “Your existence is only an annoyance, a nuisance as 
best. Mr. Penrose can‟t work the way he likes with a 
thorn in his side such as yourself. He figured the grief 
would destroy you, rip you apart until you couldn‟t carry 
on. If he could see you now, I bet he‟d be a tad bit 
impressed with your perseverance.” 
 I shake my head. “I‟m sure he would. Who are you, by 
the way? I always like to know who‟s pointing a gun at 
me. At this point in my life, it happens so often that it‟s 
just a courtesy, you know?” 
 The man smiles and cricks his neck with a resounding 
pop. It‟s so loud that it breaks at least a dozen stars in the 
moonlight sky. “The name‟s Kendrick Wheeler.” 
 Wheeler, Wheeler. The name spins in my brain like a 
loose rat in a lab experiment‟s maze. It gnaws and chews 
and prances through my mind with the force of a rabid 
coyote. Wheeler, Wheeler. And when it hits me, I can 
already see the lifeless expression on Kendrick‟s face. It‟s 
nearly as dark as the one that I left his brother with when 
I slid a knife through his neck and watched him bleed out 
in a dirty motel bathroom only a week or so ago. 
 “Wheeler, eh? Sounds familiar.” 
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 Kendrick‟s smile is now fully replaced with the look of 
a man out for revenge. It‟s right now that I expect it all to 
unravel, for my blood and brains to hit the alley ground 
like a spilled bucket of pig intestines.  
 “I never figured I‟d be this much at ease with the very 
man who killed my little brother. It‟s just funny how life 
works sometimes.” 
 I force a smile. “Oh yeah, hilarious.” 
 The gun‟s quick swab feels like a concrete hand 
slapping the side of my face. The tendons in my cheeks 
crawl with dying fear. A river of crimson and red flows 
out of my mouth and down my chin as if I‟ve just bitten a 
chunk out of a raw piece of steak. Kendrick‟s pinstriped 
shadow fades and blurs like an apparition. I haven‟t fallen 
to the ground, at least, not yet. 
 “You were probably only a few steps ahead of us when 
I laid next to my brother, his eyes open in horror. You 
killed him, Clint, and if there was any other situation 
where I could do my job and exact a little revenge, then, 
I‟d just be fucking dreaming.” He raises the gun to the air 
as if he was saluting his brother and when he lowers it 
parallel to my head, I whisper her sweet name once in a 
moonlit whisper and hope that in a few seconds I‟ll get to 
see her gorgeous eyes again. A lone gunshot rings out 
beyond our bodies and a second one follows right after. 
A murmur of pain crawls throughout my shoulder and 
chest like a fiery tarantula and when my back hits the 
ground I figure that this all the world has left for me. It‟s 
when Kendrick falls to the ground next to me that I 
know that I‟m not dead. He opens his mouth and when 
his soul wriggles free of his lips I can feel the eager 
fingertips of a woman against the now cold flesh of my 
arm.  
 Adara‟s eyes glisten against the night sky like twin 
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comets. I can‟t hear her voice but her face beams with 
panic and for every flop of hair falling and sticking to her 
forehead, a writhing sting of aching pain nestles against 
the right side of my ribcage. My body drifts off to the 
morose visions of Adara screaming my name and the 
faintest hints of Jenna‟s voice calling me from the broken 
spindle of time and death just beyond the reach of the 
sky. 
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The tears in your eyes sparkle like shattered diamonds. I can feel 
your hands on mine as if you were really in front of me, the sharpest 
tinge of soft whispers real and warm like the summer wind. Your 
cheeks glisten with a slight rosy trace and every moment you smile is 
another second that I miss your touch. My hands shake and 
reverberate as if we’re caught in an electrical storm. The lightning of 
another time and place hits the eggplant purple sky just beyond your 
body and I’m afraid to look down.  
 “It’s okay, baby,” you say. “It’s okay.” 
 Your voice sparkles with a pinkish tint and every word that slips 
from your lips settles my muscles, forces the bones to a calm state. 
 “Where are we?” 
 You put a finger to my bottom lip and the momentary contact 
shocks my face and for a second I can see everything that you do. 
The stars, the sky, the clouds and every moment we ever spent 
together in the small set of years you were alive and next to me. 
Light refracts and pops from behind you and at first I fear that 
they’ll burn us but within minutes the explosions are as beautiful as 
your smile on an autumn morning. I miss everything about you and 
oh Jenna if you only knew how much I wanted this to last forever. I 
want to lift your bangs from your face and place them behind your 
ears, lean in for a kiss and never look back to see the world behind 
us. I want to look into your eyes again someday and know that 
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when we fall asleep you’ll be dreaming of me, dreaming of the 
October leaves falling ahead of us as we walk into the rest of our 
lives and beyond.  
 “I love you,” I say, the sky now glowing like a frail and dying 
firefly. “I can’t live without you, Jenna.” 
 You edge closer to me and your skin is nearly translucent. Your 
heart smolders in your chest as if it were fueled by a flickering light 
bulb. Your head finds the nook between my neck and chest and 
your hair smells like that of a newborn angel. Blonde and red locks 
sputter and weave between our breaths like kites caught in a 
December maelstrom. If only I could live in this moment now and 
forever and forget about my body back on earth.  
 

*** 
 
“Three, four, again!” 
 A pounce of electricity jolts my chest. Blurry shapes 
and figures dance above me as if they were ghosts in a 
puppet show. Their faces are distorted and hazy and I 
can‟t feel my face. A spinning storm of voices and 
screams fly past me like black turtledoves caught in an 
autumn hurricane. Soft pinches of dark light twirl and 
twist in a whirlwind of disparate reels of burnt celluloid. 
It‟s almost as if I‟m catching a broadcast of a silent movie 
from another man‟s repository of broken memories.  
 The voices of both men and women are nearly 
apparent in every sputtering moment that my heart beats 
back to life and death. I don‟t know if my eyelids are 
open or closed and my skull seemingly collapses under 
the weight of a lone lost soul. A blanket of familiar faces 
and voices cyclones throughout my mind and I imagine 
that they‟re all here in this room with me, every minute 
closer and closer to losing their brother, their friend, their 
peer.  
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 A twinkle of life skids through my bones and when my 
eyes are open again I can see Adara and the rest of the 
group. Ten seconds is all it takes to lose them. Adara 
screams once more and her hands are floating above my 
chest and with the staccato nips of another burst of 
electric fire is my mind once again split into a million 
jagged pieces. 
 

*** 
 

You kiss the edge of my mouth and when your lips peel away from 
mine it’s almost as if our saliva is mixed with divine glitter. 
Wherever we are feels like home and if you asked me stay forever all 
I’d have to do is gaze in your eyes and say yes. You’ve been away for 
so, so long and I never will let you go. I want to stand here with only 
the soft ambience of a purple sky and the oncoming waves of broken 
sunlight behind us, the pliable moments of forever just ahead.  
 “It’s not forever, Clint,” you say and I know the truth in your 
voice is natural because your pupils don’t flinch when you say my 
name. “It wasn’t meant to be like this. It will never, ever be like 
this for us.” 
 It’s right now that I let go of you, watch the decaying clouds drip 
from the sky like oil on the sheen of a young lamb. This has to be 
forever and I don’t want to go back below, don’t want to witness the 
sun’s nightly crawl from the sky and everything that comes with the 
cold and barren city nights without the elegant murmurs of your 
sleeping breaths beside me.  
 “It’s not the end, we both know that.” And it’s with your words 
that the obsidian blurs are splintered and cracked, each second 
underneath growing wider and wider with the supple traces of golden 
fire. “You’re not ready yet, Clint.” 
 “No.” One word that sparks a million memories from my time 
without you, the days and months wondering if your body was 
breathing or if your soul had blossomed and sprouted into the 
eternal blanket of an autumn morning.  
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 Your hands grip the side of my head and when the tips of our 
noses touch do I see the world beyond the one I left moments ago, the 
shadowy tinges of light and dark and the means to a world of 
midnight souls. Your tongue and mine dance for what feels like 
hours and only now does the blood in my veins and arteries slow to 
a hard crawl, waiting for my heart to jumpstart their continual 
march throughout the rest of my body. You release my mouth from 
yours and when I look into your eyes they’re a different color than 
the slate blue and green that I’ve been used to since we first met. A 
dim shade of mulberry and grey welcomes a torrid stare and there’s 
nothing that will ever keep me apart from you again. 
 

*** 
 
“Clint!” 
 The voice is neither man nor woman‟s and I might 
believe that it belongs to a solitary demon that glided 
from the other world to take me back home.  
 “Clint!” Again, this time with a pinch of human 
emotion. 
 A pure static jolt of feeling gyrates in my brain and 
slinks throughout my blood to my legs and toes, sending 
a wave of adrenaline back to my once-beating heart. 
Lungs crumple and burst with a single wisp of air and I 
imagine I‟m breathing again. 
 “Clint, are you there?” The voice is tout and dripping 
with fervor, the words breaking against the thick layer of 
an ethereal daydream and my body‟s desire to spring back 
to life. “Clint! Wake up!” 
 A person shakes my body back-and-forth until I‟m on 
my side and there‟s a stream of saliva and vomit 
careening through my teeth. A pale joggle of my memory 
and I find my bearings, find the exact moment that my 
soul reentered the body. I open my eyes and see Adara 
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and the rest of her group above me, their sullen faces as 
ecstatic as seraphs singing lullabies on Easter morning. 
 

*** 
 
“The bullet went clean through,” she says while 
reapplying a second layer of bandages to the bloody hole 
between my chest and shoulder blade.  
 “And that‟s only the second time that‟s ever happened 
to me.” My mind laughs but my face does not.  
 Adara flips a long strand of jet black hair from her 
forehead and takes a deep breath. She looks worn and 
tired, swashes of cornflower blue mascara strewn across 
the corners of her eyes like the residue of flaming 
asteroids. “You don‟t know how lucky you really are, 
Clint.” She shakes her head. “A few inches to the right 
and there would have been nothing that we could have 
done for you.” 
 I nod and try to twist my neck to assess the damage 
once again but the pain is too real and I lay my head back 
down. The room is unsuspectingly plain and unmarked. It 
could be a hotel room or a suburban basement or the 
underbelly of a commercial airliner and I wouldn‟t be able 
to tell the difference.  
 “You need to rest. You almost died, you know.” 
Adara‟s voice is plain and unworried, as if the effort in 
saving my life is the same as baking a chocolate cake. “I 
guess the good thing is that there are no Wheeler 
brothers left working for Penrose.” I expect her to 
chuckle but instead she slouches back in the chair next to 
the bed.  
 I find some last bits of energy in my arms and force 
myself into a seated position on the bed. “Where are 
we?” 
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 Adara looks around. “Nowhere special.” 
 “I can see that. Really, where are we?” 
 “My apartment. We‟re off of Milk Street and Franklin.” 
 “Jesus, that‟s nearly twenty minutes away from the 
December Club.” Some of the interactions with Kendrick 
Wheeler come back to me and the last thing I remember 
is seeing his mouth agape as his near-lifeless body 
tumbled to the alley ground. 
 Adara leans closer and the faint hint of pomegranate 
and blueberry tickles my nostrils. “Yeah, I realize that. It 
wasn‟t easy trying to get your body into the back of my 
car, even with three of us trying. And to do all of that 
with a crowd of people hovering in after hearing two 
straight gunshots.” 
 “Did you shoot Wheeler?” I can already picture her in a 
femme-fatale stance, smoking gun in front of her while 
Kendrick Wheeler falls to the ground. 
 Adara shakes her head. “No, you have Gregory to 
thank for that.” 
 Gregory steps from the hidden bedroom into clear 
view, dressed much differently than the first time we 
were in contact. Dark blue jeans and a tucked in dress 
shirt, boots that probably cost more than most people‟s 
cars. “How are you, my dear boy? Feeling any better?” 
 “Just a bit woozy, that‟s all.” 
 Gregory nods. “And I bet you‟re feeling a pinch of pain 
in your shoulder there. We‟re very lucky to have the 
beautiful and talented Adara, here. Medically trained and 
very easy on the eyes.” 
 Adara smiles and it‟s the first time I‟ve seen true 
compassion in a woman‟s face in God knows how long. 
“You‟re lucky we were there, Clint. Kendrick was one of 
the few of Penrose‟s crew that we‟ve been actively 
tracking.” She sighs, then continues. “The December 
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Club has been a haunt for those guys for at least the past 
four or five months. Hard to believe that one of the 
country‟s most renowned physicists would associate 
himself with people like that.” 
 I sit up a bit and recall the pinching tear of flesh, 
muscle and searing lead. “Well, what he‟s doing nowadays 
can‟t constitute as normal work in all fields science,” I say 
with a wincing face. “Harold told me everything. Every 
little bit about Jenna, where she is…and how I can‟t get 
her back.” 
 Both Adara and Gregory lean in and as every drop of 
whatever painkillers they gave me begin to dissolve in my 
chest, I tell them everything that Harold told me about 
Jenna and his father‟s experiments, only pausing to scan 
the quicksilver shadows dancing beyond the arch of my 
daydreams and reality. 
 

*** 
 
Gregory‟s cell phone‟s rings pierce the momentary awe 
that my words have spurred in the spare bedroom of 
Adara‟s downtown apartment. He excuses himself and 
shuts the door behind him, leaving only a bitter burst of 
dust and dirt in his boot trails. Adara removes the 
bandage from my shoulder and when she leans in I catch 
a glimmer of blue sunlight in her eyes. She wipes a small 
dab of alcohol over the wound and although my reaction 
is delayed, the flicker of pain and discomfort is enough 
for Adara‟s sweet smile to penetrate the silent air between 
us. 
 “Sorry,” she says with a curl of her red bottom lip. “I 
figured you may be used to this by now.” 
 My laugh is sincere. “Two bullets are more than 
enough for me.” 
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She sits back in the office chair next to the bed and 

brings her knees to her chest, pale calves cutting through 
obsidian fishnets and a green-tinted jean skirt. “Do you 
think you‟ll ever see her again?” 
 I think of the world beyond this one, the world in 
which I experienced while floating on another plane of 
existence. Everything about Jenna felt real and everything 
left me wanting more of all that was taken from me. “I‟m 
not going to stop breathing until I‟ve held her again.” 
 Adara takes a deep, winding breath and rests her head 
against the chair. “Sometimes I think that love never dies, 
even after a true death.” She pauses, stares through my 
body. “I don‟t think I‟ve told you how or why I found 
this group of people.” 
 I peer off into the darkness beyond the blinking laptop 
in the corner of the room. “You haven‟t.” 
 Adara crosses her legs and takes a long sip of 
something from a styrofoam cup on the bedside table. “I 
met Kurt in college, sometime between my junior and 
senior years. We were both studying journalism down the 
street at Suffolk University. It didn‟t take me long after 
we graduated to completely fall in love with him. There 
was just something about his eyes, the way he‟d look at 
me, that just sent a warm shiver throughout my bones. 
You know when have that feeling that you just know that 
you were meant for that one single person? It‟s 
everything I felt with Kurt.” Adara looks away and the 
beginnings of tears coalesce into watery firedrops in the 
corners of her sad eyes. “It was only a year after we got 
married. He went on an assignment for the Globe, 
somewhere near North Carolina to look into a story 
about coal miners that had been trapped for nearly a 
week underground.” 
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 It‟s right here that the full tears are flowing but Adara 
continues. “He…he was close to the scene when the 
accident happened. He was never meant to be that close, 
but Kurt was always willing to sacrifice his safety to be 
near the action. I can‟t even remember the last thing I 
said to him, or which of his cheeks I last placed a parting 
kiss.” Adara takes another sip from the cup and in this 
imperfect moment her tears slither down into the liquid. 
 “They never found his body. I know you feel the same 
was as I do when I say that when your partner is missing, 
you never sleep a full night. You end up tossing and 
turning, at times hoping it all was just a goddamn 
nightmare. There were so many times that I leaned over 
to his side of the bed to find it empty and cold. That 
lonely feeling of abandon and pain sits on top of your 
heart.” 
 The truth is that I know exactly how she feels. I know 
every touch of heartbreak, of anger. I‟ve been shot twice 
in my life and the blazing scorch of a bullet penetrating 
skin pales in comparison with losing Jenna. All I can do is 
nod and let the painkillers soothe the rapture of pain 
dancing beneath my skin. 
 Adara shifts in her chair. “They gave up after three 
weeks. Because of all the time that elapsed, the authorities 
said that Kurt most likely died from the explosion, and if 
he didn‟t, being trapped under so much debris would 
have surely killed him. So many nights, Clint, that I spent 
lying alone in bed, crying and crying and crying. My mind 
knew that he was gone but my heart continued to live on 
the hope that there was some chance to see him again. 
 “And then something happened a few months 
afterward. It was a normal day, just like any other during 
that autumn. Got home from work and ate dinner alone. 
I usually fell asleep watching television on the couch 
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most nights; there was just something about sleeping in 
our bedroom alone that I couldn‟t take. At first I thought 
I was dreaming because his touch was so familiar and so 
real. I opened my eyes and saw the living room window 
open, the evening air blowing through the curtains. My 
wedding band, which I had taken off a couple months 
after he left me and tucked away in a nightstand drawer, 
was placed in the perfect center of the coffee table in the 
living room.” 
 I think of Jenna‟s pendant necklace, the way it took on 
a life of its own these last few weeks. I want to say 
something to Adara but she continues before I can do so.  
 “I know it was him,” she says. “It had to be.” She grips 
the platinum band around her slender ring finger and 
sighs. “He was with me at that very moment. It could not 
have been anyone else. I didn‟t realize that right away, 
though; a couple of weeks later something similar 
happened when I stepped out of the shower. I could see 
his breath forming around me in the steam from the 
shower. I could feel his hands around my waist.”  
 Adara leans back into her chair and wipes away the 
remaining bits of mascara from around her eyes. The 
ashy streaks capture the room‟s artificial light. “His body 
might be missing, but his soul is right here with me on 
this plane of existence. I can feel him, Clint. He‟s alive 
somewhere and he has reached out to me…just like 
Jenna has with you. Our hearts will never let them die, 
and with that, we know deep down inside that they‟re not 
that far out of reach.” 
 I nod, taste the rusty silo of dry mouth and exhaustion 
spinning between my teeth like newborn dragonflies. My 
fingers slowly catch Adara‟s and I hold her hand for a full 
minute without saying a word. “I know I will find Jenna. 
The time that I spent on the way here, with my body 
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bouncing between life and death…it gave me a chance to 
see her, Adara. That was Kurt that touched you, that took 
you in his arms. I‟m not that far away from her. And, in 
time, we‟ll both be with them again.” I can tell my smile 
puts her ease because she squeezes my hand with a burst 
of force.  
 “I know,” she says, and stands up. She points to the 
morning sky, sunburst of light sprinkled amongst the pale 
freckles of her skin. “It‟s a beautiful morning. I think 
Gregory is going to drive you back to your apartment.” 
 “Do you think it‟s safe there?” 
 Adara nods. “I wouldn‟t think Penrose would send 
anyone there, especially after the incident with Sawyer. 
Your place was swarmed with police after that happened. 
I wouldn‟t be surprised if the BPD is sending cars out 
every few hours to drive by and check it out.” 
 During her last words, Gregory enters the room, his 
booming voice cutting into our conversation like a 
carving knife. He looks down at me with a smile. “You 
ready to go home?” 
* 
 The tingling scent of burnt wood and autumn‟s 
embrace fills the morning air. Gregory and I walk to his 
Cadillac, which is parked a couple blocks away from 
Adara‟s downtown apartment. The first few minutes of 
the walk are bathed in silence until Gregory smiles and 
stops his pace mid-step. 
 “I have a good feeling about you, Clint,” he says, 
reaching into his inside blazer pocket for a cigarette and 
his flashy silver Zippo lighter. He lights up a smoke and 
his apologetic grin reveals a pinch of time into his soul. 
“It‟s only when a man loses everything is he inspired to 
do something great.” 
 I want to ignore his positivity but at this point in my 
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worldly adventure, a little optimism can only help my 
cause. It‟s a cool morning and the breeze filters through 
my t-shirt and into the stitched wound below the fabric. I 
silently wonder if I needed true medical attention but 
another stay at the hospital would only delay the next 
steps in my journey. 
 “Thanks,” I say, “but all I want to do is see my wife 
again.”  
 Gregory points at his all-black car and it beeps when he 
pushes a button on his key ring. “We can talk more on 
the ride.” 
 I sit in the passenger‟s side seat and immediately notice 
the pristine condition of the leather, dashboard and every 
other component in the vehicle. I wouldn‟t be surprised if 
Gregory purchased the car a few hours before helping 
Adara save my life. He drops behind the wheel and the 
rhythmic purr of the engine sets me at momentary ease. 
He adjusts the rearview mirror and I catch the cherry tip 
of the tattoo that dances above his chest. 
 “The tattoo,” I say, “what does it mean?” I‟m not used 
to asking questions, but the solid red star on a man that, 
based on his clothing style and mannerisms alone, 
wouldn‟t be perceived as being a member of alternative 
culture drives the curious spirit in the back of my throat. 
 Gregory smiles as he turns on his directional and 
swoops into the open street. Quick weave of the Cadillac 
onto an adjourning main road and he flips the radio to a 
sport talk show, places the volume at a barely audible 
level. “Guidance, direction…a way home. Years ago, 
sailors would rely on the North Star, or any other major 
star in the sky system, as a means of navigation. In time, 
it became a measure of good luck. It came to represent 
their safe journey back home.” He pauses, waits for the 
traffic light to hit green. “Personally, for me, it stands for 
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everlasting connection to Pamela, my wife. Part of the 
reason for this group, Clint, is the belief that the 
roadblocks between us and those that we love are merely 
physical in nature and scope.” 
 I can only nod, think of my wife and her attempts to 
reach me from wherever she is. 
 Gregory clears his throat and flips off the radio station, 
the only apparent noises the ones emanating from our 
solitary breaths. “It‟s all fascinating, the way everything 
links back to you. You know, Penrose, Sawyer, all of your 
father-in-law‟s research. And to think; Max would be 
considered a brilliant mind if he weren‟t so mad. There 
are natural limitations on research and science, 
Clint…and your father-in-law overstepped every 
boundary imaginable. He‟s tackled the very notion of 
what we believe holds together our existence as human 
beings. Heaven? Hell? An afterlife? The definition of the 
human soul? It‟s all stunning in purely scientific fashion. 
We all ponder whether our flesh and bone is merely a 
vessel for something much, much greater in emotional 
capacity.” 
 I sigh, hold a hand to the window and trace the cold 
outline of my fingers against the glass. “It doesn‟t matter 
how the theoretical fits into the actual, Gregory. The 
bottom-line within all of this is that my wife, dead or not, 
is still missing. I‟ve told everyone that I‟ve come across 
that I will not be satisfied until she‟s in my arms.” 
 Gregory waves to a passing car that let him take a right 
turn onto the corner of New Chardon and Boylston. 
“Understandable, my friend, very understandable. But 
you do have to take into consideration the fact that your 
wife‟s efforts to reach you spark discussion of something 
much grander in scale. Am I wrong?” 
 “You‟re not. I know what‟s at stake here. I know what 
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you, Adara, and Adrian are looking to achieve. Hell, I 
even know what my father-in-law is looking to 
accomplish. But I cannot overlook the fact that I‟ve spent 
nearly six months without the only woman I‟ve ever 
loved.”  

It‟s at my last word that Gregory pulls onto Tremont 
Street and only a few blocks from my apartment. He 
cricks his neck and slows the car as we approach the 
corner of Tremont and Milk Street. “We support you 
fully, Clint. We always have, even before you knew we 
even existed. We watched you, studied you.” 

Something comes to me in a fit of jagged black-and-red 
thoughts, a single notion that swims from the bottomless 
dark sea of memories flowing gently under my skull. 
“Who shot me on that bridge?” The question rattles 
against my mind like a fire alarm. 

Gregory licks his lips and breathes in, cheeks caving 
into his teeth and back out again. “I‟ve been nothing but 
honest with you. All of us can pride ourselves on the fact 
that we‟re here to help you, Clint. Harold and Adara 
included in that sentiment. I wish I knew who did that to 
you, but I don‟t.” 

If this man and his group didn‟t just save my life, I 
wouldn‟t be apt to believe him. The truth is that there‟s a 
missing link between the bridge, Jenna and where I am 
now, and Penrose is only a small piece of that puzzle. 
“Fine,” I say. 

Gregory pulls in front of my apartment and in quick 
inspection I notice nothing out of the ordinary save for a 
few days worth of newspapers huddled together on the 
doorstep of the front entrance. I open the door and take 
one step out before Gregory calls my name. 

“I‟ll tell Adara to call you later tonight to check in. 
We‟re not that far away. In a pinch, we‟ll be here if you 
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need us.” Gregory‟s newly-patented smile is back in full 
force. 

“Thanks, Gregory. I appreciate all that you and the 
group have done for me.” 

Gregory taps the top of the steering wheel. “Not a 
problem.”  

I close the car door and before I have a chance to reach 
into my front jeans pocket for my keys, I hear Gregory‟s 
voice one last time. 

“And Clint,” he says, “in time, you‟ll figure out who 
shot you on the bridge that night.” 
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The amber liquid twirls in the bottom of my glass like a 
muddy rip current. Half of the bottle of whiskey made its 
way into my body over the last hour and whenever my 
eyes are open, a conscious stream of pain drips into a 
headache the color of a train wreck. I cross my feet at the 
very end of the couch, remember the times Jenna would 
sit across from the living room at the table in the kitchen, 
happily typing away at her laptop while my body drifted 
off into slumber to the tune of the television‟s empty 
noise. 
 I look ahead to the kitchen and catch nothing but the 
vacant resonance of my thoughts and the sweet shadows 
dancing on the tiled kitchen floor. Eyes drift in and out 
of the allure of stagnant sleep and a rampant sonata of 
city sounds and my own breaths calms the parade of 
panic flowing through my bloodstream. Every broken 
memory spins on an endless loop behind the wall of 
whiskey and fatigue, Jenna‟s soft voice repeating my 
name until my face melts into a muddled mess of sweat 
and static. 
 The lone light bulb in the center of the living room 
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fades from bright to gray and back to white as if a family 
of lonely fireflies were the source of its incandescence. 
The evening draft slows to a standstill and when I try to 
move my body I‟m met with my soul‟s reluctant 
resistance. The unnatural absence of sound and life 
provides a perfect backdrop to the heavy drop of my 
eyelids. Breaths funnel in slow fashion until the thick 
rapture of alcohol digs a euphoric hole in my heart. 
 I sleep a dreamless sleep for five, ten or even fifty 
minutes. My mind hibernates while the flesh recharges 
from a journey‟s rough edges. The jangling of my cell 
phone‟s piercing ring forces my body to a sitting position, 
my brain too slow to catch up to the rest of the nervous 
system. A warm residue of lost nightmares burns the 
corners of my eyes and when I look at the sea foam blue 
illumination on my cell phone I‟m snapped back into a 
forceful reality. 
 The ten numbers are all the same and I couldn‟t 
imagine any living being with a telephone number that 
reads with all sixes. I pull it open against my better 
judgment and when I hear the crackling accent on the 
other line I swear a millimeter of frost grows at the very 
base of my spine. 
 “Baby…you…hear…Clint…” 
 Jenna‟s voice, live and real, booming from a place that I 
can‟t find. Fingers tremble but I‟m careful not to drop the 
phone to the floor. 
 “Jenna! Jenna! Where are you? Tell me!” My screams 
are whispers in the night. 
 “…Clint…time…” Her words are cracked and broken, 
the whirring reverberation of lost hope spun through a 
series of wires and tubes.  
 “Baby, please. You have to tell me where you are. 
Please…” 
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 A brief glimpse of pale silence followed by Jenna‟s 
sputtering vocals. “You…father…now…” 
 “Jenna! I can‟t hear you! Where are you? Slow down 
and tell me!” It‟s almost as if this is all but a dream 
because I can‟t feel my lips move with every shout of 
every word that‟s forced into the cell phone receiver. 
 “Soon…Clint…save…”  
 The knuckles on each fist are as white as the skeletal 
remains of a vulture and my chest brims with a hot surge 
of desperation. I sit down on the edge of the couch, try 
to detect the disparate clatter in the background just 
beyond my wife‟s hissing voice. All that‟s apparent are 
what sounds like swirling clouds caught in a winter 
hurricane mixed with the mechanical drone of crushed 
electricity. 
 “Jenna…please, just one word, just one word about 
where you are and I swear on my life that I‟ll come find 
you…please…” 
 “Lab…my…baby…” Once again Jenna‟s words are 
caught somewhere in the distant matter of the earth and 
the sky and heaven and hell, and from each of her breaths 
lauded over the phone I can tell she‟s suffering just as I 
have over these last six months. 
 “Where? WHERE? Tell me, baby, now!” With any 
more force in my voice the cell phone‟s thin plastic 
would shatter into a hundred sharp pieces across the 
carpeted living room floor. An ample breeze pulls at the 
back of my head and the hair on my arms pulsates with 
frosty vigor. 
 More whirls and beeps, the unhinged opus of dark light 
and sound. I call her name twice, expect to at least hear 
her say mine in response but the phone line instead 
tingles with flickered noise.  
 “Jenna, baby, are you there?” 
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 Flatness of clamor, my tongue dry and ragged from 
distressed shrieks. I eagerly wave a fist at the air, hope 
that my wife‟s ethereal communication isn‟t quite over 
yet. Sweat pours into my face and eyes until I can only 
see the jagged and blurry edges of my own shadow. I hear 
her again only when I fall to the living room floor, the 
final grip of reality now fully collapsed under the weigh of 
my memories of Jenna and the reaction to her warm 
voice. 
 “Clint? Baby? I need you.” Her words are sharp and 
flourished at this point for the first time in the entire 
conversation. Gone are the buzzing clips of whirrs and 
serrated static, replaced by an endless blanket of pale pink 
frequency.  
 “Jenna, I‟m right here.”  
 “This isn‟t forever, I want you to know that.” 
 I close my eyes, picture the way her cheeks would flush 
with blotches of carmine red anytime I‟d kiss her neck. 
“I‟m never going to let you, Jenna.” 
 “I know, baby. I know.” Her voice squeaks with the 
same warmth as it did on any given summer morning.  
 “Now, please, just tell me where you are so I can bring 
you home. I need you here with me.” 
 It‟s right here that the static creeps back into the phone 
line, the momentary tranquility overrun with tarantula 
octaves and obsidian dust.  
 “…soon…please…” Her voice crackles away again and 
I resist the urge to crunch the ten-ounce cellular phone 
between my already raging hands. 
 “Jenna, Jenna…” I repeat her name until I‟m sure that 
my mind has forgotten how it‟s pronounced. 
 Nothing but bare noise again, but I don‟t hang up the 
phone. Instead, I place it on the floor and lay next to it. I 
stare at the dry yellow stains on the ceiling, trace a map 
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with my fingers until I‟m sure I‟m dreaming again. I 
remember the first night I spent with Jenna, the ample 
waves of affection between our bodies and the sultry 
radiance from our souls sticking together like honey. I 
picture her head nestled into my chest, flop of black-and-
blonde hair gently swashing against my bare skin. 
 “Clint?” 
 I grab the phone again and when the plastic touches my 
ear a long dewy strand of elegant tears swirls from my 
eyes down to the bottom of the receiver. “Baby…” 
 “I love you,” she says, and the line falls silent.  
 I stare at the open phone for at least a full few minutes, 
try to picture her hands over mine, black-painted 
fingernails ever-so-touching the slight protrusion of the 
veins on top of my skin.  
 “I love you, Jenna,” I say aloud, hoping that more than 
my shadow hears the one phrase that I hope to say to her 
when she‟s in my arms again. 
 

*** 
 
I fall in and out of consciousness, the last lingering bits of 
nighttime spinning in my skull like a wild rollercoaster. 
Time slows to a painful crawl and I realize I haven‟t 
moved from my position on the living room carpet. The 
cell phone is still beside my head and I pick it up and 
hold it to the air, flip it open to check the last number 
that called me to make sure that I wasn‟t dreaming the 
rapid experience with Jenna a short while ago.  
 The reality is confirmed and I slide the phone to the 
edge of the carpet. It spins for a few seconds before 
getting caught in the thrush of new daylight. I crawl up 
the sofa and find a spot that eases the scorching itch of 
the stitches in my shoulder. It‟s within a few moments 
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that I am truly dreaming of Jenna and her soft skin, the 
insipid burst of vermillion lips and the taste of love and 
desire. 
 

*** 
 
When I was child, just the mere thought of autumn was 
enough to rattle my bones with joy. The impending event 
that was Halloween was only a backdrop to the death of 
summer and the foliage that would often signal the cool 
breeze of a pre-winter holiday. It‟s when I awake on the 
sofa, last bits of the day floating in through the open 
living room window, that I am reminded of my 
childhood. 
 A coverlet of perfect orange and cadmium yellow 
blankets the small garden in front of my apartment, 
renegade leaves drifting by and carried by the autumn 
evening breeze before the sun betrays the day. I can 
barely see the outline of the quarter moon beyond the 
stunning Boston skyline in the distance. I can recall the 
conversation with Jenna now, the way her voice crackled 
amidst constant static and dark noise. She couldn‟t tell me 
where she was but hearing her voice has erased the 
consistent fear that she had died sometime over these last 
six months. 
 I find the empty whiskey glass on the edge of the 
coffee table, bring it to my nose and let the aroma of lost 
souls pinch the final remnants of slumber out of my 
body. I finally sit up and survey the apartment, wonder 
where I should be in lieu of Jenna‟s phone call from 
current plane of improbable existence.  
 The kitchen is lonely and dark and when I flip on the 
lamp I‟m greeted by a radical lightshow of various empty 
bottles and glasses strewn across the table. I can only 
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imagine what Jenna would say at this sorry sight but 
before I can generate a faux representation of her voice 
in my head a strident scratching emanates from the front 
door. I run to the front of the apartment and unlock the 
door quickly before shoving it open. There‟s nothing out 
in the open except for the cold October wind and the 
distant howl of a dog somewhere beyond the outskirts of 
the city. 
 I nearly miss the large manila envelope tacked to the 
front door as I walk back into the apartment. My name is 
written in black permanent marker, five block letters that 
could have been scrawled by anyone sucked into my life 
over these last thirty-something years. This isn‟t the first 
time I‟ve experienced a delivery from an unknown 
messenger but I still slam and lock the front door behind 
me as I fall back into the apartment. 
 The envelope is plain and unmarked save for my name 
on the front. I drop it on the kitchen table and stare at it 
for thirty seconds, almost expecting it to sprout legs and 
skitter in the corner of the living room. It stays immobile 
and I‟m surprisingly calm when tearing it open. The first 
object to fall is a smaller eggshell white-colored envelope, 
followed by a black velvet pouch. Nothing else remains in 
the envelope and I toss it to the side. 
 The pouch looks worn and used, as if loved for 
decades before being passed onto me. It‟s light and airy 
and doesn‟t take long to open. What pops out and clinks 
on my wooden kitchen table is something that I 
recognize quite quickly. The item glistens and spins in an 
uneven circle for a few seconds while the blood drains 
from my heart and every fiber of my mind burns with 
fearful madder. I nearly fall backwards and have to catch 
the edge of the kitchen doorway for balance. 
 I stare from a distance because the object on my 
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kitchen table is something I haven‟t seen in six months. 
In fact, the last time I saw it, it was wrapped perfectly 
around the ring finger on my wife‟s left hand. 
 

*** 
 
The diamond gleams like a supernova explosion at the 
bottom of the Atlantic Ocean. White gold setting, two 
accented gems to offset a larger stone. I remember it 
clearly because I placed it on Jenna‟s finger when I asked 
her to spend the rest of her life with me. When the blood 
in my chest finally starts pumping again I take a seat at 
the very edge of the kitchen table, collect the scattered 
emotions bouncing around the inside of my mind. Silver 
moonbeams radiate gently within the diamond‟s nearly 
flawless structure, pale fractured light caught amongst the 
carnivorous patterns of a delicate maze. 
 The first trails of bile and saliva are a familiar taste, 
rusty spittle mixed with three fingers of fear and the 
overwhelming scent of desperation. I finally gain the 
courage to pick up Jenna‟s engagement ring and hold it to 
the air, pretend it‟s floating in the dead space between my 
skin and the stars. I can remember the faint flush of 
fuchsia and the glimmer of joy in her eyes, a slight swoop 
of spring rain dancing overhead as if the sky were falling. 
 I let myself fall to the floor and the ring travels 
somewhere beyond the edge of the kitchen into the living 
room, consistent cycle of spinning noises against dry and 
aged linoleum until it finds a new home in the rustic 
carpet. At this very moment I can almost see Jenna‟s 
shadow crossing over my own on the kitchen floor, the 
gentle grace of a silhouette blurred at the edges as if time 
were shaken and stirred at the bottom of a glittery snow 
globe. 
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 Deep breaths fluctuate between panicked and 
astonished until my muscles force themselves to stand 
back up. I use the kitchen table for leverage and the 
weight causes the now empty whiskey bottle and tumbler 
to collide and ring in the evening with a sharp ting. The 
engagement ring twinkles from the living room and it 
takes a full few seconds to snatch it from the carpet‟s 
grasp and into my front jeans pocket. Just its existence is 
enough to cheer my heart into a fantastic detonation. 
 I quickly realize the shock isn‟t over when I spot the 
envelope aligned perfectly with the edge of the table. Its 
voice is a cross between that of a devil and a dead angel, 
black interference crossed with magnetic trepidation. The 
paper is brittle and angry and could fall apart in my hands 
at any given moment. I finger the edge of its seam and 
every time I displace the envelope‟s position I can feel the 
shifting gallop of another item housed between its sealed 
edges.  
 Another deep breath and another broken memory, the 
jagged edges of Jenna‟s sparkling voice penetrating the 
loose joints within my lonely skull. I flip the nail of my 
index finger under the envelope‟s top half and pull to the 
opposite side. The scent of dust and years before now, 
the faded aroma of another time and place caught 
between thin layers of yellowed paper. 
 The inside contains a lone photograph, one that causes 
my vision to collapse onto itself in a fit of fright and 
distress. She‟s all there in my hands now, the very sight of 
my wife without makeup and without the usual mercurial 
look upon her face. She‟s back side down on a bed on 
top of a metal frame, various wires and tubes connected 
to her body as if she were running on electricity and 
motor oil. Her hair is disheveled, eyes as grey as autumn 
clouds.  
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 I can‟t discern the location or anything else from the 
snapshot, save for the brick wall background and the 
sight of the empty soul that used to be my beautiful wife. 
I flip the photo over in apparent aversion, hope to forget 
what is now etched into the corners of every morose 
nook of my mind. There‟s a single word scrawled into the 
back of the photo, a word that even Jenna herself used 
only a short while ago when she tried to reach me from 
the other side. 
 Soon. 
 I‟d tear the picture in half if not for the fear that my 
own heart would shatter in the process. 
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The cold light of morning slinks into the bedroom like a thief. I 
open my eyes, find remnants of the liquid sky swimming just beyond 
the window. Thirty seconds of running water followed by the gentle 
swinging of hips in the space between the bedroom and the 
bathroom. I stare at your curves, catch the slight trace of black-laced 
panties clinging to your skin like a dead spider’s web. All you can 
do is smile, tell me that you’re running late for work. The gorgeous 
glow from your cheeks compliments the greenish haze of morning fog 
around you and each time you open your mouth I expect a swarm of 
sharp-winged butterflies to fly out. 
 You tell me you’ll be home by seven or eight and that you’ll call if 
you’re going to be any later. I grin, already knowing I’ll spend most 
of my day wondering how many minutes until you’re back home and 
near me. 
 I fall back into the bed, watch the traces of dust on the ceiling bop 
to the tune of the early spring wind beating down the side of the 
apartment. The next few minutes pass by without words or actions 
and for all I know I’m still dreaming about the infrared motions of 
a lost nightmare in a world much farther from here.  
 You’re fully dressed, tight black jeans and a white blouse that 
reveals only a hint of freckled cleavage. You lean in for a kiss, lips 
hitting my forehead with the mild poise of a newborn kitten.  
 “I have to leave, baby,” you say with a tilt of your head. 
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 I nod, attempt to swing my legs over the side of the bed so I can 
hug you one last time. I spend at least twenty second remembering 
your scent, the dewy blush of cherry and ginger.  
 “Tonight,” you say. 
 “Dinner?” 
 Another kiss, this one longer, nearly freezes my skin with a 
metallic sheen. “Absolutely,” you say, a final peck on my cheek. 
 I watch you leave through the front door, white lab coat stuffed 
into an oversized purse, your car keys jingling from your fingers as if 
they were hanging from a Christmas tree. Your ghost trails by only 
a few inches and when the door slams behind you it skitters into the 
shadows. 
 The car engine purrs and within seconds you’re gone. I would 
have held you longer if I had known it’d be the last time we’d see 
each other, would have traced my tongue across every crevasse of your 
lips in the hope of memorizing their taste. I look out the kitchen 
window while pouring a glass of water, drown it in a matter of mere 
seconds. The liquid cools my heart and for a moment there is no one 
in my mind except for you and I and every memory we’ve made. 
 And to think, I would have never thought I’d never see you 
again. 
 

*** 
 
Adara sits next to me on the bench on the outer edge of 
the cemetery‟s winding roads, slight touch of olive now 
apparent in her skin while she‟s basked in the afternoon 
sunlight. I didn‟t think twice of asking her to meet me 
here. She‟s stared at the picture of Jenna for at least two 
or three minutes and when she finally speaks there‟s a 
hint of anxiety in her voice. 
 “She‟s beautiful, Clint.” She flips the picture upside-
down and hands it back to me.  
 I nod. “Thanks.” I avoid additional conversation for at 
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least ten or fifteen seconds, instead focus on the elderly 
man down the road. He‟s wearing a suit as brown as fresh 
dirt and smiles when he places a stack of blue roses on 
what is presumably his wife‟s gravestone. I break the 
silence when I see the man kiss the very tip of the stone. 
 “I can‟t do this anymore,” I tell Adara. “The tricks, the 
turns…this picture; when does it all end? When I‟m dead 
and gone? Do I ever get a chance to find out if she‟s 
really alive and not just reaching out to me from 
somewhere?” 
 Adara frowns and rubs the top of my knee. “I know, I 
know. I‟ve questioned it all at least a thousand times in 
my mind. Will I ever get to see him again? Is this just a 
string of events that leads to us being together again? But 
the level in which Jenna is reaching out to you…it all 
seems to apparent to me. I don‟t think you‟re far off, 
Clint. Not far at all.” 
 “She called me.” 
 “What?” 
 “Last night. I was falling asleep on the couch after 
Gregory dropped me off. At first I thought I was 
dreaming, but it was too real to be fake, too real a 
conversation to be something that my mind concocted 
on its own.” 
 Adara‟s face tells me that she can‟t fathom this event. 
 “I know, seems very far-fetched. But it was her, it was 
my Jenna. Her voice was crackly and she didn‟t tell me 
where she was. But above all else, it tells me one thing: 
she‟s alive, Adara. And I need to find her soon.” 
 Adara sighs, takes the picture back from my hands. She 
traces a pink fingernail against the single word on the 
backside of the photo. “Soon,” she says. “What does it 
mean?” 
 I stare ahead, sunlight undeterred from my vision. “It‟s 
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my father-in-law, it has to be. At this point, at least. I 
need to find him. Tonight. There‟s nothing else left for 
me to do now.” 
 Adara nods and licks her bottom lip. “No, you‟re 
right.” 
 I take her hand in mine, cool palms touching and 
sending a momentary shockwave throughout my bones. 
“I appreciate all that you and Gregory have done for me. 
It gave all of this a sense of purpose, a true sense of 
reality. It made me remember that there are others who 
have lost the ones they‟ve loved. And some of those have 
lost their husbands, wives, all too early.” I look directly 
into her eyes, web of green and blue waltzing around a 
shifting black pupil. “I know you‟ll find Kurt, one way or 
another. Even if he‟s truly gone, he‟ll provide you with 
the closure you need to sleep again.” 
 At this point, Adara‟s tears are traveling faster than my 
thoughts. “Jenna‟s engagement ring was in the same 
package with the photo,” I say. “It‟s the final step, the 
final straw in all of this.” 
 Adara wipes away the residue from her eyes, small bits 
of deep purple mascara scattered around her eyes like 
baby tarantulas. “You‟ve given us all hope, Clint. All of 
your father-in-law‟s research, all of the things we‟ve 
worked to uncover…it all has a purpose. I know you‟ll 
find out what that purpose is when you find your wife. 
It‟ll all come together for you, and, as I hope, come 
together for myself.” She looks to the sky. “It‟ll come 
together for Kurt and me.” 
 My smile is genuine and real. “It will.” 
 

*** 
 

I unlocked the door and pushed it forward, the scent of rain and 
firewood stuck on my clothing like honey from the sky. The droplets 
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of rain dripped from my forehead as if an angel were crying above 
my head. I called your name once, twice and when you didn’t answer 
immediately I knew that something was wrong. All of your clothes 
were still there, your belongings just as you had left them earlier in 
the morning. Your car was missing from the driveway, something I 
didn’t notice at first when I got home. 
 I called a couple of your friends. They didn’t know where you 
were. They hadn’t spoken with you in some time. Your brother, 
your father, they had no idea where you were. You didn’t often cross 
paths with them, even though you all worked in the same university. 
You had always said that your family was closer on the outside of 
the building, even though you were only separated by a few floors 
during every working day.  
 With the television turned on, I had some background noise to 
calm my jangled nerves. I sat at the kitchen table for a bit, sipped 
hot tea and contemplated eating dinner without you. When I finally 
sat on the couch, it was nearly half past ten; much later than I had 
ever expected you home. 
 The moonlight was nearly nonexistent, its broken and jagged 
edges beaten down by the heavy rain. I fell asleep on the couch, 
thinking of you all the while, thinking that maybe, just maybe, 
you’d call at any second. I must have dreamt about sleeping next to 
you because as soon as my body shifted to slumber I was no longer 
worried. 
 It was only when I awoke and the blood red clock digits read 
early morning that I called the police. You were gone, I said. You 
never came home from work. You had never been this late before 
without calling. They told me to relax, that everything would be 
okay. 
 They didn’t know that you’d disappear from life altogether. 
 I sat at the kitchen table again after putting another pot of hot 
water on the stove. I wasn’t going to sleep without you here, without 
knowing where you were. When the sun came up, its bright forehead 
peeking from beyond the stars, my heart stopped. A full night is not 
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representative of a single lifetime, but it was at the moment that you 
shaped my life and everything that I would become. 
 I opened the front door to the apartment, sniffed the remnants of 
rain and wet concrete and spring air and rising flowers and busy fog 
and the beginnings of bustle from the city. I tried to picture it as 
another morning, just another day. 
 You left me that day and since I searched inside my heart for a 
reason to give up, for one single reason to let it all drop past me. I 
always thought of your sleeping body next to mine, our breaths in 
tune and the silhouette from our shadows contracting in and out on 
the bedrooms walls. 
 All it took was a single thought of you to convince me to never 
stop looking. 
 

*** 
 
The cemetery far behind me, I decide to walk the three 
miles back to my apartment. The late October wind 
begins to whip at my backside and for a single moment 
I‟m at ease in the aroma of an oncoming Halloween 
storm, the thick air of candy and children‟s laughter. I 
pass by the downtown fire department, ignore the eyes of 
the men and women on the street, their eager steps home 
after another day at the office. I walked these streets for 
most of my life and as much as Boston is my home, I feel 
distant from its warm grasp. 
 The city isn‟t as welcoming when your other half has 
been missing from its confines for far too long. The sun 
is beginning its descent and I want to chase it beyond the 
horizon, steal a cup of sunlight and swallow it in the 
hopes it will kick start my heart and create a small star 
within the flesh. 
 The waterfront is cold and lonely, devoid of lively souls 
and replaced with a violent ocean breeze. I stare up at the 
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bridge well above me, sparkling swarm of headlights and 
traffic zipping by at all speeds. The ethereal thunderstorm 
of purple light and burgeoning charcoal clouds remind 
me of a time where all hope was lost, a time where all I 
had was a dark liquid pouring through my veins with the 
force of a vampire squid. 
 I sit against the base of the bridge wall and close my 
eyes, listen to the hum of tires smacking the artificial 
pavement on their mechanical journey. The ocean‟s 
drone is almost cryptic, its static lullaby haunting a radical 
squall of serrated thoughts and ideas. I wonder if it 
knows who I really am. I wonder if below the deep dark 
sheen of its October waves, it wonders why my body isn‟t 
resting calmly on its rocky floor thousands of feet below 
the surface, because just a month ago I was standing in 
the sky, ready to give my last breaths of life to its watery 
embrace. 
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Fourteen seconds and the floating residue of diamond dust sprinkled 
against the night sky, the distant cat call of a thousand dying 
demons pure and clean as elegant whispers in the wind. I finger the 
edge of the whiskey bottle, down the amber liquid so quick and fresh 
that it barely hits my tongue. Faces pass by, each set of red and 
black eyes as crisp as those of newborn ghosts. Another sip and 
another stir of fire deep within my heart. 
 The neon allure of the bar signs behind me remind me of a 
different life of a different person, one that hasn’t yet escaped into the 
land of forgotten hope. I kiss the edge of the bottle and silently ask it 
to transfer my soul to another living creature but it politely declines, 
tells me to finish its contents before the moon shatters into a million 
beautiful pieces. 
 I find the keys to my truck buried somewhere between a 
smattering of discolored coins and a packet of matches. Smile strewn 
upon my face like it was made of pumpkin flesh, I switch my hand 
to the opposite pocket and pull out a handful of stunning blue and 
purple pills, swallow them in a gulp of whiskey and regret. 
 The bouncer to whatever bar I was just in stands next to me and 
asks me a question but all I tell him is that this life is but a 
fantastic game. He says something else but it’s caught in the October 
wind, sharp tinge of dewy air a comforting blanket against the 
newfound thoughts seeping through my eyes. He tries to grab the 
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keys from my hand but I shove him away and watch the whiskey 
bottle crash into a cherry wave of gemstone sparkles. 
 He screams until I’m well past the corner of the busy street, his 
angry words nothing but a distant memory. I find my truck parked 
at the corner of a convenience store parking lot, nestled between a 
Cadillac and an SUV. The metallic edge scrapes the black finish 
near the keyhole until it finds it home and the clicking resonates 
with the single sigh from my lungs. 
 The engine sparks to life as if it were waiting all of its life for this 
moment, this one final adventure, this one final ride to the very tip 
of the city. The oxycodone swims in my chest and gently pulls apart 
the muscle fibers, weaving and spinning a web of lacy warmth up 
and down my ribcage. 
 I think of her touch, the final kiss from her paltry lips. I can’t cry 
because I’ve forgotten how to. The truck swerves and shanks on the 
roadway through the tunnel and past the city limits, past the 
butterfly tip streetlights and the jagged skyline. The moon dips into 
clouds beyond the horizon and I can count the number of stars in 
the sky on a single hand. 
 The bridge traffic is slim and streamlined and I’ll forever be 
grateful for this next series of moments. I pull over near the median 
strip and a few cars behind my honk their horns in revered 
annoyance. All I can do is smile, think to myself that where I’m 
going, I won’t need to get behind the wheel ever again. 
 I turn off the truck’s engine, let it purr back to a lull and wait 
for the complete silence in the vehicle’s heart before sitting back into 
the cushioned seat. I close my eyes for what feels like days. I’ve 
always heard that moments like these, they cause the average person 
to see key flashes of their entire timeline, all of those minutes and 
seconds burned into the gray celluloid of the mind. 
 The truth is that this doesn’t even come close to occurring; all I 
can see is Jenna’s face, the two gorgeous drops of her eyes, the pale 
recluse of blond-and-black hair swooping just over her forehead.  
  I step out of the truck and swallow the last of the pills in my 
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pocket before tossing the keys far over the edge of the bridge. They 
sail between purple and iceberg blue strands of light and presumably 
splash into the muscular arms of the saltwater below. A car speeds 
past me in the first lane near the median strip, a second nearly hits 
me as I past between the second and third lanes and onto the first 
ledge near the very edge of the bridge. 
 The concrete ledge feels like home and as I look to the sky and 
recount my days, only the slightest hints of her voice are carried in 
the October wind now flowing freely under my arms. The universe 
glows with the unrelenting dream of time lost forever, the whispering 
blanket of hope dissipating into black fog. 
 

*** 
 
I sign my name at the bottom of the sheet of paper and 
seal the envelope with a single lick. No one‟s looking 
behind or around me and I slip the envelope under the 
front door to her apartment. Adara left me not longer 
than an hour ago and I had hoped to leave this with her 
before heading back home. 
 There‟s not a cabbie anywhere in sight, so I hustle 
along the corner of Adara‟s street until reaching the main 
road, a bustling array of businessmen and students tearing 
from side-to-side on the walkway towards either of the 
three train stations planted along this side of the city. I 
could easily hop on the subway and be nearby home in 
less than twenty minutes or so, but as I begin to trudge 
towards the lighter side of the city, the border of the 
suburbs, I catch the steaming eyes of brightly-lit jack o‟ 
lanterns and children dressed in costumes. 
 Today is Halloween and I wouldn‟t have known if I 
hadn‟t greeted the heart of the city, watched its central 
heart beat with the life of its people. The walk is quicker 
than expected and as I move out of the area with 
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apartment complexes and slog back into my more 
familiar area of town, the giant pumpkins and skull-
shaped outdoor lights throw a calm wave of nostalgia 
over my body. I recall the moments spent on this holiday 
as a child, my father holding my hand near my 
grandmother‟s house in the suburbs, the plastic skeleton 
costume draped over my body with youthful glee. 
 I reach my apartment in less than an hour and upon my 
arrival I see a string of kids walking door-to-door, 
pillowcases and neon green glowsticks in tow. I peek 
through the living room window, see only the light above 
the stove still on. Another quick view through the front 
door‟s lone window reveals nothing suspicious so I turn 
the key in the knob and push the door forward.  
 The comforting smolder of silence relaxes my jangling 
heartbeat. A knock at the door and I‟m back on edge 
until I see three kids standing outside, all wearing 
bedsheets as ghost costumes. 
 “Trick or treat!” The children shout in unison. 
 I force a smile and look around the foyer, searching for 
something to give to them as they extend their pillowcase 
candy bags in the air. There‟s nothing my jacket pocket 
except some bullets and my cell phone. I find three 
twenties in my front jeans pocket and drop them each 
one in their sacks. 
 The kids all look at each other, silence for at least 
fifteen seconds, and say thanks. A giggle and then they‟re 
off. I close the door behind them and slink against the 
kitchen wall, weary muscles in my legs now drained after 
the long walk back home. I open the refrigerator, find 
two bottles of beer, and place them both on the kitchen 
table. Jacket tossed on the couch and my brain starting to 
ache, I take a first sip and let the cool alcohol loosen my 
nerves. 
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I take the bottle with me into the office next to the 

bedroom, fiddle with a stack of books on the case right 
next to my desk. The office reeks of dust, dirt and 
loneliness; I haven‟t been in here in months. Jenna used 
to work from home here, laptop perched on the very 
edge of the desk, her thin elbows planted at the 
computer‟s side whenever she was deep in thought. 
 The picture album is what I came in here for and when 
I find it, I rest my beer on the corner of the desk and rifle 
through the pages, each sheet of photos setting off a 
black-and-white flashback in the corner of my mind. 
Pictures of our wedding, memories both beautiful and 
bold. I hold the album under my arm, clasp my beer with 
my free hand and head back into the kitchen. 
 I spend at least an hour thumbing through the pictures 
and recalling any and all moments between Jenna and I 
and our families. Even pictures of her father, her 
brother…they slightly spur warmness in my chest, but 
only for brief moments when I look ahead to the 
opposite side of the table and see the empty chair that 
was once Jenna‟s seat.  
 There‟s a single picture that captures my eye, one of us 
at our wedding reception. Jenna‟s father and brother are 
to her right, me on the left, leaning on the edge of a 
white-sheeted table with various empty glasses and dishes 
behind us. Jenna is smiling that smile that she did that 
entire evening, while my grin compliments hers. Harold is 
holding his sister‟s hand, brown bottle of beer in the 
other. It‟s not what‟s on Penrose‟s face that makes me 
shiver, it‟s what isn’t.  
 No smile, not a thread of joy twinkling in his eyes. Just 
a cold, blank stare during the most important day in his 
only daughter‟s life. I thumb through the other pictures, 
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never finding a single one where Penrose appears to be 
happy or even at ease. The truth is that I don‟t remember 
this lack of emotion, this lack of humanness in a man that 
gave his only daughter away on our wedding day. 
 Just a sample of soul, only the slightest hint of a spirit 
moving and breathing under the skin. 
 I hold one picture of him and Jenna to the air, beige 
trickles of light bouncing off its polished exterior. A swift 
shadow lunges in the light‟s reflection and I turn around, 
see nothing but the empty silence and abandon of 
darkness and stillness. I slide the picture to the center of 
the table and take another sip of my first beer. It drowns 
within a minute or two and I crack open the second, 
leave the photo album on the table and head into the 
living room, find a swatch of comfort smack in the 
middle of the sofa. I cross my legs on the coffee table, 
rest my head back and close my eyes. 
 The second beer is in my belly in a matter of just a 
couple minutes and it takes all of the might in my legs to 
force my body back into the kitchen for another drink. I 
find one more bottle buried in the very back of the 
refrigerator, hidden behind old takeout boxes of Chinese 
food and cans of diet soda. I pop open the bottle and 
gulp it down, stopping only for a single breath before 
leaving on a final sip at the very bottom. 
 I finger the very edge of the kitchen chair where Jenna 
used to see it, close my eyes momentarily and picture the 
way she‟d read a book or the newspaper, lone black-
painted fingernail twirling her hair as if she were a bored 
schoolgirl. I sit in her seat, which had been untouched 
she had gone missing, and pull the photo from the center 
of the table into my grasp.  
 I don‟t have time to study it again, because a voice cuts 
through the room like a fiery arrow. 
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 “You know, I never thought I looked too good in any 
the pictures from that night.”  
 I only have enough time to turn and see his 
outstretched hands before he jabs a cloth to my face. I 
fall to the kitchen floor, kick the chair from my legs as 
the last bits of solid energy spin and die within the 
confines of my body. 
 The voice, harrowed and deep, belongs to the very man 
that‟s been at the center of all of the misgivings of the last 
six months. The man, face of stone and eyes of sour 
azure, is the same one in the picture. 
 Penrose. 
 “Now, now, Clint. It‟ll only take a few more minutes, 
five at most, I promise. We can talk a bit more when you 
wake up.” 
 “No…” It‟s all I can say as the mixture of rage and 
whatever was on Penrose‟s rag begins to claw away at my 
muscle, the nerve endings, and everything in between. 
 The last vision I have is of my father-in-law pulling my 
arms towards the living room, the slight smirk on his face 
not a very promising reminder of what‟s to come. 
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The rippling edges of the ocean twist and contort your image, each 
strain of every sullen cerulean wave pulling at my arms until they’re 
stretched as far as they can go. I can’t tell if you’re screaming, can’t 
tell if the way your mouth is agape is a signal of your struggle in this 
very moment in time and space. 
 I find your hand, interlock your fingers with me until there’s 
nothing that can tear the grip apart, pull you back onto the 
obsidian-colored sand of the beach behind us. You’re soaked to the 
bone and when I touch you a quicksilver shiver of jagged cold 
pinches the marrow at the very core of my body. 
 “Baby, I love you,” you say, the intake of panicked breaths 
funneling in and out of your lungs like atomic fire.  
 I kiss your forehead, taste the bits of sand and dirt and salt and 
hope. “I love you,” I say. 
 We sit for at least ten minutes alone, watch the two moons in the 
sky pass by each other and cross into a figure-eight of vivid steel-blue 
light. You point at the sky and I can hear your words before you 
speak them. 
 “Very soon” is what you say and when your lips move all I want 
to do is force them again my own and kiss you until our hears give 
out and the morning tide pulls our bodies into the sea. 
 The filtered light from the sky, it shines as if the earth was being 
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towed towards the sun. I wait for the impact, wait for the moment 
that our skin is scorched and burned into carbon black ashes. 
 When my eyes close, I’m back at our apartment, the final seconds 
of our goodbyes playing on a repeated loop until the voices of the 
unknown puncture all that’s left of the perfect luster of wraithlike 
halos spinning silently overhead. 
 

*** 
 
One, two. 
 The voices, they circle in my mind like ghosts caught 
between the sides of my skull. 
 One, two, three. 
 Clint. 
 Another voice, could be my own, telling me to awake. 
 One, two, three, four. 
 Catatonic coma in my chest and the effervescent 
tingling of paralyzed nerves and muscles. 
 Clint. 
 The voice, again. It‟s not welcoming. It‟s not that of my 
wife‟s. 
 One, two, three, four, five. 
 Clint. 
 And boom, like a curdling ricochet of an explosion in 
the sky. I open my eyes, blur stinging the edge of my 
sockets as if acid were dripping from my forehead instead 
of sweat. 
 I count to six and imagine that I‟m dead. Imagine that 
every second I‟ve spent searching for my wife has been in 
vain, that‟s I‟ve been dead for weeks and my soul is 
doomed to repeat the adventures of a lost man until I‟ve 
learned that destiny is only a goddamn word. 
 Clint. 
 My name again, the voice a bit louder this time and 
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echoes in the corner of my brain until I‟m aware and a bit 
more awake. I look up and around, can only stretch my 
head an inch upwards to see that I‟m on a bed in a stone-
walled room, blue concrete singing with the sanitary 
allure of a hospital basement. 
 “Well, we‟re awake now, aren‟t we?” 
 I recognize the voice and picture my own face scowling 
with every bit of rage in my body. Penrose, the man who 
calls himself the father of my wife. The man who‟s 
responsible for all that has gone wrong in my life over the 
last six months. 
 My mouth and lips are still numb so the vile words I 
speak aren‟t heard, not even by me. 
 “Not to worry,” he says. “You don‟t have to do much 
of the talking tonight, Clint. I wanted this opportunity to 
explain what‟s been going on between us. You may or 
may not have misinterpreted all of these things as, say, an 
attempt to end your life.” He walks over to the side of a 
steel table with a pillow at the very tip, his white lab coat 
sloshing every-so-gently behind him. “Let me tell you one 
thing: it was never like that. Not for the man who 
married my daughter.” 
 I try to speak but my lips fail to move. I can feel and 
hear my heart pounding in my chest and all I can do at 
this point is stare at the ceiling, trace an imaginary line 
between the air ducts and the yellowed stains throughout 
the tiles. 
 Penrose removes his glasses and places them in his 
front jacket pocket, his fingers twiddling with a mini-
notebook and a pen before they‟re nestled comfortably in 
the fabric. “You must forgive me for the last couple 
weeks, Clint. You see, I really thought that the best way 
to keep you away from all of this was to just simply have 
you erased.” 
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 Erased. As if he were to just strike my existence from 
the earth with a swipe of his pen. 
 “And then,” he says, “I realized that it was all going to 
come down to this moment, regardless of whether I 
wanted you alive…or dead.” 
 “Jenna…” I finally get a word out, but it‟s not enough 
to express just how much I‟d like to shove my thumbs 
through his eyes until the tendons snap and pop. 
 “Yes, Jenna. Well, we‟ll get to her in just a few minutes, 
I promise. The Wheeler brothers, Chance…they all were 
working for me, as you know. I didn‟t intend for you to 
stumble upon that particular piece of information, but, as 
you know, some people just can‟t be trusted to do exactly 
what they should.” 
 I think of finding Penrose‟s business card in the jacket 
pocket of the first Wheeler brother in that dirty motel 
bathroom. 
 “And, with that, comes a certain sense of right and 
wrong, black and white. My intent was for it to look like a 
drug deal gone awry. Lonely twenty-something male, 
distraught over his missing wife, seeks counsel and 
comfort in the form of little pills. He gets mixed up with 
the wrong crowd, and then, well, you can figure out the 
story from there, I can imagine. Right, Clint?” 
 I move my eyelids in an answer until I can find the 
strength in my muscles again. “Why, Max, why?” 
 Penrose shifts from his position, types a couple of keys 
on his computer and ignores me for the moment. 
Something whirrs in the corner of the lab and he‟s 
distracted for at least a minute or two. “Why, why, why, 
why…” He repeats the word until he tips a pen cap in the 
side of his mouth. He chews on it while he looks through 
a stack of papers next to the desktop. 
 He pulls up a wheeled chair from the desk and cycles it 
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over to the bed, only a few feet away from my body. 
“Clint, what if I were to tell you that there‟s just a bit 
more to life than just what we have going on right here? 
What if I were to tell you that our flesh, our skin…it‟s 
just a container for something much, much more grand?” 
 I nod, remember all of the research that Adara and 
Gregory spouted at me over the last week. I remember 
Harold‟s deep-dive explanation, the way he drew out 
everything for me in a way that I could never, ever forget. 
 “I know you loved my daughter more than anything 
else in the world. Even now, I can see it in your eyes, the 
way they glisten just a little bit when anyone says her 
name. It‟s that type of love that makes me take a step 
back and realize exactly what I‟m searching for, Clint.” 
 “You never met Emily, Jenna‟s mother. My wife. She 
was beautiful, my boy. Stunning in every way 
imaginable.” 
 I can finally feel the dexterity of my bones, the flesh 
and blood beginning to spin again with force. It‟s just 
when I try to sit up that my legs still ignore the requests 
from my brain. “I‟ve seen pictures, Max.” 
 He nods. “Of course you have. But, you‟ve never 
experienced her in person. You didn‟t spend over thirty 
years of your life with her, living and breathing and just 
being together. You couldn‟t have the slightest idea of 
how this woman was different than any other on this 
planet.” 
 I can believe what he‟s saying because I can say the 
exact same things about his daughter. 
 “She was diagnosed when Harold and Jenna were too 
young to really understand it all. We explained it to them, 
of course, but I didn‟t expect it to set in. It‟s not easy for 
children to learn that their mother is dying.” He clears his 
throat, shoves the tips of his fingers together. “My work 
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at the time wasn‟t anything spectacular. Your typical, run-
of-the-mill physics work, trying to discover new measures 
of space-time, milling at unveiling new ways to unravel 
the true fabric of the universe.” 
 “It‟s when everything is taken away from a man that he 
truly learns what he‟s made of. I found that out first-
hand, Clint. I knew I wouldn‟t want to live when Emily 
passed on, I just couldn‟t. It was two things that made me 
carry on when I finally accepted her final months as the 
last times I‟d ever see her.” 
 “Yeah? What were those?” 
 Max smiles, points to a picture of Harold and Jenna on 
his desk. “Them, of course. And then there was finding 
out exactly what the human soul was made of. Or, as I‟ve 
begun to discover, the fact that there‟s more to life than 
just our bodies.” 
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The bitter waves of consciousness begin their march 
from the bottom of my toes all the way to my skull. 
Warmth carries blood throughout my arteries and veins, 
and although I can‟t move my legs quite yet, my heart has 
begun it‟s decline back to a normal beat and while I listen 
to Penrose, the darkest corners of my mind are already 
searching for something drastic, some type of plan, that 
will allow me to get out of this bed, out of this place, and 
find my wife. 
 “When you‟re in love, Clint, it doesn‟t matter that our 
bodies expire.” The climactic shift in Penrose‟s voice tells 
me that I‟m not his son-in-law anymore. I‟m an unwilling 
bystander in his grandiose findings. “True love is suicide. 
It transcends everything that we‟re born to be a part of. It 
overshadows the physical realm, the material objects that 
we hold so dear. The human soul is real, Clint. It 
breathes, it loves…it lives.” 
 Chest heaves in and out, frantic breaths a backdrop to 
Penrose‟s discussion. “Where is Jenna, Max? Please, I 
need to see her.” 
 Penrose ignores me, continues on. “We knew that 
Emily only had a handful of days left here with us, in the 
physical sense. I didn‟t prepare either Harold or Jenna for 
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the inevitable, but only selfishly thought of myself, what I 
would do after she died. She was sitting with me, much 
like we are right now, when we came to an agreement: 
she would reach out to me, find me, let me know that she 
wasn‟t really gone.” 
 “I had proposed to her under a specific tree in the 
Boston Common garden, this beautiful blue cedar 
weeping tree, just a stone‟s throw away from the Frog 
Pond near the bridge that connects the two halves of the 
Common. I told her to scrawl the initials of our daughter 
into the side of the tree that she had leaned against when 
she said she‟d marry me all those years ago. If there was 
something else, something more, I wanted her to tell me, 
I wanted her to let me know that she would live on. 
Emily didn‟t last long after that, as I imagine Jenna had 
told you about her.” 
 I nod, nearly forget who I‟m talking to. 
 “She was a powerful woman, strong and gorgeous. I 
can still recall the smile on her face when we made the 
agreement. She died on a Sunday morning, and a few 
days after her funeral, I sat under that tree. The sun was 
at a perfect angle, dipping just below the horizon near the 
Boston skyline, and that‟s when I felt her touch on my 
shoulder. It startled me because I was close to falling 
asleep, but I jerked upright and stood up, looking all 
around me.” Penrose stands up, throws his arms into the 
air. 
 “The sunlight blinded me for a moment, but it was 
only a few seconds after I felt that hand on my shoulder 
did I see it, only three letters carved into the wood, nearly 
perfect in shape and size. JLP.” 
 I say the name aloud in my skull: Jenna Luann Penrose. 
 “No one else knew of our agreement. I was convinced 
that it was my Emily reaching out to me, proving to me 
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that there was more to life than just the physical aspects 
of our bodies, our minds. I became obsessed with finding 
the link between the two worlds. I wanted to find some 
means of discovering what it was like on the other side 
without canceling the life within the human body.” 
 I clench my fingers into fists, raise them above my 
chest, but they fall right back to the sides of my body. 
 “For ten years I struggled with the science of it all. The 
true physics of life and death and the connection between 
the two…it can take its toll on a normal man. My team 
and I finally figured out that one true link between the 
two worlds: dark matter.” He picks up a styrofoam cup 
from the corner of his desk and takes a long and involved 
sip, wiping the liquid from the top of his lips. “There is 
the idea that there is a sort of missing level of mass from 
the galaxy, material that is invisible yet so important to 
the cosmos. It literally holds together the universe, Clint.” 
 “What does this have to do with the human soul?” The 
question escapes my lips without the request from my 
brain. 
 “That was the question that we struggled with. The 
very notion that dark matter is invisible yet so 
important…there had to be a link between the two. 
When you think of all the amazing things that happen 
without consequence, without a true explanation, it really 
strips away the barriers from everything that we‟ve all 
always been able to understand. The soul is apparent in 
every living human being, Clint. That‟s something we, as 
humans, need to accept. 
 “I heard this theory once, about how ghosts weren‟t 
paranormal entities, how they were just the accidental 
criss-cross of timelines in the same exact place. It was all 
there to understand, it was just a matter of proving it and 
seeing it first-hand. There is dark matter in the human 
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brain…it‟s the very essence of the human soul. It‟s 
immortal, indestructible, it lives on after our vessels of 
flesh expire. And, within the notion of dark matter and 
dark energy, there is the aspect that the soul does not 
travel on one particular timeline.” 
 It‟s right here that I think of all the times that Jenna has 
reached out to me. The phone call, the shifting of 
shadows, the hand print…it all comes together for me, 
itches at the corner of my ribcage and makes my heart 
eager to see her even more so than before Penrose 
dragged me here. 
 “Please, Max. Tell me where she is.” 
 He looks at me with eyes as frozen as winter ice, a face 
with the marked calculation of a man gone mad. “Soon 
enough, Clint. Soon enough.” 
 “What did you do to her?” 
 He nods, looks around the room, his arms outspread. 
“It was all for the research, Clint. You have to understand 
that. There is no greater good for anyone on this earth, 
even my own daughter, in discovering the source of the 
human soul and its transcendence after the death of the 
physical vessel. Can‟t you comprehend the significance of 
this all? I‟ve realized something that humans have 
struggled with for years, my boy. Years.” 
 “You don‟t even realize what you‟ve done to your 
daughter, Max.” I can feel the demon relocating and 
secluding, placing itself in the warm crevasse between my 
heart and my lungs. 
 Penrose stares at me for what feels like hours. He 
wheels his chair back to his desk and presses a key on his 
computer, then leaves the room. After a minute or two, 
he returns, fresh cup of coffee in his left hand. “Can I 
offer you some?” 
 I look straight ahead at him. “No.” 
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 He sighs, sits back down in his chair. “So, what else can 
I do for you here, Clint? Huh? Tell me, please.” 
 “I‟ve already told you. I need to see Jenna.” 
 “Ah, yes. There is the matter of that. And we‟ll get to 
that in just a moment, I swear. I won‟t keep you waiting 
any longer.” He presses a few more keys on the laptop 
and suddenly a murky shock of electric force ripples 
through my body and sucks the wind out of my lungs. 
Vision fades from clear to blurry and back again. 
 “What…are…you…doing…” 
 Penrose chuckles. “You were out for at least two hours 
after we left your apartment, Clint. I wasn‟t just going to 
let you lay there and let the effects wear off so soon.” 
 He turns to face me. “You probably want to know how 
I did it, don‟t you? Well, it was all a matter of separating 
the soul from the body, which wasn‟t an entirely simple 
process to come up with, as I can attest to.” 
 “Fuck…you…” 
 “I wouldn‟t be so angry, Clint. You have to understand 
one very simple thing: you and I are not all that different 
in what we are searching for.” 
 “How…so…you‟re a…monster…” 
 “I loved my Emily so much, so much that you would 
never, ever be able to value the true power of our 
relationship. After I knew her soul was living on, I 
needed to find a way to reach her, to see her…to feel her 
again. Jenna, Harold and the rest of my team and I 
developed a means of injecting pure cold energy into the 
human mind as a means of shocking the soul into 
awareness.” 
 “Then…Jenna…” 
 “Yes, my daughter. She would have given everything 
for this research, Clint. She really would have. She knew 
how much I loved her mother, how I‟d give my own soul 
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away just for a chance to see her again. She was willing to 
undergo the procedure herself, without knowing the full 
consequences. None of us thought that what happened 
would have occurred.” 
 “You bastard…” 
 “Now, now. Let me finish. It was a beautiful disaster, 
as you can see. We found out exactly what happens to the 
soul when it is separated from the mind, Clint. It 
transcends everything that we know, everything that we 
believe to be reality. Your wife, my daughter, her soul is 
spread amongst millions of timelines. Her body is here 
with us…but her soul is not.” 
 “Max, please…let me see her.” 
 He stops his conversation, finishes what‟s left in his 
cup, swallows it all down. “Very well, then. Let‟s take a 
look.” 
 
 

*** 
 

 
She‟s just as beautiful as I remember her to be. Black-
and-blonde hair nestled against a perfect white pillow like 
strands of slate-colored ice. Pale arms snaking into rose 
fingernails, insipid freckles painting her skin like 
permanent raindrops fallen from the heavens. The only 
fresh difference in my wife‟s appearance is the tinny 
metallic wires and tubing slithering from her head. 
 “Jenna…” 
 Penrose has wheeled my bed into an adjacent room just 
beyond his lab. I‟m lying no more than ten feet away 
from my wife, six months removed from her touch and 
dying on the inside with every second she‟s been away. 
The awe strikes my body like a lightning storm. Her body 
is breathing, chest taking soft heaves in-and-out every 
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few seconds. She‟s not dead, but she‟s not alive. Penrose 
looks down at his daughter, rubs her hand in such a way 
that nearly convinces me he cares about her at all. 
 “Fix her, Max…now.” 
 “I can‟t do that, and I think you know that. I imagine 
my disillusioned son told you that not too long ago. The 
process can‟t be reversed, Clint. I‟m sorry. I really am.” 
It‟s right here that I think I see his eyes water as he holds 
Jenna‟s hand but I can‟t be convinced of a man‟s emotion 
after he openly admitted to trying to kill me.  
 “Her soul is trapped somewhere out there and I don‟t 
know how to get her back,” he says, stepping away and 
marking down items in a notebook next to her bed after 
glancing at the monitor that beeps with each one of her 
heartbeats. The constant ringing makes me want to 
scratch my eyes out with every thumping beep. 
 “Max, fix her. I want her back.” I know I‟m pleading 
with a madman but my heart has nothing else left. 
 “I told you: it can‟t happen. Not until I‟ve run a battery 
of tests. I‟m not in the greatest position her to fool 
around with something like this. We‟re talking about her 
soul, Clint. Her soul. Think about it for a minute. The very 
source of her emotional existence, the true beauty of my 
daughter‟s life…it‟s out there somewhere.” 
 “She‟s reached out to me. At the apartment, on the 
phone, she‟s moved things, placed things…I know she 
can feel us.” 
 Penrose drops his pen to the floor. “What…did you 
say?” 
 “You heard me, Max. She‟s tried to contact me.” And 
when the moment hits me, my heart overrides my mind. 
“The procedure…perform it on me. Now. I will find 
her.” 
 “Absolutely not.” 
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 “Why not? You were willing to kill me, to snuff me 
out…what would be so bad about this?” 
 “You were never good enough for her. You didn‟t have 
the same passion as my daughter. She deserved so much 
more than you, Clint, and you know that.” 
 “Bullshit. I gave Jenna all I ever had, every single drop 
of blood in my heart, in my body. We adored each 
other.” 
 Penrose falls silent, taps his pen against the side of 
Jenna‟s bed. The numbness from the shock wears off and 
my toes wiggle on their own accord. “The procedure, let‟s 
do it right now.” 
 Penrose smiles. “No.” 
 “Yes.” The voice comes out of the corner of the room, 
new and uncompromised. Adara stands with a gun in her 
right hand, a metallic object in her left.  
 “Who are you?” Penrose backs away from the bed. 
 Adara steps forward. “That doesn‟t matter right now. 
What does matter is this man has been searching for your 
daughter for months…and you are not going to deny him 
the opportunity to see her.” She walks slowly over to me, 
places a hand under my shoulder and pulls me from the 
bed. Although I land on the floor on my side, I‟m able to 
move my appendages. 
 “You can‟t be serious. This procedure is dangerous and 
unpredictable.” 
 “Not dangerous enough for you not to perform it on 
your only daughter.” Adara points the gun forward. 
 “How did you find this place?” Penrose backs into the 
wall. 
 “I followed you right after you took Clint from his 
apartment.” 
 The letter I slipped under her door. All I asked was for 
her to keep an eye out. I knew what was going to happen 
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to me…it was just a matter of when. It‟s right here that I 
summon the energy to reach over to her bed, put my 
hand in hers, feel the hollow vigor of whatever remaining 
bits of life are swimming through her body. It‟s during 
this momentary contact that all of the memories sting the 
back of my mind. A single kiss on her cheek and I swear 
that her body twitches at the very touch of my lips against 
her skin. 
 “Now, Penrose. No more wasted time.” Adara points 
the gun at the bed where Jenna is lying. She looks at me. 
“You sure?” 
 I stand up, move away from Jenna, and nod. Adara 
directs Penrose with the gun. “Get everything you need. 
He‟s serious.” 
 Penrose looks to the ceiling. “You have to understand, 
there‟s no telling what could happen to him if – ” 
 “It doesn‟t matter, Max,” I say. “It‟s the only chance 
for me to find her again.” 
 “Fine.” He reaches into a locked cabinet under the 
series of computer monitors in the corner of the room, 
unlocks the very bottom drawer. He pulls out a series of 
wires and other metallic objects. He points at the bed. 
“Lie down.” 
 Adara holds the gun to him the entire length of the 
sequence. Penrose attaches wires to the sides of my 
temples, places a steel headband, similar to the one on 
Jenna, onto my head and hooks it to the two wires. “This 
may hurt a bit,” he says as another wire is run through a 
nostril and pinches the area above my sinus cavity. The 
electric hum of the system causes my nerves to quiver 
with frightening delight. I look to Jenna next me, my 
stunning wife, and rest my head against the hard pillow.  
 “Wait a second,” I say. “Her engagement ring, I‟d like 
to put it on her.” I reach over to Jenna‟s hand and slide 
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the ring onto her finger. I shoot a glance at Penrose. “I 
knew it would come to something like this the moment 
you left that ring and the photo at my apartment.” 
 “You were always part of the puzzle, Clint,” he says 
with a frown. 
 Adara shoves the gun in Penrose‟s back and he 
flinches. It‟s the first time I‟ve seen him reduced to 
trembling fear. “What‟s next?” 
 He connects the wires from my temples into the single 
wire that was just forced up my nostril. “These are 
connected to this device,” he says, pointing to a 
cylindrical machine just below the heart rate monitor. 
“I‟m going to generate a surge of pure cold energy into 
his mind, which should force the existing dark matter to 
transcend this plane of existence.” 
 “Are you ready, Clint?” Adara pats my leg, all the while 
keeping the gun at Penrose‟s torso. 
 I swallow a lump of dread, look over at Jenna. “Yes.” 
 Penrose fiddles with a line of switches on the machine 
connected to my skull. He turns a knob at the very end 
and I watch as Adara‟s lips part in trepidation. Another 
button pushed by Penrose and the surge of energy hits 
my brain. My vision hits a wall of pure black, a mulberry-
colored swab of light burning at the very corners of my 
eyes. The last thing I witness is Adara‟s big blue eyes 
fading into a static chasm of pure white. 
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The illuminated roar of dark light punctures the endless 
columns of incandescent static bursting from the 
obsidian sky. A sun burns just beyond the foreground of 
the horizon like a bitterblossom set to fire, smoldering 
emerald ash falling from maroon clouds. Objects and 
noises quiver with pale tremors of glitter and dust and 
when I stretch my hands in front of me it‟s almost as if 
they‟re floating away from my body. 
 It‟s when I attempt to stand up that I realize that I‟m 
already on the ground, the dimmed edges of glistening 
electric concrete draped above me. Her touch 
anesthetizes me, sends a clean bolt of adrenalin 
throughout my bloodstream. Jenna‟s eyes are as light as 
autumn chrysanthemums, skin as pale as that of a fallen 
angel. 
 “Clint,” she says, a single word followed by a single 
kiss. Our lips touch and the contact blazes my soul into 
catatonic rapture. 
 I look around, take her in my arms and listen as 
another comet burst of sweet thunder claps against the 
trembling surface of the ocean around us. 
 “Come with me.” She locks her fingers in mine and 
leads me up a rusted ladder twisting from the concrete 
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wall. We climb up and around the tip of the bridge and 
the first thing I notice is the seething clouds of gaseous 
crimson fog aflame from the city skyline. 
 The outlines of vehicles pass by in slow motion, each 
one leaving a stellar trail of silver sand in its path. Jenna 
pulls my head forehead into hers, so close that the scent 
of white cloves and honeydew ice fills the air around me. 
She finds my left hand and in a matter of moments she 
places the gun in my hand, its metallic grip cool and 
comforting. She points ahead at a figure burgeoning from 
the autumn shadows that have erupted from the fog.  
 The man stretches his arms out to the side and steps 
further on the very edge of the bridge. He tilts his head 
back and mouths three words to the whipping October 
wind. 

Jenna‟s arms wrapped around me, I point the gun 
forward and pull the trigger. 
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